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Preamble
Internet platform of Raisin
Raisin GmbH (hereinafter: "Raisin") offers interested private individuals the possibility to register at and
participate in the internet platform (hereinafter: "Platform") for deposit products at www.raisin.com
(hereinafter: "Product Raisin"). The Platform offers private individuals access to deposit products (for
example term deposits or overnight deposits) of companies from the European Economic Area (EEA)
which hold an appropriate license (hereinafter: "Partner Bank" or "Partner Banks"). Raisin describes
on the Platform offers of Partner Banks for deposit products and provides technical services in
connection with the conclusion of a deposit product between the customer and the Partner Bank. Raisin
is neither a credit institute nor a financial services company according to the German Banking Act
(Kreditwesengesetz, KWG), nor a payment service provider according to the German Payment Services
Supervision Act (Zahlungsdiensteaufsichtsgesetz, ZAG).
Cooperation with Keytrade Bank
Raisin cooperates with Keytrade Bank, the Belgian branch of Arkéa Direct Bank SA (France), a credit
institution fully licensed under French law ("Keytrade Bank"), which hosts the current account of the
customer (hereinafter: "Raisin Account"). The Raisin Account serves as settlement account for payment
orders between a reference account (typically the salary account of the customer) and accounts of the
Partner Banks. Raisin and Keytrade Bank support the customer during the contract conclusion procedure
and the communication with the respective Partner Banks.
After registration and opening of the Raisin Account (including identification) have been performed, the
customer receives access to the Platform and the online banking system. Keytrade Bank will transfer the
confirmed deposit amount to the deposit account of the customer at the Partner Bank or, depending on
the Partner Bank, to another account held with the Partner Bank. In the online banking system the
customer can – subject to the specific conditions of each deposit product – order a roll-over, an early
termination as well as other transactions in connection with the offer and receive messages from the
Partner Bank (for example account statements).
In the electronic postbox (hereinafter: "Postbox") of the online banking system each customer will find
his/her individual documents and messages from Raisin, Keytrade Bank, and Partner Banks (for example
contracts or account statements). Furthermore, the customer can receive assistance from an English
speaking customer service.
Keytrade Bank and Raisin have decided to transfer the Raisin accounts from Keytrade to Raisin Bank AG
(based in Frankfurt, Germany) within the course of 2020. From then on, you will receive all known services
from Raisin and Raisin Bank AG at the same quality level.
Raisin Bank holds a full banking license under the German Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz) under
registration number 100112 and is supervised by the German Federal Supervisory Authority
(Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht – BaFin).
Raisin Bank AG (formerly MHB-Bank AG) was founded in 1973 and is able to look back at decades of
experience as an established German credit institution as well as having been Raisin’s partner for the
German and Austrian markets. Since April 2019, Raisin Bank has been a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Raisin and is now operating under the name Raisin Bank since August 2019.
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For the transfer there will be no changes to the existing term deposits of the customer and no action is
required from the customer.
In order to make full use of the Product Raisin the customer will close the following contracts:
-

Platform Agreement with Raisin

-

Current Account Contract with Keytrade Bank regarding the opening and provision of the
free-of-charge Raisin Account

-

Current Account Contract with Raisin Bank regarding the opening and provision of the freeof-charge account with Raisin Bank in order to prepare the transfer of the Raisin Account

-

Deposit Contract with a Partner Bank.
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Pre-contractual information on Raisin GmbH
7. Conclusion of the agreement

1. Name and address

The Agreement between the customer and Raisin shall

Raisin GmbH (hereinafter “Raisin”)

be deemed to be concluded online after successful

Immanuelkirchstraße 14a

completion of the registration.

10405 Berlin
Germany

8. Total cost of the financial services

Internet-Domain: www.raisin.com

Raisin’s services to the customer in the context of the
brokerage of deposit products, are generally free of

Telephone: +49 (0)30 770 191 295

charge. Further information is provided in the section
“Keytrade Bank Fee Schedule for the Raisin Product”.

Email: service@raisin.com

9. Information on taxes

2. Commercial register number

The customer will generally have to pay taxes on interest

Local Court Berlin-Charlottenburg HRB 146726 B

paid by the Partner Banks for deposits. The customers
should contact the competent tax authorities or a

3. Legal Representatives
Managing Directors: Dr. Frank Freund, Dr. Tamaz
Georgadze, Michael Stephan

private tax consultant with regard to any questions they
may have.
10. Risk information

4. Main Object of Raisin
The operation of an internet platform for deposit
products (e.g. term deposits or overnight products).
5. Supervisory Authorities

Deposit products such as those offered by the Partner
Banks are the most secure and easiest banking
products. Risks relating to the deposits are described in
the respective product information sheet and the terms

Raisin is no credit institution, no financial services
provider according to the German Banking Law
(Kreditwesengesetz, KWG), no payment service provider
and no payment service according to the German
Payment
Services
Supervision
Act
(Zahlungsdiensteaufsichtsgesetz, ZAG). Against that
background, Raisin is not subject to supervision of the
German Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt
für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, BaFin). Raisin does
not accept deposits and is not a member of the legal
deposit guarantee scheme, nor any other deposit
insurance system.

and conditions.
11. Limitations of the validity period of the
information provided
(a) In principle, all information provided to the
customer

applies

indefinitely.

Amendments,

changes and other modifications are permitted
within

the framework

of the

terms

and

conditions.
(b) The latest list of prices and services is available on
the internet platform for the customer to view,
download, store and print.

6. Nature and essential characteristics of the
financial services

12. Arrangements for payment and for
performance

Subject matter of the Agreement is the provision of the

As Raisin’s services with regard to deposit products are

Platform to the customer by Raisin and thus the

generally free of charge there are no arrangements for

opportunity for the customer to purchase deposit

payments and for performance. Further information is

products (e.g. term deposits or overnight products)

provided in the section “Keytrade Bank Fee Schedule for

which are offered by authorised institutions (“Partner

the Raisin Product".

Banks”) such as banks from the European Economic
Area using the Platform. Furthermore, Raisin provides
technical services regarding the conclusion of the
contract between the customers and the partner banks
(hereafter “Partner Bank”).

13. Minimum duration of the agreement and
contractual right of early termination
(a) The contract has an indefinite term. It can be
terminated by the customer or by Raisin with a twoweek notice period to the end of each month.
(b) If the customer has entered into deposit contracts
with a Partner Bank, the termination takes effect
when all deposits have been transferred back to the
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customer’s Raisin Account, in case of term deposits
typically at regular maturity of the deposit.
(c) The right of termination for good cause remains
unaffected.
(d) To take effect, any termination of this Agreement
must be communicated in writing (e.g., email or
letter).

16. Governing law

14. Additional
costs
for
communication techniques

customer has no general place of jurisdiction in

using

distance

There are no additional communication costs other than
the costs charged by the customer’s communication
provider.

The business relationship between the customer and
Raisin shall be governed by Laws of Germany, excluding
the

provisions

on

referral

under

the

private

international law / conflict of laws. If the customer is a
merchant and if the business relation in dispute is
attributable to the conduct of such business or if the
Germany or any other EU member state, exclusive
jurisdiction for all disputes shall be the seat of Raisin.
17. Contract language
Relevant language for communication between the
customer and Raisin over the course of the business

15. Right of withdrawal
The period for the customer’s right of withdrawal starts
with the conclusion of this agreement. The instruction

relationship is English. The Terms and Conditions are
exclusively provided in English language.

on the right of withdrawal can be found at end of this
section.
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WITHDRAWAL INSTRUCTION
Right of withdraw
You can withdraw your contractual declaration within 14 days by a clear notice without
stating any reasons. The withdrawal period shall commence upon receipt of this notification
on a durable medium, however not before entering into a contract, and not prior to us
fulfilling our information obligation pursuant to Article 246b Paragraph 2 Section 1 in
conjunction with Article 246b Paragraph 1 Section 1 and 2 EGBGB (Introductory Law to the
German Civil Code). In order to comply with the withdrawal period, it suffices to send the
withdrawal in due time if such withdrawal notice is furnished on a durable medium (e.g.
letter, telefax, e-mail). The withdrawal shall be addressed to:
Raisin GmbH
Immanuelkirchstraße 14a
10405 Berlin
Germany

E-Mail: service@raisin.com
Consequences of withdrawal
In case of an effective withdrawal the mutually received benefits are to be returned. You are
obligated to pay compensation of equal value for the services received up until the
withdrawal if you have been so informed before your contractual declaration and you have
accepted explicitly that we start providing our services before the end of the withdrawal
period. If an obligation to pay compensation for the services received exists this may involve
your continued performance of your contractual payment obligations for the time leading
up to the withdrawal. Your right of withdrawal shall expire prematurely if the agreement,
at your expressed consent, has been executed in full by both parties prior to you exercising
your right of withdrawal. Amounts to be refunded must be remitted no later than 30 days.
The period shall commence for you upon sending your withdrawal notice, and for us upon
receipt thereof. “
Special notes
In case of withdrawal of this contract you are not bound to any additional distant sale
contract, if such additional contract involves a service provided from us or from a third party
based on an agreement between us and the third party.

END OF WITHDRAWAL INSTRUCTION
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Raisin GmbH Terms and Conditions
1. Scope
These Terms and Conditions (hereinafter "T&C") shall govern the entire business relationship between the customer and
Raisin.
The offering of Raisin is solely intended for private clients (natural persons) of legal age with permanent residence in the
European Economic Area or Switzerland. US citizens and US Green-Card Holder, and in general any US Person within the
meaning of the U.S. Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) are excluded from the offering.

2. Subject matter and purpose of the Agreement
(a)

A platform agreement is concluded between Raisin and the customer in accordance with these T&C
("Agreement").

(b) Subject matter of the Agreement is the provision of the internet platform ("Platform") to the customer by
Raisin and thus the opportunity for the customer to purchase deposit products (e.g., term deposits or
overnight products) which are offered by authorized institutions ("Partner Banks") such as banks from
the European Economic Area using the Platform. By displaying potential Partner Banks on the Platform
Raisin enables the customer to autonomously conclude contracts with the respective Partner Banks.
Further Raisin provides input masks in English language giving the technical opportunity for customers to
apply for and to manage the purchased deposit products. One distinct feature of the Platform is the
technical opportunity given to the customer to apply for further deposit products without being required
to repeatedly enter his/her personal data, submit documents or undergo identification procedures after
having successfully concluded a deposit contract for the first time.
(c)

Raisin does not engage in any advice or recommendation vis-à-vis the customer regarding type or
suitability of deposit products. The offering is intended solely for experienced and informed customers
who independently and autonomously take their investment decisions. The deposit contract is entered
into directly between the customer and the Partner Bank. Raisin provides the current status of the
customer’s Raisin Account as well as the status of the customer’s deposit accounts. Insofar as Raisin
provides or submits information material from third parties regarding specific countries, banks, or deposit
products, this shall not imply any investment advice, recommendation or other evaluation from Raisin.
The information material serves merely to facilitate the customer’s independent investment decision.
Raisin does not guarantee the completeness, correctness, and topicality of information, which is provided
by third parties.

(d) Raisin does not provide legal or tax advice. Raisin is not responsible for the correct tax assessment of
interest income or foreign exchange gains.
(e)

Certain areas on the Platform which are provided by Keytrade Bank and which are labelled accordingly
(particularly in the secure area, the so-called online banking system) are not subject matter of this
Agreement.

(f)

Raisin does neither owe any brokerage services nor a successful brokering with respect to the conclusion
of deposit contracts. It is at the Partner Bank’s discretion whether a contract with the customer is
concluded or not unless the Partner Bank is legally obliged to enter into a contract. Each Partner Bank is
entitled to refuse the conclusion of a contract with the customer at any time and without giving any
reasons. The same applies regarding the Raisin Account with Keytrade Bank. Execution of orders which
the customer has given to Keytrade Bank or the Partner Banks (and on which Raisin has no influence)
solely obliges Keytrade Bank or the Partner Bank, respectively, to execute the respective order. Raisin
does not assume any guarantee regarding the execution through Keytrade Bank or the Partner Bank.
Neither Keytrade Bank nor the Partner Bank are agents (Erfüllungsgehilfe) of Raisin.

(g)

Raisin does not render any banking services according to Sec. 1 and Sec. 1a of the German Banking Act
(Kreditwesengesetz, KWG). Raisin does not provide payment services according to Secs. 1 and 8 of the
Payment Services Supervision Act (Zahlungsdiensteaufsichtsgesetz, ZAG). This in particular implies that
Raisin does not identify customers, does not open accounts, does not act as account-holding institution,
and does neither execute nor accept payment orders.
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(h) Raisin shall be entitled to reject the conclusion of the Agreement with a customer without giving any
reason.

3. Cooperation with Keytrade Bank
(a)

Within the framework of the Product Raisin, Raisin cooperates exclusively with Keytrade Bank.

(b) The functions assumed by Keytrade Bank are mainly: (i) opening and operating of an online current
account on a credit basis ("Raisin Account") with annual balance confirmation; (ii) execution of national
and international payment transactions for the Raisin Account (exclusively for payments to Partner Bank
accounts and transactions to the Reference Account); (iii) conducting the process of customer
identification vis-à-vis the Partner Bank; and (iv) depending on the Partner Bank assist customers in their
communication with a Partner Bank (e.g., electronic or postal transmission of customer orders and
documents within the context of the conclusion of a deposit contract with a Partner Bank).
(c)

Certain areas on the Platform regarding financial services which are labelled accordingly (particularly in
the secure log-in area, the so-called online banking system) are provided by Keytrade Bank (and not by
Raisin).

(d) Details regarding the services provided by Keytrade Bank and regarding the contract which has to be
concluded with the customer are set out in the terms and conditions of Keytrade Bank.

4. Conclusion of the Agreement
The Agreement between the customer and Raisin is entered into after successful completion of the online registration.

5. Accessibility
Raisin strives for high technological standards. However, Raisin emphasizes that given the technology in use (hard- and
software), errors which can lead to damages cannot be excluded. In particular, Raisin neither owes nor guarantees
continuous accessibility of the Platform.

6. Liability
(a)

Raisin assumes liability in cases of intent or gross negligence of Raisin, or a representative or agent, as
well as in cases of at least negligently caused injury to life, body, or health in accordance with the statutory
provisions. Apart from that, Raisin assumes liability only for damages caused by the culpable violation of
essential contractual obligations, and for damages caused by non-compliance with explicit warranties or
guarantees. The claim for damages caused by the culpable violation of essential contractual obligations
is limited to the typical contractually foreseeable damage, as far as not any other of the cases mentioned
in Sentence 1 of this Section (a) is given together with such culpable violation of essential contractual
obligations.
Besides major contractual obligations (Hauptleistungspflichten), essential contractual obligations also
cover obligations, whose fulfillment enables the proper implementation of the Agreement in the first place
and on which the customer may rely upon.

(b) Raisin does not assume any liability for the validity of the contracts between the customer and other
contractual parties (Keytrade Bank and/or Partner Banks). Moreover, Raisin does not assume any liability
for the risk, that customer applications are rejected, are not processed at all or only processed with delay.
Raisin does not assume any liability for the accuracy of documents, messages or other information which
the contractual partners have made available to the customer.

7. Customer’s duty to cooperate vis-à-vis Raisin
(a)

Using the Platform requires, that the customer has at his/her disposal the relevant technical equipment
to access the Platform via internet (computer, internet access, email address).

(b) For the proper processing of the business transactions, it is necessary that the customer immediately
notifies Raisin about changes in name, marital status, contact data, incl. address and bank account. If a
customer becomes a US Green-Card Holder through the course of the business relationship, he has to
immediately notify Raisin.
(c)

The customer’s orders and instructions must unequivocally permit identification of the substance of the
transaction. If orders and instructions are submitted electronically, via telephone or via any other means,
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the customer has to ensure that no errors in data transmission, no misunderstanding, no misuse, no
errors or mistakes occur. Insofar as information or confirmation provided from Raisin differs from the
customer’s order or instruction, he has to complain immediately.

8. Fees and Commission Payment
(a)

Raisin’s services directed to the customer in the context of the Product Raisin, are generally free of charge.
Further information is provided in the section "Fee Schedule for the Product Raisin".

(b) For the services provided by Raisin vis-à-vis the Partner Banks, Raisin receives a commission payment
from the respective Partner Bank. Part of that commission is passed on to Keytrade Bank in the context
of the cooperation. These commission payments allow Raisin to offer the services to the customers free
of charge, and to improve their quality.

9. Rules for Termination
(a)

The term of this contract is unlimited. It can be ended through termination by the customer or by Raisin
to the end of each month with a two week notice period.

(b) If the customer has entered into deposit contracts with a Partner Bank, the termination takes effect when
all deposits have been transferred back to the customer’s Raisin Account, in case of term deposits typically
at regular maturity of the deposit.
(c)

The right of termination for good cause remains unaffected.

(d) The provision of services from Raisin and Keytrade Bank requires valid contracts between the customer
and Raisin as well as Keytrade Bank respectively. Moreover, respective releases on data protection
(Datenschutzfreigaben) for Raisin and Keytrade Bank (see number 11) are required. If a customer
terminates his/her contract vis-à-vis Raisin or Keytrade Bank, or if a customer revokes his/her release on
data protection vis-à-vis Raisin or Keytrade Bank, both Raisin and Keytrade Bank are entitled to terminate
the respective contract with the customer for good cause, as long as the customer has not already
terminated the respective contract.
(e)

To take effect, any termination of this Agreement must be communicated in writing (e.g., email or letter).

10. Changes to these T&C
These T&C can be changed at any time in case there is a legitimate interest of Raisin and thereby can be readjusted to the
new circumstances. A legitimate interest is assumed in particular in cases where the legal situation changes, in cases of
supreme court jurisdiction, in cases of changing market conditions, or a currency changeover or similar events. All
customers are informed about any T&C change two (2) months prior to the date at which the changed T&C enter into effect
in writing (letter, email or Postbox). As long as the customer objects the changes within two (2) months the T&C in their
previous version shall remain applicable. The T&C shall be assumed to be accepted by the customer in the revised version
if the customer does not object within the aforementioned period and as long as he or she does not terminate. The revised
T&C shall likewise be assumed if the customer continues to use the services of Raisin after the revised T&C have entered
into effect. Raisin is committed to inform the customer in particular about his/her right of objection and the consequences
of continuing to use the services. This information shall be contained in the notice about the change in the T&C at the
beginning of the period.
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Raisin customer information relating to data protection
1.

Data protection declarations

of consent
For Raisin to be able to provide services to the customer
it is necessary that certain personal data are shared

1.

aforementioned

between Raisin, the distribution partner (if applicable),
the custodian bank (if applicable), Keytrade Bank and
the Partner Bank with which the customer wishes to
conclude a contract or has concluded a contract. These
personal data are, among other things, salutation, title,

The customer expressly agrees with the
processing

of

the

aforementioned personal data.
2.

The customer also agrees that personal data
(master data, account data) will be transmitted
to him via (unencrypted) e-mail among other
channels.

first name(s), surname, street / number, postal code /
city, e-mail address, mobile phone number, deviating
shipping address, nationality, date of birth, birthplace,
country of birth, marital status, occupation, professional
industry (if applicable), tax identification number and tax
residency, IBAN and BIC of the reference account,
documents provided by the customer, as well as
information on the status and amount of the deposits or
investments of the customer.

The customer can revoke the consent in whole or in
part and without giving reasons at any time for the
future without any form requirements. Moreover,
Raisin is obligated to secrecy about this data and
may transfer it on only with the consent of the
customer or if there is a legal obligation. The request
for revocation or other data protection concerns
must
be
addressed
to:
Raisin
GmbH,
Immanuelkirchstraße 14a, 10405 Berlin; E-mail
address: privacy@raisin.com.
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2. Customer Information about data processing in accordance with the EU
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

The protection of personal data is important to Raisin.

Precontractual information that you provide as part
of the registration process is also included.

Therefore, Raisin aims to comply with the data
protection regulations in order to achieve sufficient
protection and security of the customer data. With this
document we wish to inform you about the processing
of your personal data by Raisin and the rights regarding
data protection, to which you are entitled.
1. Who is responsible for data processing and who
can you contact?
Responsible for the data processing is:
Raisin GmbH
Immanuelkirchstr. 14a
10405 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 770 191 295
Email address: service@raisin.com
Our corporate data protection officer can be reached
at:
Raisin GmbH
Data protection officer
Immanuelkirchstr. 14a
10405 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 367 411 927
Email address: privacy@raisin.com
2.Which data is processed by us and what are the
sources for this data?
We process personal data that we receive from you in
the context of the customer relationship. The customer
relationship begins with the initiation of a contract and
includes the completion of the contract. We also process
data that we obtained
permissibly from publicly available sources (e.g.
commercial register).
Personal data from you that we process includes for
example:
first and last name, address, date and place of birth,
nationality, occupational information, phone numbers,
email address, bank account information, information
on personal income, information on personal wealth,
marital status, tax number, data from identification
documents, login data, customer number, etc.
3. For what purposes and on what legal basis do we
process the data?
(a) To fulfil contractual obligations (Art. 6 (1) lit b)
GDPR):
We process personal data (Art 4 No. 2 GDPR) in
order to provide our services under the deposit
contract and other relevant required activities.

(b) To meet legal obligations (Art. 6 (1) lit c) GDPR):
We may process personal data for the purpose of
fulfilling various legal obligations, e.g. due to
taxation law etc.
(c)

Within the framework of your consent (Art. 6
(1) lit a) GDPR):

In case you give us consent for the processing of
your personal data for specific purposes, we
process data in accordance with the purposes and
to the extent defined in the declaration of consent.
You have the right to revoke your consent at any
time with effect for the future.
(d) To protect legitimate interests (Art. 6 (1) lit f)
GDPR):
It is possible as result of a balancing of interests that
in favor of Raisin or third parties, Raisin or a thirdparty process data beyond the actual fulfilment of
the contract to protect legitimate interests of Raisin
or third parties. Such processing is:
• Testing and optimization of requirements
analysis and direct customer approach;
• Measures to manage the business, to
improve services and to recover
customers;
• Advertising or market and opinion
research, unless you have not objected to
this kind of usage of your personal data
according to Art. 21 GDPR.
4. Who receives my personal data?(a) Within Raisin those departments and employees
process your personal data, which need the data to
fulfill the contractual obligations, legal obligations
or legitimate interests.
(b) In addition, data processors (e.g. external IT service
providers) and distribution partners contracted by
us process your personal data if they need the data
to perform their respective services. All data
processors and distribution partners have a
contractual obligation to treat your data as
confidential and to process the data only within the
framework of the provision of their services to us.
(c) Based on the fulfillment of legal obligations [name
of the bank] may be obliged under certain
circumstances to forward data to public bodies and
institutions.
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(d) Other persons may receive your data if you have
given your consent for the transmission of data to
such persons.
5. Does Raisin transmit my data to a third country or
an international organization?
In principle, your personal data will not be transmitted
to a third country or international organization. In any
case such transmission only occurs as part of a data
processing agreement, an express consent by you or
based on a legal obligation and taking into account legal
restrictions.
6. How long will my data be stored?
(a)
Raisin stores your personal data no longer than
absolutely necessary. In order to fulfil the
contract, we store the data for the duration of the
entire customer relationship.
(b)
Based on legal retention and documentation
requirements Raisin can store data beyond the
customer relationship. This can derive for
example from the German Commercial Code
(Handelsgesetzbuch, HGB) and the German Tax
Code (Abgabenordnung, AO). We take in to
account the statutes of limitation regarding
storage. The Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch,
BGB) provides for a general limitation period of 3
years and in certain cases even 30 years.
7. Which privacy rights do I have?
(a)
Right of information (Art. 15 GDPR):
Your right of information includes that you can
request from Raisin a confirmation whether we
process personal data of you. Is this the case, you
have the right to get information about this data
and further information about how we process
the data.
(b)
Right to rectification (Art. 16 GDPR):
If your information is not correct (anymore), you have
the right to claim for rectification of incorrect personal
data by us
(c) Right to erasure (Art. 17 GDPR):
You have the right to call for an immediate erasure of
your data by us if any of the following applies:
• The keeping of the personal data is no longer
necessary for the purposes for which it was
collected or otherwise processed.
• You have revoked your consent and there is no
other legal basis for processing.
• Your personal data has been processed
without good reason.
• Your personal data must be deleted to meet
legal requirements.
(d) Right to restrict processing (Art. 18 GDPR):
The right to restrict processing includes that you can
require limited data processing if any of the following
applies:

•

•

•

•

The accuracy of the personal data is contested
by you, for a period enabling us to verify the
accuracy of the personal data.
The processing is unlawful, and you oppose
the erasure of the personal data and request
the restriction of their use instead.
Raisin no longer needs the personal data for
the purposes of the processing, but they are
required by you for the establishment,
exercise or defense of legal claims;
You have objected to the processing and the
verification whether the legitimate grounds of
Raisin override those of the data subject is still
pending.

(e) Right to object (Art. 21 GDPR):
If data processing takes place on the basis of a legitimate
interest or of the public interest, you have the right to
object to this data processing. Detailed information on
your right of objection can be found at the end of this
section.
(f)
Right to data portability (Art. 20 GDPR):
You have the right to receive your personal data
provided to us in a portable format and ask us to
transmit such data to another controller without
hindrance from Raisin.
(g) Right to complain:
In case you believe that we process your data against
national or European data protection law, we kindly ask
you to contact us, to find a solution together. In addition,
you have the right to object at the respective data
protection supervisory authority.
(h) Revocation of consent for data processing:
A consent to the processing of personal data can be
revoked at any time without any form requirements.
This also applies with regard to the withdrawal of
declarations of consent issued to us prior to the
application of the GDRP, i.e. before 25 May 2018. We
would like to point out that any revocation only applies
for any future engagements.
8. Am I required to provide personal data?
(a) In the context of the customer relationship, you
must provide the personal data necessary for the
initiation and fulfilment of the costumer
relationship. Also, you must provide us with
personal data necessary for the fulfillment of legal
obligations.
(b) Should you disagree with the provision of these
required personal data, we are not in a position to
conclude or execute a contract with you.
9. Does Raisin use automated decision making
(including profiling)?
Raisin does not use automated decision making in the
sense of Art. 22 GDPR as part of the business
relationship. Raisin processes your data partially
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automated to evaluate certain personal aspects
(profiling) and to be able to provide the best possible
service to you. In order to inform you about products in
a targeted manner, we use evaluation tools that enable
us to communicate and advertise on demand.
10. How can we change this customer information
on data protection?
If necessary, we can adjust this data protection
information. You can find the latest version of this
information at any time on our Internet Platform
www.raisin.com/privacy-policy.

Information of your right to object pursuant to
Art. 21 of the EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)

1. Individual case-related right of objection
You have the right, for reasons arising out of your
particular situation, to object at any time against
the processing of your personal data, which is
based on the Art. 6 (1) lit e) GDPR (data processing
in the public interest) and Art. 6 (1) lit f) GDPR (data
processing on the basis of a balance of interests);
this also applies to proﬁling within the meaning of
Art. 4 (4) GDPR.
In case you object, we will no longer process your
personal data unless we can prove compelling
reasons for the processing that outweigh your
interests, rights and freedoms, or the processing is
for the assertion, exercise or defence of legal
claims.
2. Right of objection against processing of data
for direct advertising
In individual cases we process your personal data
in order to operate direct advertising. You have the
right at any time to object to the processing of
personal data relating to you for the purpose of
such advertising; this also applies to proﬁling, as
far as it is related to such direct advertising. If you
object to the processing for direct marketing
purposes, we will no longer process your personal
data for these purposes.
3. Your objection can be communicated
informally.
We politely request you to direct this via phone or
email to our customer service:
Phone: +49 30 770 191 295;
Email address: service@raisin.com
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Keytrade Bank General Conditions of the Raisin Account
PART I:

INTRODUCTION

1.

PURPOSE OF GENERAL CONDITIONS.

1.1

Contractual Conditions: The purpose of these general terms and conditions (hereafter the "General
Conditions"), which are liable to amendment as stipulated in article 24., is to set out the contractual terms which
govern the relations between Keytrade Bank and its clients (hereinafter referred to as “ the Clients”). Keytrade
Bank (hereinafter the "Bank") is the Belgian branch of Arkéa Direct Bank, credit institution under French law
(Société Anonyme à Directoire et Conseil de Surveillance) with registered seat at Tour Ariane - 5, place de la
Pyramide 92088, Paris, La Défense, France, registered at the companies house register of Nanterre under 384
288 890, is established at Boulevard du Souverain 100, 1170 Brussels, and is registered as a legal entity at the
register of Brussels under VAT Number BE - 0879.257.191. Arkea Direct Bank is a fully licenced credit institution
registered at the French financial supervision authority (Autorité de contrôle prudentiel et de resolution)
("ACPR"). It is registered at the Belgian financial supervision authorities (Banque Nationale de Belgique (“BNB”,
www.bnb.be) and Financial Services Market Authority (“FSMA”, www.fsma.be) as a credit institution established
under the law of another Member State of the European Economic Area with a branch registered in Belgium.
The Bank adhered to the Febelfin Code of Conduct, regarding its relationship with its Customers. This Code can
be accessed after request to the Bank or through the Febelfin website (http://www.febelfin.be/fr/codes-deconduite). If any of these provisions infringes a legal or statutory provision that protects a specific category of
person (for instance the provisions of the Code of Economic Law, which protect Clients acting as consumers for
the purposes of article I.1 2 of such Code), such provision shall be deemed not to apply to those persons. The
nullity of one or several provisions of the General Conditions shall not affect the validity of the other provisions.

1.2

Raisin Account Only: These General Conditions apply in relation to the Raisin Account only (as defined below). The
Client acknowledges and insofar as necessary accepts that, notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the
opening of a Raisin Account by the Bank does not imply any right to receive any other service from the Bank or to
do any banking operation with the Bank other than operations on the Raisin Account as described herein. In
particular, and without limitation to the generality of the foregoing, the Client may not, in relation to a Raisin
Account, (i) open any other account with the Bank except with the prior approval of the Bank, which may be subject
to the Client's acceptance of other contractual terms, (ii) deposit or trade financial instruments with or through the
Bank, or (iii) receive any credit in any form from the Bank or have any debit balance on the Raisin Account. Any
banking relationship with the Bank in respect of any product or service other than the Raisin Account (as defined
below) is subject to the Bank's prior acceptance, in the Bank's discretion, and is subject to other general terms
and conditions.

1.3

Raisin Conditions: To the extent that the Raisin Account (as defined below) is proposed by the Bank in cooperation
with Raisin GmbH, Immanuelkirchstraße 14a, 10405 Berlin, Germany, registered with the local court (Amtsgericht)
of Berlin-Charlottenburg under HRB 146726 B (hereafter "Raisin") to clients of Raisin, the Raisin Account may also
be subject to the general terms and conditions of Raisin (the "Raisin Conditions"), to the extent that the Raisin
Conditions are consistent with the provisions of these General Conditions.

1.4

Non Exhaustive Conditions: The General Conditions are deemed supplemented by the usage conditions of the
Internet Site or Transactional Site, as may be set out on such Sites from time to time. Any access to the
Internet Site or Transactional Site implies acceptance of s u c h o t h e r u s a g e c o n d i t i o n s .

1.5

Transfer of the Raisin Account to Raisin Bank AG:
(1)

Right of transferring the Raisin Account
The Bank is entitled to transfer the Raisin Account including all rights and obligations under this agreement
resulting from the Raisin Account to Raisin Bank AG, having its registered office at Niedenau 61-63, 60325
Frankfurt am Main, Germany and registered with the commercial register of the local court in Frankfurt
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under number HRB 13305 (respectively the "Transfer" and "Raisin Bank"). Raisin Bank is a German credit
institution licensed in Germany, and subsidiary of Raisin.
(2)

No effect of the Transfer on the deposits
The Transfer shall not affect the Partner Bank Accounts of the Client, except that payment transactions
to/from such Partner Bank Accounts shall, after the Transfer, be made through the Raisin Account so
Transferred to Raisin Bank.

(3)

Transmission of Client data and transferring Client funds
For the purpose of the Transfer, the Bank has the right to transmit data regarding the Raisin Account,
including personal data of Clients as referred to in article 22, to Raisin Bank in order to allow Raisin Bank to
fulfil its obligations under applicable laws, including for the avoidance of doubt provisions on anti-money
laundering, and in order to assume all contractual rights and obligations regarding the Raisin Account with
respect to the Client. The Bank further has the right to Transfer remaining funds from the Raisin Account of
the Customer to the Reference Account of the Customer prior to transferring the Raisin Account.

(4)

Notification of the Client about the Transfer
The Bank shall Notify the Customer of the date on which the Transfer of the Raisin Account to Raisin Bank
will be made (the "Date of Transfer") whereas the Date of Transfer shall be on 15 December 2020 at the
latest. The Date of Transfer may not be prior to the expiry of a 2-week notice following that Notification by
the Bank. Upon completion of the Transfer, the contract between the Client and the Bank in relation to the
Raisin Account shall be terminated.

(5)
-

Opening an account at Raisin Bank
In order to prepare the Transfer, Raisin Bank may open an account for the Client , in its book. Such account
will be governed by the terms and conditions of Raisin Bank as amended from time to time. The Client
acknowledges having received a copy of these terms and conditions and the information sheet regarding
the statutory deposit guarantee with Raisin Bank. The deemed acceptance of this new section 1.5 by the
Client in accordance with section 36.2 of these General Conditions, entails that the Client is also deemed to
have agreed to the opening of such account in the books of Raisin Bank and to have accepted the terms and
conditions of Raisin Bank.

(6)

Effect of the Transfer
Upon and as from the Date of Transfer, Raisin Bank shall assume all the obligations towards the Client in
respect of the Raisin Account which are expressed to be assumed by the Bank, to the extent that such
obligations shall arise or be payable after that transfer, at the full and irrevocable discharge of the Bank, and
Raisin Bank shall have all the Bank's rights against the Client in respect of the Raisin Account.

(7)

Termination of Raisin Account without any Transfer
Nothing herein limits the termination rights provided in these General Conditions, including in particular
section 35.

2.

DEFINITIONS.

2.1

Capitalized Terms: Capitalized terms in these General Conditions have the following meaning, unless the context
commands another interpretation:

Address:

means the Client's address, which is at all times incontestably presumed to
correspond to (i) the residence / registered office of the Client indicated in the
Banking Relationship Application, (ii) any other address indicated by the Client in the
Banking Relationship Application as a correspondence address, or (iii) in the event
of a change to the addresses applicable in accordance with sub-sections (i) and (ii)
to any other address Notified by the Client to the Bank, or of which the Bank has
been informed by reliable sources without the Bank being bound in respect of the
Client by any research obligation in this respect.

Bank's Postal Address:

means Raisin GmbH, P.O. Box 13 01 51, 13601 Berlin, Germany.
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Business Day:

means a day on which banks are open for business both in Belgium and in Frankfurt
(Germany), with the express exclusion of Saturdays, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m

Client:

means any person in the name of whom a Raisin Account has been opened and is
held by the Bank in accordance with the provisions of the General Conditions.

Email Address:

means the Client's electronic mail address, which is at all times incontestably
deemed to correspond to (i) the electronic mail address indicated in the Raisin
Account Application, or (ii) any other electronic mail address subsequently Notified
by the Client to the Bank.

General Conditions:

means the present general conditions.

Identification Features:

means any set of security code(s) and/or technical equipment (digipass, etc.)
provided by or on behalf of the Bank to the Client upon the opening of a Raisin
Account, as may be varied by the Bank from time to time, and which must be used
in order to access and log in to the Transactional Site and/or to authorize, validate
or confirm Notifications, instructions or operations made or entered in the
Transactional Site by the Client.

Internet Site:

means the website that can be accessed at the following address: www.raisin.com.

Notification:

means any correspondence or message whatsoever sent or addressed by the Bank
to the Client, or vice versa, in accordance with the provisions of article 16; in that
context, "Notify" means the fact of making a Notification.

Partner Bank:

means any bank, other than the Bank, with which the Client may open a term deposit
or other deposit account, as such banks are listed from time to time on the Internet
Site.

Partner Bank Account:

means any account opened by the Client with a Partner Bank pursuant to and in
accordance with the General Conditions.

Payment Service:

means any service referred to under article I.9 of the Belgian Code of Economic Law.

Raisin Account:

means the account opened by the Bank in the name of the Client pursuant to and
in accordance with the General Conditions.

Raisin Account Application:

means the Raisin Account application form and its possible annexes, available on
the Internet Site and which must be filled in by and Notified to the Bank by the Client,
for the purpose of applying for a Raisin Account.

Reference Account:

means an account in the name of the Client opened with a bank in the European
Economic Area or Switzerland as mentioned by the Client in the Raisin Account
Application, and from which funds to be credited to the Raisin Account shall
originate, and to which funds standing to the credit of the Raisin Account may be
transferred (to the exclusion of any other account except Partner Bank Accounts).

Raisin:

means Raisin GmbH, Immanuelkirchstraße 14a, 10405 Berlin, Germany, registered
with the local court (Amtsgericht) of Berlin-Charlottenburg under HRB 146726 B.

Raisin Conditions:

means the general terms and conditions of Raisin.

Transactional Site:

a website dedicated to a Client, which contains information about and features
allowing the operation of the Raisin Account of such Client and which is not
accessible by any person other than the Bank, Raisin and such Client.
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PART II: THE RAISIN ACCOUNT
3. NATURE & PURPOSE OF RAISIN ACCOUNT.
3.1 Account Agreement: All operations between the
Bank and the Client shall be carried out in the context of
an account agreement, in accordance with applicable
banking laws and customs. Each operation between the
Bank and the Client shall accordingly take the form of a
credit or debit entry to the Client's Raisin Account,
depending on whether the operation in question creates
a right or an obligation for the Client towards the Bank.
As a result, the Bank may take from the Raisin Account,
and therefore debit that account with, all payments and
expenses due to the Bank as well as any sums it is legally
or contractually required to take (e.g., taxes).
3.2 Internet Account Only: The Raisin Account is
accessible and manageable online only, through the
Internet. Unless otherwise provided herein or as
prescribed by law, the Bank shall not provide any service
or information on the Raisin Account in any other form
as electronically and online. The Raisin Account is
therefore reserved for Clients who have a regular access
to and a good command of a computer and an internet
connection and who are acquainted with distance
communications based on electronic features, such as
electronic mails and internet browsing. By completing
the Raisin Account Application, the Client is deemed to
represent to the Bank that he/she has such a command.
If for any reason, the Client ceases to have such a
command, he/she must Notify the Bank accordingly and
without delay.
3.3 Restricted Euro Payment Account: The Raisin
Account constitutes a payment account which is meant
to receive or make payments in euros only by wire
transfers solely to/from the Reference Account or
Partner Bank Accounts (and not, e.g., and without
limitation to the above, to other Raisin Accounts). As a
result, and without limitation to the generality of the
above:
(a) the Bank may refuse any payment to the Raisin
Account from a bank account other than the Reference
Account
or
a
Partner
Bank
Account;
and
(b) cash withdrawals are not allowed, and, more
generally, the Raisin Account does not give right to any
payment method or device (payment card, direct debit
mandate, etc.) other than a wire transfer to the
Reference Account or to a Partner Bank Account ; and
(c) no physical remittance of cash or securities or cheque
tender shall be accepted by the Bank in order to credit
the Raisin Account.
3.4 Indivisible Obligations: The obligations of the Client
to the Bank, whether or not they are reflected in the
Raisin Account, are indivisible.
3.5 Unicity: Should the Client, for any reason, and
despite the other provisions of these General Conditions,
appear to be the holder or co-holder of more than one
Raisin Account, the Client expressly acknowledges that
all such Raisin Accounts, shall form compartments of a
single, indivisible Raisin Account with the Bank, even if
they are separate and have different identification

numbers. All credit or debit operations between the
Client and the Bank form part of such single Raisin
Account and become simple credit and debit operations
that generate a single credit or debit balance payable
upon closing the business relationship between the
parties. This unicity of account does not act as an
impediment to each of the accounts of the Client, taken
separately, generating debit interests during the term of
the business relationship between the Bank and the
Client.
3.6 Connexion: All Bank's claims on the Client and all
Client's Claims on the Bank are connected and may be
netted by the Bank even in the event of insolvency
proceedings or legal restructuring, seizure or any other
form of debt proceedings, subject to compliance with
mandatory provisions of applicable laws. As a result, and
without limitation to the generality of the above, if the
Client is in default or risks being so for payment of a debt
(particularly in the case of initiation of legal restructuring
proceedings), all debts and obligations of any kind of the
Client to the Bank become immediately payable. At its
own initiative, the Bank may fully or partially net the
debit and credit balances of the Raisin Accounts of which
the Client is the holder or co-holder. The Client shall be
informed of this afterwards via account statements.
3.7 No Interests: The Bank shall no pay interests on any
balance standing to the credit of the Raisin Account.
3.8 No Credit: The Bank shall not grant credit on or to
Raisin Accounts or their holder. The Client must
therefore keep the balance of his/her Raisin Account in
credit at all times. Any inadvertent acceptance by the
Bank of a debit balance shall not in any circumstances
constitute a right to maintain or occasionally renew that
debit balance. The Bank may therefore put an end to this
acceptance, demand immediate and full repayment of
the debit balance at any time, and pursue recovery of all
amounts due. All debit balances on accounts shall accrue
interest, in full and without formal notice, in favor of the
Bank at the debit rate (unauthorized overdraft) applied
by the Bank for the currency concerned for the period
for which the account shows a debit balance, as
indicated in the "Interests" document, available on the
Internet Site. The debit interest shall be calculated, based
on the amount of the overdraft, by the nominal method,
day by day, and based on a 365-day year.
3.9 Risks: Without limitation to the description of the
risks inherent in any deposit, as may be described by the
Partner Banks in the documentation that they provide to
the Client, the Client is informed that any deposit with
any bank, including in the Raisin Account or in any
Partner Bank Account, involves the following risks:
(a) default risk: in the event that the bank operating the
deposit account becomes insolvent, that bank may be
unable to pay the monies standing to the credit of the
account, in which case a deposit protection scheme may
indemnify the depositor, subject to certain conditions
and limits. Deposits within the EU are protected up to an
amount of 100,000 Euro for each Client and institute
according to the Directive 2014/49/EU. If the total
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deposit amount exceeds the maximum limit of the
respective national deposit protection scheme there is a
default risk for the amount exceeding the maximum. In
case of default of the respective national deposit
protection scheme there is also a default risk for
deposits within the maximum limit. For EEA countries
which are not Member States of the EU different
conditions
may
apply;
(b) transfer risk: Economic or political instability in certain
countries can lead to limitations in the right to withdraw
deposits from these countries. These limitations could
lead to a situation where the Client would not be able to
recover deposits, even if the bank operating the account
is solvent. Typical reasons for such a situation could be
transfer restrictions or other changes in the law;
(c) foreign exchange risk: where deposits are made in a
currency other than the Euro, the Client may need to
exchange currencies; yet, foreign exchange rates are
subject to fluctuations and there may be limitations to
the right of conversion of certain currencies in other
currencies, limiting the right of the Client to obtain
repayment of a deposit in the currency in which it was
denominated.
4. ACCOUNT OPENING PROCESS.
4.1 Eligible Clients: The Raisin Account is solely intended
for private clients (natural persons) of legal age, who
meet the requirements set out in section 3.2, with
permanent residence and tax residence in the European
Economic Area or Switzerland (excluding Austria,
Belgium and Germany) and who are Clients of Raisin and
have, in that capacity, accepted the Raisin Conditions. US
citizens and US Green-Card Holder, and in general any
US Person within the meaning of the U.S. Foreign
Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) are not eligible for
the Raisin Account. If a Client becomes a Green-Card
Holder or a US person in the course of the business
relationship with the Bank, the Client must immediately
Notify the Bank. Notwithstanding anything suggesting
the contrary in the General Conditions, no Raisin Account
shall be opened in the name of minors or in the name of
several persons. In addition, the Bank may subject the
opening of a Raisin Account to Belgian residents to
additional conditions, such as the opening of a standard
account with the Bank or, e.g., for the satisfaction of the
Bank's tax obligations, the adherence to the standard
terms and conditions of the Bank.
4.2 Raisin Account Application: In order to enter into a
banking contract with the Bank for the purpose of
opening and operating a Raisin Account, the prospective
Client must complete with sincerity and accuracy the
online account registration form (the "Raisin Account
Application") which the Bank makes available on the
Internet Site. No other registration/application
document shall be considered or dealt with by the Bank.
The contents of that Raisin Account Application may be
changed by the Bank at any time.
4.3 Other Documents and Information: In addition,
any prospective Client may be required by the Bank to
supply, online or otherwise as indicated by the Bank, any
other information, document or evidence (regarding e.g.,
the Client or the Client's professional and economic

activities, the origin of the funds expected to be credited
to the Raisin Account, or the Client's tax status), in
particular where such other documents and information
are required in order to place the Bank in a position to
fulfill its legal obligations as they may vary from time to
time, including its Client identification obligations
pursuant to applicable laws. The Bank may assume,
without verification, that the information so Notified to
the Bank is at all times true, accurate and complete
unless Notified otherwise by the Client in accordance
with section 4.4 below.
4.4 Updates & Supplements: The Client must at all
times and promptly keep the information Notified to the
Bank up to date, and the Bank may assume, without
verification, that this is the case. Without limitation to the
Bank's legal obligation or right to take any such updates
into account more promptly, the Client may assume that
the Bank has noted the Notified changes only as from
the 7th day following their Notification. The Bank may
also at any time and on its own motion, and without
having to motivate or justify its request, require updates
or additional information or documents for the same
purposes as those mentioned in section 4.3 or as a result
of a change in the Bank's procedures or policies.
4.5 Beneficial Owners & Other Third Parties: The Bank
also has the right to require the same information and
documents in respect of any person other than the Client
who may be the beneficial owner of the Raisin Account,
or who may have, for any reason whatsoever, including
pursuant to any law in the jurisdiction of the Client,
power and authority on the Raisin Account or any right
on, interest in or title to the assets standing to the credit
of the Raisin Account.
4.6 Reliance on Information: The Client acknowledges
that the Bank decides whether or not to accept the
registration of a new Client in reliance upon the
information and documents Notified by the Client
pursuant to the above provisions, and in particular on
the faith of the Client's representations, waivers, and
adherence contained therein. The Client warrants that all
information and documents communicated to the Bank
by the Client, at the opening of the Raisin Account or
thereafter, are or shall be accurate, complete and not
misleading in any material respect. The Client
acknowledges that the Bank shall have the right to
terminate the contract with the Client forthwith if the
Bank has serious reasons to doubt the completeness,
accuracy and genuineness of the information and
documents it has received from the Client. The Bank
shall also have the right (but no obligation) to verify the
information and documents communicated by the
Client, e.g. for the purpose of complying with Belgian or
foreign (tax) laws. The Bank shall however not be liable
to the Client, e.g. for adverse tax consequences of a
Bank's action, except insofar as required by applicable
law, if it does not verify the (consistency of the)
documents and information communicated to it by the
Client, even though such a verification is possible
through publicly available sources of information.
4.7 Account Opening: The contract with the Bank shall
be concluded and the Raisin Account opened when the
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Bank Notifies the Client of its acceptance of the Raisin
Account Application. Acceptance shall be deemed
Notified by the Bank to the Client upon Notification of
the Identification Features. The Bank is not bound to
accept any Raisin Account Application or to make a
decision on the acceptance of such an Application within
a certain period. The Bank may refuse the opening of
more than one Raisin Account per Client. The Bank
cannot and does not warrant that the Client will have the
right to open any account with any Partner Bank. The
Client acknowledges that if no Partner Bank accepts to
open an account in the name of the Client, the Client will
not be able to effectively use the Raisin Account.

price depends on the fluctuations of the financial market
on which the Bank has no influence and which may well
occur during the withdrawal period (meaning in
particular any foreign exchange operations, etc.) nor to
operations fully executed by the parties at the express
request of the Client before the latter exercises the right
of withdrawal. Furthermore, the right of withdrawal shall
only apply to the contract itself and not to the successive
operations on the accounts carried out by the parties in
the framework of this contract through the application of
these General Conditions.

5. RIGHT OF WITHDRAWAL.

6.1 Creation of Joint Accounts: The Bank does not open
Raisin Accounts in the name of several persons. In the
event that, for any reason beyond the control, and
despite the policy, of the Bank more than one person
would have rights on a Raisin Account (e.g., by way of
succession, etc.), the Account shall constitute a joint
account in the name of all the persons who have
adduced conclusive evidence of their right on the
account. The Bank shall not have to inform any joint
accountholder of the identity of the other the other joint
accountholders.

5.1 Principle: In the event that the Raisin Account is
opened as a result of a contract which is deemed
concluded at a distance, within the meaning of the
Belgian Code of Economic Law, the Client has, under the
conditions provided for by such Code (including the
condition that the Client must be acting in relation to the
contract outside his/her trade, business, craft or
profession), a period of 14 days from the conclusion of
the contract to Notify the Bank that he/she is
withdrawing from the contract (hereafter the “right of
withdrawal”). The right of withdrawal may be exercised
by the Client without penalty and without indication of
the reason. The period of 14 days shall be deemed to
have been observed if the Notification was made to the
Client before the end of this period. The Bank may refuse
to activate the account and to implement or execute any
instruction of the Client in relation to the Raisin Account
during that withdrawal period.
5.2 Operations during Withdrawal Period: Any
initiative of the Client with a view to using the Raisin
Account during the withdrawal period implies the
agreement of the Client to the execution of the contract
resulting from the acceptance of the Raisin Account
Application by the Bank, regardless of the fact that the
withdrawal period has not yet expired at that moment.
In such a case and if the Client subsequently exercises
the right of withdrawal, the Client shall only be bound by
payment of the services actually provided by the Bank in
accordance with the Fee Schedule, and the other fees
and charges paid to the Bank by the Client shall be
reimbursed. If the Client does not exercise the right of
withdrawal, the contract shall be maintained in
accordance with its terms, including the General
Conditions.
5.3 Effect of Withdrawal: The withdrawal by the Client
of a contract concluded at a distance shall also bring
about the cancellation of any other specific contract
concluded between the Bank and the Client in the
framework of or in the execution of the initial contract,
without penalty and without prejudice to the possible
securities that would have been granted to the Bank and
which shall be applicable to guarantee the possible
payment or reimbursement of any sum due to the Bank
following the withdrawal of the contract.
5.4 Exceptions: Notwithstanding the above, the right of
withdrawal shall not apply to the services of which the

6. JOINT RAISIN ACCOUNTS.

6.2 Joints Rights & Obligations: Each such joint
accountholder shall be a joint creditor or debtor for all
the rights and obligations arising under such joint Raisin
Account and may act alone on the Account as though
he/she were the sole accountholder.
6.3 Single Notification: The Bank shall send all
Notifications relating to the joint Raisin Account to one of
the accountholders, and all Notifications sent to such
accountholder shall constitute a valid Notification to all
the joint accountholders.
6.4 Allocation of Rights: If the Bank is required to make
a pronouncement on the ownership of assets credited to
a joint Raisin Account before or to the authorities, a
creditor of the accountholder, or any other third party,
the Bank shall deem, without prejudice to any other
arrangements made by the joint accountholders, to
which the Bank shall remain alien and about which it
must not inform itself, that the assets belong to each of
the joint accountholders in the same proportion.
6.5 Taxes: Only the tax regime of the accountholder
resulting from the information given in the Raisin
Account Application shall be taken into account by the
Bank for determining the tax regime applicable to the
account, except where the Bank is required by law to
otherwise determine that tax regime. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, if one of the joint accountholders of the
Raisin Account is a Belgian resident, the account shall be
subject to applicable Belgian rules, including with regard
to the tax regime.
7. SERVICES RELATING TO RAISIN ACCOUNT.
7.1 Scope of Services: The services that the Bank shall
offer to the Client in relation to any Raisin Account shall
exclusively
consist
of
the
following:
(a) account opening and ongoing account servicing of a
current account on a non-borrowing base, managed
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online
;
(b) crediting the Raisin Account to the extent (subject to
the reimbursement of the Bank's costs and subject to the
Bank's fees, if any) of the monies actually received by the
Bank from the Reference Account or from Partner Bank
Accounts;
(c) execution of domestic and foreign payment
transactions from the Raisin Account to the Reference
Account
or
to
Partner
Bank
Accounts;
(d) communication of Client identification data in relation
to the Client to the Partner Banks with whom the Client
wishes to open a Partner Bank Account, such
communication being expressly authorized by the Client;
(e) execution of the account opening formalities with the
Partner Banks chosen by the Client on behalf of the
Client, it being understood that the Partner Bank
Account shall be opened and maintained in the name of
the Client exclusively, with the Bank having no control
over
such
Account;
and
(f) support of the customer with regards to
communication with the Partner Banks (e.g. electronic or
postal submission of Client orders, including payment
transaction orders, or documents in the course of
opening a Partner Bank Account).
7.2 Extension of Services: The services of the Bank in
respect of the Raisin Account may be extended at any
time by the Bank, for all Clients, for certain categories or
Clients, of for certain Clients individually. Without
prejudice to the legal provisions requiring longer notice
for certain services, they may also be altered,
discontinued or restricted by the Bank, for all Clients, for
certain categories or Clients, of for certain Clients
individually, subject to a notice Notified fifteen (15) days
in advance or without notice if the discontinuation of the
service is justified for legitimate reasons, for instance
those of security.
7.3 Normal Behavior: The Client shall undertake to use
the Bank's services in good faith. Strategies involving the
exploitation of errors of the Bank or generally implying
activity that is abnormal shall not be tolerated by the
Bank. If the Bank notices, at its own discretion and in
good faith, that the Client is not acting in accordance with
the above, the Bank shall have the right (i) to block the
Raisin Account or deactivate the Identification Features,
and/or (ii) to terminate the Client's contract with the
Bank.
7.4 Suspension of Services: The Bank reserves the right
to block the Client's Raisin Accounts or to temporarily
refuse to execute instructions given by the Client in
respect of the Raisin Account, for objectively justifiable
reasons such as the protection of third party interests,
suspected use of the Bank's services to perform or
facilitate fraudulent or illegal operations, refusal by the
Client to respond to requests for information from the
Bank or the need to carry out an analysis of atypical
transactions. The Bank may also interrupt access to or
certain features or functions of, the Internet Site,
Transactional Site, or any other technical service offered
by the Bank without notice: (i) in order to prevent or
remedy insufficient function or breakdown of its
machines, software or communications equipment; (ii) at

the Bank's discretion, especially and without limitation,
in the event of attempted piracy or misappropriation of
funds, or (iii) in order to carry out maintenance or to
make upgrades or improvements. The Bank shall make
every effort to inform the Client of any planned
interruption whenever this is reasonably possible. The
Bank may not be held liable for any prejudice arising
from the suspension of the service.
7.5 Power of Attorney: The Bank may refuse the
constitution of powers of attorney entitling persons
other than the Client in the name of whom the Raisin
Account is opened, to consult statements of accounts on
the Transactional Site or give instructions to the Bank in
respect of the Raisin Account. The Bank may also subject
the constitution of powers of attorney to certain
formalities or security features (such as, e.g., the use of
identification and authentication measures specific to
the proxyholder) or the execution of, or adherence, to
certain other contractual documents.
7.6 Statements of Account: The account statements are
made available in electronic form only on the
Transactional Site. They are updated, as a minimum, at
the close of every Business Day. Historical records of
payments from/received in the Raisin Account are
available for a period of eighteen (18) months. The
information in the account statements available on the
Transactional Site or on paper shall have precedence
over information otherwise Notified by the Bank. The
Client must regularly consult the Transactional Site, and
the statements of account posted therein, and must
report any error forthwith to the Bank (whether the error
is in favor of the Client or of the Bank). The Client
acknowledges that failure to do so may prevent him/her
from complaining in due time, as provided in section
37.5. The Bank may at any time, and with no prior or
subsequent express Notification to the Client correct any
error that appears on the Internet Site or the
Transactional Site, including with respect to statements
of account, and debit or credit the Raisin Account
accordingly. Unless the Client protests in due time, the
statements of account shall be binding and constitute
conclusive evidence.
7.7 Euro Only: Payments to or from the Raisin Account
shall only be in euros. The Bank shall refuse any payment
to/from the Raisin Account in any currency other than
euro. As the case may be, if the Reference Account or a
Partner Bank Account is not denominated in euros, the
Client must arrange with the relevant Partner Bank or
the bank holding the Reference Account, the conversion
in euros of the sums to be paid to the Raisin Account or
conversely, the conversion in the currency of the Partner
Bank Account or of the Reference Account of payments
received in euros from the Raisin Account. The Bank shall
remain alien to such arrangements.
8. PARTNER BANKS ACCOUNTS.
8.1 Dealings with Partner Banks: The Bank shall assist
and support the Client in the opening process of a
Partner Bank Account only if and when the Raisin
Account has been properly opened and credited, in
accordance with section 4. The Bank reserves the right to
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reasonably subject such assistance to additional
conditions, in general or on a case by case basis. The
assistance of the Bank is limited to the transmission of
information and documents, and to instruct, on behalf of
the Client, Partner Banks to open Partner Bank Accounts.
As a result, and without limitation to the generality of the
above, the Bank does not verify or warrant the validity of
the contract relating to any Partner Bank Account. The
Client shall indemnify the Bank for any damages suffered
by the Bank (including if the Bank is held liable towards
a Partner Bank) as a result of documents and
information communicated by the Client to the Bank and
transmitted by the Bank to a Partner Bank.
8.2 Selection by Client: The Client determines the
Partner Bank with which to open a Partner Bank Account,
among the Partner Banks proposed on the Internet Site,
in the Client's discretion and under the Client's exclusive
responsibility. The fact of proposing a list of Partner
Banks does not constitute or imply any recommendation
by the Bank to open any Partner Bank Account with any
Partner Bank. Similarly, the Client determines the (types
of) Partner Bank Accounts that the Client wishes to open
(or, more generally, the types of products or services of
the Partner Banks that the Client wants to subscribe to),
in the Client's discretion and under the Client's exclusive
responsibility. The fact of proposing a list of Partner
Banks (Accounts) does not constitute or imply any
recommendation of any type of Partner Bank Account
(or, more generally, of any type of products or services
of proposed by any Partner Bank). The Bank does not
propose or provide any investment advice service in
relation to the selection of any Partner Bank or of any
product or service proposed by any Partner Bank,
including Partner Bank Accounts.
8.3 Information on Accounts & Products: To the extent
that the Internet Site or the Transactional Site contains
information on the Partner Bank Accounts, and/or
deposit or other financial product offerings of such
Partner Bank, the Client acknowledges that such
information is prepared and displayed under the control
of the relevant Partner Bank. The Bank assumes no
liability whatsoever for the form and substance of that
information.
8.4 No Warranty: To the extent that all Partner Bank
Accounts are opened by and in the name of the Client,
the Client entirely assumes the risk of default by the
Partner Bank. The Bank does not in any way warrant the
creditworthiness of or risk of default by any Partner
Bank.
8.5 Proper Instruction: No assistance regarding the
opening of a Partner Bank Account shall be provided by
the Bank, unless the Bank has been clearly instructed
online to do so by the Client in accordance with the
features and functionalities set out on the Transactional
Site of the Client (including the use of the Identification
Features). No other form or method of instruction to
assist regarding the opening of a Partner Bank Account
shall be considered or dealt with by the Bank, which shall
ignore such other instructions as if they had never been
issued.

8.6 Minimum Deposit: The Bank shall submit to the
Partner Bank the account opening documents required
for the requested Partner Bank Account, as well as the
Client's declaration of will to deposit, only if the minimum
deposit amount required for the opening of such
Account is credited to the Raisin Account. Pending the
opening process of the requested Partner Bank Account,
the deposit amount in the Raisin Account shall be
blocked.
8.7 Acceptance by Partner Banks: The Bank does not
warrant that the Client shall be accepted by the Partner
Banks and that the Client shall have the right to open the
Partner Bank Account of his/her choice. Acceptance of
the Client is decided by Partner Banks in their discretion.
As a result, the Client is expressly informed that he/she
may not be able to open the Partner Bank Account for
which he/she has decided to open a Raisin Account.
8.8 Cancellation: Any instruction given to the Bank to
open a Partner Bank Account may be cancelled by
appropriate Notification to the Bank, as long as it has not
been executed.
9. PAYMENTS.
9.1 Sufficient Funding: No payment instruction to pay
any monies to any Partner Bank Account or to the
Reference Account shall be executed (in whole or even in
part) by the Bank as long as the Raisin Account is not
actually credited accordingly. The Raisin Account shall be
considered having sufficient funding if it has sufficient
balance for the operation to be carried out in terms of
principal, taxes, fees and payments due to the Bank (if
any). The Bank shall however not be liable for any
payment for which the Client's Raisin Account does not
have sufficient funding. If the Bank executes a payment
for which insufficient funding has been made, the Client
shall be required to pay off immediately the negative
balance of the Raisin Account and the Bank may, in order
to pay off the negative balance, exercise all rights
provided for by law or in the General Conditions.
9.2 First Payment: The first payment instruction to
transfer monies from the Raisin Account to any Partner
Bank Account shall be deemed complete on the Business
Day following receipt by the Bank of the confirmation by
the Partner Bank of the opening of the beneficiary
Partner Bank Account (together with a communication
by the Partner Bank of all account details that are
required in order to enable the Bank to execute the
payment instruction).
9.3 Date of Payment Instructions: Payment
instructions to the Bank are deemed received on the
Business Day following the date on which the
Notification of that instruction is deemed received by the
Bank in accordance with section 28.7.
9.4 Consent: Payment instructions must be entered
online on the Transactional Site in accordance with the
features and functionalities appearing on that Site. They
must be entered together with the Identification
Features. If such Identification Features are properly
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used, the payment shall be deemed to have been
authorized by the Client.
9.5 Valid Instruction: The instructions must be
complete an accurate (e.g. date, amount to be paid, etc.,)
and respond to all questions appearing on the
Transactional Site. In particular, payment instructions
must contain the identifier of payee account and of the
bank holding such account with the identifier (IBAN/ BIC
Code) provided by such bank. Any payment instruction
executed in accordance with the identifier shall be
deemed to have been executed correctly even if the
Client has provided additional information on the payee
account or its accountholder. However, the Bank shall
verify, as far as technically possible and without manual
intervention, that the identifiers used by the Client are
consistent. If not, it shall refuse to execute the payment
instruction and Notify the Client of its refusal. Without
prejudice to this obligation of the Bank, if the identifiers
provided by the Client are incorrect, the Bank shall not
be liable for non-execution or defective execution of the
payment instruction. If as a result of the improper
identification of the payee account, a payment is made
to an account other than the Reference Account or a
Partner Bank Account, the Bank shall however, in such a
case, make reasonable efforts to recover the funds
involved. It may charge costs in that regard.

9.6 Execution Date: Without prejudice to the right of the
Bank to execute a payment instruction before that, the
Bank shall execute a payment instructed by the Client as
soon as possible, and at the latest with one Business Day
following the date on which the instruction is deemed
received by the Bank.
9.7 Usual Reserves: If, without being required to do so,
the Bank credits a Raisin Account before it has actually
received the funds to be so credited, such a credit shall
always be made under the usual reserves in the banking
sector. This means in particular that if the Bank does not
receive such funds, it shall therefore be authorized to
debit such Account with the amount credited under the
usual reserves, plus all costs and any applicable foreign
exchange conversion costs. If the credit is made in a
foreign currency, the debit shall be made in the same
currency. This provision is applicable even if one of the
Bank's correspondents has sent it a completion advice
confirming the transfer of the funds.
9.8 Cancellation: Any instruction given to the Bank to
transfer any monies to a Partner Bank Account (or to the
Reference Account) may be cancelled by appropriate
Notification to the Bank, provided that such cancellation
Notification is deemed received by the Bank prior to the
applicable execution date

.

PART III: PAYMENT SERVICES
10. PURPOSE OF PART III.
10.1 Scope: This Part III is applicable to Payment
Transactions where the Bank is the sole Payment Service
Provider (as defined in article 4.11 of the EU Directive
2015/2366 of 25 November 2015 on payment services in
the internal market) involved in the Payment Transaction
or where the Client’s Payee’s Payment Service Provider is
likewise established within the European Economic Area.
Should the Client’s Payee’s Payment Service Provider be
established outside the European Economic Area, this
section shall apply to the part of the Payment
Transaction performed by the Bank.
This Part III supersedes the other provisions of the
General Conditions insofar as they apply to payment
services within the meaning of Book VII of the Belgian
Code of Economic Law, if (despite article VII.3 §1, 11° of
that Code) such legal provisions would be considered
applicable in relation to the Raisin Account, and only to
the extent contemplated by article VII. 2 of that Code.
10.2 Clients Other Than Consumers: The following
articles in this section do not apply to Clients who are
corporate entities or natural persons and who have
opened a Payment Account or issued Payment Orders in
the context of their business or professional activity:
sections 12, 13, 17, 19.1 third paragraph, 20, 21.3, 22.2
and 22.3. Furthermore, the articles of Volume VII, Section
3 of the Code of Economic Law mentioned hereafter do
not apply to the above-mentioned Clients either: articles
VII. 32 §3, VII. 33, VII.42, VII.44, VII.46 and VII.47, VII.50,
VII.55/3 to VII.55/7. Finally, the Notifications referred to

under sections 21.1 and 22.1 hereafter must be made by
the above-mentioned Clients immediately and at the
latest within 5 days and these Clients may not benefit
from the thirteen-month period set forth under articles
21.1 and 22.1.
11. DEFINITIONS.
Payee means the person who is the intended recipient
of funds involved in a Payment Transaction.
Payment Account means an account used for the
execution of Payment Transactions.
Direct debit means a Payment Service for debiting a
Payer’s Payment Account, where a Payment Transaction
is initiated by the Payee on the basis of the Payer’s
consent given to the Payee, to the Payee’s Payment
Service Provider or to the Payer’s Payment Service
Provider.
Member State means a Member State of the European
Economic Area.
Unique Identifier means a combination of letters
and/or figures and/or symbols to be provided to allow
the secure identification of a user of Payment Services
and/or his or her payment Account for a payment
transaction. For transactions within the SEPA (Single
Euro Payment Area), the Unique Identifier includes the
IBAN (International Bank Account Number) code of the
Payer and Payee as well as, for transfers outside
Belgium, the BIC (Bank Identifier Code) of the Payment
Service Provider, as applicable, of the Payer or Payee. For
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payments outside the SEPA the information to be
provided depends on the Bank’s correspondent.
Information in this respect can be obtained free of
charge from the Bank.
Payment Instrument means any personalized device
and/or set of procedures agreed upon between the Bank
and the Client and which the Client uses in order to
initiate a Payment Order.
Business Day means a day on which the relevant
Payment Service Provider of the Payer or the Payment
Service Provider of the Payee involved in the execution
of a Payment Transaction is open for business as
required for the execution of a Payment Transaction,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

the information and conditions provided by the
provisions of the Code of Economic Law pertaining to
Payment Services, on a durable data storage medium.

13. TARIFFS.
13.1Tariffs modification: the Tariffs and costs of the
Payment Services mentioned in the document entitled
"Tariffs", the interest applicable to the Payment Accounts
mentioned in the document "Interest", and the exchange
rates applicable to Payment Transactions referred to in
the document "Exchange rates" may be altered by the
Bank subject to a Notification to Clients at least two
months prior to its coming into effect. The Tariffs,
Interest and Exchange rates for Payment Transactions so

Payment Transaction means an act, initiated by the
Payer or by the Payee, of placing, transferring or
withdrawing funds, with the exception of the payment
transactions described under article VII.3 1 of Volume VII,
Section 2 of the Code of Economic Law. The payment
transactions envisaged in article VII.3 1 of Volume VII,
Section 2 of the Code of Economic Law continue to be
governed by Sections I and II of these General Terms and
Conditions.
Remote Payment Transaction means a Payment
Transaction initiated via the Internet or via a device
which can be used for remote communication.
Payment Order means any instruction by a Payer or via
a Payee to the Bank requesting the execution of a
Payment Transaction.
Payer means the person who authorizes a Payment
Transaction or issues a Payment Order.
Account Information Service Provider means a
provider offering an online service to provide
consolidated information on one or more Payment
Accounts held by the Client with either another Payment
Service Provider or with more than one Payment Service
Provider.
Payment Initiation Service Provider means a provider
offering a service consisting of initiating a Payment Order
at the Client's request intended to debit the Client's
Payment Account with the Bank and to credit another
Account.

modified shall be available to Clients on the Internet Site
and at the Bank’s service counters. The Client agrees to
read it upon receipt of the Notification of the
modification. The provisions of section 36 regarding the
modification of the General Terms and Conditions apply
here mutatis mutandis to the modification of the Tariffs,
Interest and Exchange rates for Payment Transactions.
13.2Rates modification: By derogation from section
13.1 above, the modifications made to the interest rates
or exchange rates applicable to the Payment Accounts or
Transactions shall come into effect immediately and
without prior notice, provided that these modifications
are based on the agreed upon reference interest and
exchange rates. The Client shall be informed of these
modifications within one week. Modifications of interest
rates or exchange rates to the Client’s advantage shall be
applied without notice or notification.
13.3Performance of obligations: The above-mentioned
modifications do not affect the performance by each
party, until their expiry and in accordance with the
conditions originally applicable, of all fixed-term
obligations resulting from Transactions entered into by
the parties prior to the coming into effect of these
modifications.

14. NOTIFICATIONS
11. 14.1Notifications.

Credit Transfer means a Payment Service for crediting
a Payee’s Payment Account with a Payment Transaction
or a series of Payment Transactions from a Payer’s
Payment Account by the Payment Service Provider which
holds the Payer’s Payment Account, based on an
instruction given by the Payer.

Unless

stipulated

otherwise, all Notifications (consent to a
Payment

Transaction,

revocation

of

a

Payment Order, request for reimbursement
of a Payment Transaction) that have to be
sent by the Client to the Bank in accordance
with this section must be sent either via the
Transaction Site in accordance with the
conditions and features available therein,
or by post or fax duly signed by the Client

12. INFORMATION.

and sent to the Bank, it being understood

12.1Information. During the banking relationship, the
Client may ask at any time for a copy of the contractual
provisions relating to the Payment Services, as well as of
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of the message and that the Bank may, in

17.1Notification: The Client may revoke a Payment

any case, request, before accepting this

Order only via a Notification sent to the Bank clearly

Notification, that it be confirmed by

identifying the Payment Order concerned.

ordinary post, in which case only this
ordinary postal letter shall be considered as
valid Notification.

15. CONSENTING TO PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS
12. 15.1Consent: A Payment Transaction is
considered to be authorized and shall be
executed by the Bank only if the ClientPayer has given his/her consent to this
Transaction (i) via a Notification to the
Bank, or (ii) in the case of a European Direct
Debit, via the dispatch of a European Direct
Debit mandate duly signed to the creditorpayee.
13. 15.2Assumption: The Client shall also be
deemed to have consented to the Payment
Transaction when he/she has sent such a
Payment

Order

using

in

accordance

Instrument

a

Payment
with

the

conditions applicable to this Payment
Instrument. The Bank may at any time offer
Clients new Payment Instruments and
make

their

use

subject

to

specific

restrictions or the acceptance of particular
conditions.
14. 15.3Payment Order Initiation: The Client

17.2Revoking: A Payment Order may no longer be
revoked after its receipt by the Bank. Where a Payment
Order has been initiated with an indication that
execution of the Payment Order only starts on a specific
date, it may only be revoked, at the latest, until the end
of the Business Day preceding the agreed day of
execution.
17.3Payment Order initiated by a Payment Initiation
Service Provider: Where a Payment Order is initiated by
a Payment Initiation Service Provider, the Client may not
revoke the Payment Order once he/she has consented
to the Payment Initiation Service Provider's initiating the
Payment Transaction.
17.4Payment Transaction is initiated by or though
the Payee: Without prejudice to section 17.5, when the
Payment Transaction is initiated by or though the Payee,
the Client-Payer may no longer revoke his/her order
after transmitting the Payment Order or giving his/her
consent to the execution of the Payment Transaction to
the Payee.
17.5Right of opposition: A Direct Debit, and the related
mandate, may be revoked without prejudice to the
Client's right to request a refund at any time by a
Notification to the creditor-Payee. The Client-Payer may
oppose the debiting of his/her account, on the Bank's
Transaction Site, until midnight on the day preceding the
execution date of the Payment Order, at the latest. The
opposition to the account debit does not entail the
revocation of the mandate, which must still operate in
relation to the creditor-Payee.

may likewise initiate a Payment Order via a
Payment Initiation Service Provider.
18. PAYMENT ORDER VALIDITY CONDITIONS
18.1Validity conditions: Without prejudice to the

16. RECEIPT OF A PAYMENT ORDER
16.1Reception:

Notwithstanding

provisions above and article 33, a Payment Order may
section

Fehler!

Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden., the
time of receipt of the Payment Order is deemed to be the
time when the Payment Order is received by the Bank,
so long as it is received during a Business Day.
Otherwise, it is considered to have been received on the

only be considered valid and received by the Bank and
the Bank may only execute such a Payment Order in a
correct and efficient manner (i) if the Unique Identifier of
the Payer and Payee as well as the amount of the
payment with indication of the applicable currency have
been clearly indicated and (ii) if and when the Client has

first Business Day thereafter.

provided the Bank in a satisfactory manner with all

16.2Differed payment: If the Client initiates a Payment
Order with the indication that execution of the Payment
Order may only commence from a specific date, that
date is deemed to constitute the time of receipt. If that
day is not a Business Day for the Bank, the Payment
Order shall be deemed to have been received on the
following Business Day.

relation to this Payment Order. Furthermore, a Payment

17. REVOCATION OF A PAYMENT ORDER

information that the Bank may reasonably request in
Order may only be considered valid if, at the time when
it is due to be executed, the balance on the Account on
which this Order should be executed is sufficient to allow
it to be executed in full.
18.2Refusal procedure: When the Bank refuses to
execute a Payment Order, the Client receives Notification
of this as soon as possible by the means that the Bank
deems most appropriate (where necessary, by
telephone or by an error message on the Transaction
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Site), except if a legal provision prohibits such
Notification. The Bank reserves the right to charge costs
if the reasons for its refusal are objectively justified. The
Bank specifically reserves the right to refuse to execute
international transfers to banks that are on a sanctions
list drawn up by the European and/or Belgian
authorities.
18.3Refusal: A Payment Order refused by the Bank shall
be deemed not to have been received. The Client will
then be invited to supply the Bank with a fresh Payment
Order, as appropriate.

19.COMPLETION TIMES AND VALUE DATE
19.1Completion times: The following completion times
apply only to Payment Transactions in euros:
-

For all payments made by the Client, the amount of
the Payment Transaction is credited to the account
of the Payee's Payment Service Provider by the end
of the first Business Day following the date on
which the Payment Order was received. This
deadline may be extended by one additional
Business Day in the event that the instructions for
the Payment Transactions are provided on paper
(which includes Payment Orders received by fax).

-

For domestic Payment Transactions where
instructions are sent electronically between two
Payment Accounts held by the Bank, the Payee's
account is credited with the Payment Transaction
amount at the latest at the end of the day on which
the Payment Order is received.

-

When the Client deposits cash into his/her
Payment Account, in the currency of that Account,
the amount paid is made available and is given a
value date immediately following the time that the
said funds are received. Where the Client is not a
consumer, the amount paid is made available and
is given a value date no later than the Business Day
following the date on which the funds are received.

-

The Bank makes the amount of the Payment
Transaction available to the Payee immediately
after the relevant amount has been credited to the
Bank's account where, for its part, there is no
conversion, or there is a conversion between the
euro and the currency of a Member State or
between the currencies of two Member States.

19.2Other completion times: Other Payment
Transactions are subject to other completion times,
which depend on the Transaction currency, the
correspondent and where the Transaction originates or
its destination. On request by the Client, additional
information can be provided about this. For
intracommunity Payment Transactions within the
European Economic Area, the completion deadline may
not be more than 4 Business Days from receipt of the
Payment Order.

19.3 Payments to Raisin Account: For all payments
made to the Raisin Account, the value date of the
crediting of the Client's Raisin Account corresponds to
the Business Day on which the amount of the payment
is credited to the Bank's account.
19.4 Payments from Raisin Account: The following
execution times shall apply when payments are made
from the Raisin Account to either the Reference Account
or a Partner Bank Account:
(a) the Bank sees to it that the amount of the payment is
credited to the bank holding the Reference Account or
the Partner Bank Account by the end of the Business Day
following the date on which the Bank is deemed to have
received the payment instruction; and
(b) the value date of the debiting of the Client's Raisin
Account is at the earliest when the amount of the
payment is debited from the Bank's account.

20. LIABILITY
INCORRECT

IF

THE

UNIQUE

IDENTIFIER

IS

20.1Assumption of completion: Every Payment Order
is carried out using the Unique Identifiers of the Payer
and the Payee, and is deemed to be correct if completed
in relation to the Payer and Payee indicated by the
Unique Identifier, even if the Client has supplied
additional information. The Bank will, however, validate,
where technically possible and without manual
intervention, whether the Unique Identifier is valid. If it is
not, it will refuse to carry out the Payment Order and will
Notify the person who provided the identifier of this fact.
20.2Liability: Without prejudice to this obligation on the
Bank, if the Unique Identifier(s) provided by the Client
is/are incorrect, the Bank shall not be liable for nonexecution or incorrect execution of the Payment
Transaction. In such a case, the Bank will nevertheless
take all reasonable steps to recover the funds involved.
It may make a charge for doing so. Should it not be
possible to recover the funds, the Bank will, at the
Client's written request, provide it with all the details it
holds which are of relevance for the Client in order to
enable him/her to institute proceedings for the recovery
of the funds.

20.3Cooperation: If the Client is the Payee in the
Transaction, the Bank will cooperate in such efforts by
communicating to the Payer's Payment Service Provider
all information of relevance for the sake of the recovery
of the funds.
21. LIABILITY FOR
TRANSACTIONS.

UNAUTHORIZED

PAYMENT

21.1 Duty To Report: The Client needs to leave no
unjustified delay before informing the Bank of any
unauthorized Payment Transactions he/she discovers,
and must inform the Bank at the latest 13 months after
the value date of the debit for the Payment Transaction
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concerned. Any request for correction or reimbursement
submitted after this, or which does not follow the terms
of the above procedure, shall not be admissible, unless
the Bank has failed to provide the Client with the
information
regarding
the
relevant
Payment
Transaction. Should the Client deny having authorized a
Payment Transaction which has been performed, or
assert that a Payment Transaction has not been carried
out correctly, the onus falls to the Bank to prove that the
Transaction in question was indeed duly authorized,
recorded and booked and has not been affected by any
technical or other failing in the service provided by the
Bank, unless the Payment Transaction was initiated by a
Payment Initiation Service Provider. In that case, the
onus is upon the Payment Initiation Service Provider to
prove that the Payment Order was received by the Bank
and that the Payment Order was authenticated and duly
recorded.
21.2 Refund: Without prejudice to sections 21.1 and
21.3, in the event of an unauthorized Payment
Transaction, the Bank shall recalculate the balance on
the Payment Account to return it to the position it would
have been in had the unauthorized Payment Transaction
not occurred, possibly adding interest on this amount,
and with the value date being the date on which the
Client's account was debited, unless the Bank has good
grounds for suspecting fraud and it communicates these
grounds in writing to the SPF Economy. This refund will
occur immediately after the Bank has taken cognisance
of the Transaction or been informed about it, and at any
event no later than the end of the next Business Day. The
Bank shall further indemnify the Client for all other
financial consequences, and in particular for any costs
borne by the Client in determining the damages to be
indemnified.
21.3 Client's Risks: As an exception to section 21.2, the
Client is liable for unauthorized Payment Transactions
performed by means of a Payment Instrument that has
been lost, stolen or misappropriated, subject to the
following limits:
-

Until the Notificationreferred to in section 2, the
Client is liable up to a maximum value of EUR 50,
for the consequences resulting from such
Transactions unless:
a) the loss, theft or misappropriation of the
Payment Instrument could be detected by the
Client before the payment, save where the Client
has acted fraudulently; or
b) the loss is due to acts or an omission by an agent
or a branch of the Bank or an entity to which its
activities have been outsourced; or
c) the Bank does not require strong authentication
from the Client to the extent that the Client has not
acted fraudulently.

-

As an exception to the above indent, the Client is
liable, without limit as to amount, for all losses
incurred, until the Notificationreferred to in section
2, if these result from the Client acting fraudulently

or failing to comply, either wilfully or through gross
negligence, with one or more of his/her obligations
in relation to the terms of use of the Payment
Instruments provided to him/her, with the security
measures required in relation to these Payment
Instruments, or with the Notification required to be
sent to the Bank under section 2.
-

From the date of the Notificationreferred to in
section 2, any losses incurred through an
unauthorized Payment Transaction will be borne
by the Bank, unless the Bank can produce proof
that the Client acted fraudulently.

The Bank provides material in order to prove fraud or
serious negligence committed by the Client.

22.LIABILITY FOR NOT EXECUTED OR INCORRECTLY
EXECUTED PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS
22.1Request for correction: The Client needs to leave
no unjustified delay before informing the Bank if he/she
discovers any Payment Transaction that was completed
incorrectly or not at all, and must inform the Bank at the
latest 13 months after the value date of the debit or
credit of the Payment Transaction concerned, following
the procedure laid out in section 2 above. Any request
for correction or reimbursement submitted after this, or
which does not follow the terms of the above procedure
shall not be admissible, unless the Bank has failed to
provide the Client with the information regarding the
relevant Payment Transaction.
22.2Example 1: Client is the Payer: The Bank is
responsible for the correct execution of a Payment
Transaction validly initiated by the Client, unless it can
prove to the Client and, where relevant, to the Payee's
Payment Service Provider, that the Payee's Payment
Service Provider received the sum for the Payment
Transaction within the timescale defined in section 19.
If a Payment Transaction is initiated by or through the
Payee, the Bank is not liable to the Client who is the Payer
for any failure to complete it or for incorrect
performance of this Transaction, unless the Payees'
Payment Service Provider has transferred the Payment
Order to him/her correctly and within the required
deadlines.
If the bank is liable under section 22.2 , it shall reimburse,
as necessary and without delay, the Client for the
amount of the Payment Transaction that was not carried
out or was carried out incorrectly and, if necessary, will
recalculate the balance of the Payment Account debited
to reset it to the position it would have been in had the
incorrect Payment Transaction never taken place, the
value date being the date on which the Payment Account
was debited.
Where a Payment Order is initiated through a Payment
Initiation Service Provider, the Bank shall reimburse the
Client for the amount of the Payment Transaction that
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was not carried out or was carried out incorrectly, and, if
necessary, will recalculate the balance of the Payment
Account debited to reset it to the position it would have
been in had the incorrect Payment Transaction never
taken place. The onus then falls upon the Payment
Initiation Service Provider to prove that the Payment
Order was duly received by the Bank and that the
Payment Transaction was authenticated and duly
recorded and that it has not been affected by any
technical or other failing in relation to non-performance,
incorrect performance or late performance of the
Transaction. If the Payment Initiation Service Provider is
liable for the non-performance, incorrect performance
or late performance of the Payment Transaction, it shall
immediately indemnify the Bank, at its request, in
respect of losses suffered or sums paid by virtue of the
reimbursement of the Client.
22.3Example 2: Client is the Payee: The bank is liable
to the Client Payee for the non-execution or incorrect
execution of a Payment Transaction initiated by the
Payer, if the Payer's Payment Service Provider can show
that the bank received the amount of the Payment
Transaction within the required deadlines. In this case, it
will immediately make the amount of the Payment
Transaction available to the Client, and will credit, as
necessary, the Client's Payment Account with the correct
amount, the value date being the date which would have
been assigned to it had the Transaction been carried out
correctly.
The Bank is responsible for correctly transferring to the
Payer's Payment Service Provider any Payment Order
that was correctly initiated by the Client Payee, and for
processing the Payment Transaction in line with its
obligations under section 19.
The Bank must ensure that it immediately sends the
Payment Order involved to the Payer's Payment Service
Provider, and that the amount of the Payment
Transaction is immediately made available to the Client
Payee, as soon as the Bank's account has been credited
for the agreed amount.
Where a Payment Order is transmitted late, the value
date assigned to the amount of the transaction in the
Payee's Payment Account shall not be later than the
value date which would have been assigned to it had the
transaction been carried out correctly.
22.4 General: In the event of the Bank being liable, it is
required to reimburse the Client for the costs and
interest payable by it by virtue of the non-performance
or incorrect performance, including late performance, of
a Payment Transaction.
If a Payment Transaction was not performed, or was
performed incorrectly, the Bank shall immediately take
steps, at the request of the Client who initiated the
Order, whether as Payee or Payer, and regardless of the
liabilities referred to above, to track the Payment
Transaction and inform the Client of the results of its
investigation.

23.PROVEN OR SUSPECTED FRAUD
23.1Suspicion: If the Bank suspects fraud or knows of a
proven fraud or threats to security within the context of
the provision of Payment Services, it shall alert the Client
using a secure procedure.

24.EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY
24.1Exclusion of liability: The Bank's liability under the
above articles does not apply in the event of force
majeure or if the Bank or any other Payment Service
Provider involved is constrained by other legal
obligations under national or European Union
legislation.

25.PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF PERSONAL DATA
25.1 Access
to personal data: The Client
acknowledges that his/her use of the Payment Services
provided by the Bank implies that the Bank has access to
his/her personal data to the extent necessary for the
provision of the Payment Services, and that it may
process and store such data.
25.2 Consent: By consenting to the performance of the
Payment Transactions, the Client consents to the
collection, processing and retention of the said personal
data as per the Privacy Policy.

26.TREATMENT OF COMPLAINTS
26.1Complaints: In the context of the procedure set
forth in section 37.5, the Bank will respond in principle
within no more than 15 Business Days to any complaint
in relation to Payment Transactions and Services. Should
circumstances occur which are outside the control of the
Bank and render it impossible to provide a response
within 15 Business Days, it shall send a holding response,
setting out the additional time required to respond to
the complaint and giving an outside deadline by which
the Client will receive a definitive response. The deadline
for receiving a definitive response addressing every
point in the complaint shall in any event not exceed a
further thirty-five Business Days.
26.2 Other complaint procedures: In addition to the
options open under section 37.5, the Client can also
submit complaints relating to Payment Transactions and
Services to the Directorate General for Economic
Inspections at the Federal Public Service Economy, SMEs,
Self-employed and Energy. Their correspondence
address is "SPF Economie, P.M.E., Classes moyennes et
Energie – Direction générale de l’inspection économique
– Front Office – NG III, Boulevard du Roi Albert II 16, 3ème
étage, 1000 Brussels", tel: +32 (0)2 277 54 84, fax: +32 (0)2
277 54 52, email: eco.inspec.fo@economie.fgov.be
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PART IV: GENERAL PROVISION
27. FEES & OTHER COSTS.
27.1 Free Account: The Bank receives a remuneration from
Raisin for the services to be provided by the Bank in respect of
the Raisin Account. As a result, no fee is charged to the Client by
the Bank for the opening, maintenance and operation of the
Raisin Account, except as mentioned in section 27.2.
27.2 Special Charges: Certain operations on the Raisin Account,
as mentioned in the documents "Fee Schedule" available on the
Internet Site, are subject to the charges mentioned therein.
Other fees, charges, interests, etc. may also be charged by Raisin
or Partner Banks for their services.
27.3 Changes: The documents "Fee Schedule" may be modified
by the Bank at any time, without notice. The prices listed therein
apply to all operations occurring after they have been amended.
The prices applicable to each operation are those in force on the
date on which the Bank carries out the operation. The Client
must check the applicable prices prior to any operation.
28. NOTIFICATIONS.
28.1 Notifications among parties: Without prejudice to the
legal regime applicable to electronic signatures, and except as
expressly provided otherwise in the General Conditions, the
Bank and its Clients may exchange any Notification by the
various means of communication listed in section 28.3 below for
Notifications made by the Bank and in section 28.5 for
Notifications made by Clients.
28.2 Email & Postbox are Essential: By communicating his/her
email address, the Client specifically accepts that any
information that has to be communicated to him/her by the
Bank on a durable data storage medium of which he/she could
have legally requested communication on paper, be
communicated to him by the Bank by electronic mail as
described above, or by any other appropriate means of distance
communication. The Client confirms that he has been informed
that in communications intended for Clients, the Bank favors
electronic mail (including to the Postbox of the Client in the
Transactional Site) or posting on the Internet Site or
Transactional Site over other means of communication. A
acceptance of such modes of communication by the Client,
wherever this is legally permitted, is a prerequisite for the
contractual relationship as far as the Bank is concerned.
28.3 Notifications by Bank: The Bank may act: (i) by electronic
mail (with attachments where necessary) sent to the Client's
Email Address or to the Client's Postbox available in the
Transactional Site (subject to a Notification by electronic mail to
the Email Address of the Client informing the Client that a
message has been sent to such Postbox), or in the event of a
response to an email that indicates that it has been sent by the
Client, from whatever email address, to this email address, (ii) by
notice posted on the Transactional Site, or for messages of
general scope and intended for all Clients, by notice posted on
the Internet Site, (iii) by any other form of communication via an

electronic medium (including SMS to the mobile telephone
number provided by the Client), and (iv) by letter sent by
ordinary post or registered mail to the Address of the Client, (v)
by delivery to the Client with acknowledgement of receipt, or (vi)
by fax to the fax number stated in the Raisin Account Application
(if any). The Bank may also communicate with its Clients, for
example in emergency situations, via the telephone or mobile
telephone number indicated in the Raisin Account Application or
later Notified by the Client to the Bank notably through the
Transactional Site.
28.4 Regular Consultation of Postbox: Clients undertake to
regularly, and at least once a week, consult the Transactional Site
in order to read messages from the Bank in the Postbox. The
Client acknowledges that failure to do so may prevent him/her
from complaining in due time, as provided in section 37.5.
28.5 Notifications by Client: The Client may act: (i) online via
the Internet Site while abiding by the functionalities available on
the Internet Site or Transactional Site, and using the
Identification Features, including for Notifying instructions to the
Bank; (ii) by an email sent by the Client from his/her Email
Address or via the Client's Postbox available on the Transactional
Site; (iii) by ordinary or registered letter sent to the Postal
Address; and (iv) by telephone at tel. number +49 30 770 191 295
, it being understood that the Bank has the right not to take into
account Notifications received by telephone if it has doubts as to
the identity of the caller, and it also being understood that the
Bank may in any case request, prior to taking such Notification
into account, that it be confirmed by ordinary postal letter or by
email, in which case only that communication shall be deemed
to constitute a Notification. The Bank shall ignore any other form
of notification or notifications made in a form other than
through the Notification of the standard form which is, as the
case may be, made available by the Bank on the Internet Site or
Transactional Site. The Bank may also (but is not required to)
refuse to take account of or follow up a Notification from the
Client if (i) the Notification is incomplete or ambiguous, (ii) the
Notification has been drawn up or is accompanied by supporting
documentation drawn up in a language other than the
languages referred to in section 37.7, or (iii) in the Bank's
reasonable opinion, the authenticity of the Notification is
doubtful.
28.6 Risks: The Client alone shall bear the risk and full liability
inherent in fraudulent use of his/her Email Address, or any other
remote communication instrument or for the dispatching by an
unauthorized third party of an email, or any other remote
communication instrument fraudulently indicating that it has
been drawn up and sent by the Client.
28.7 Effective Date: Communications by electronic mail
(including to the Postbox of the Client on the Transactional Site)
or any other electronic medium shall be deemed to have been
received by the addressee on the date on which they are sent, or
if they are made by “posting” on the Internet site or Transactional
Site, on the day on which the “posting” is effective.
Communications by ordinary mail shall be deemed to have been
received on the third Business Day following the day of dispatch
to the post. Notifications by registered letter shall be deemed
received on the date of first presentation by the post office.
28.8 Temporary Restrictions: The Bank may at any moment,
subject to an ordinary warning notice on the Internet Site, and
especially for reasons of security and confidentiality, restrict or
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suspend Clients' rights to use any of the above-mentioned
means of Notification other than ordinary postal letter sent to
the Postal Address. This decision may be taken generally for all
Clients, for categories of Clients, or for certain Clients
individually. In the latter case, the above-mentioned warning
shall be posted on the Transactional Site of such Clients.
29. PLEDGE.
29.1 Pledged Account: All assets, in whatever the currency,
which are, or shall in the future be credited to any Raisin Account
of a Client, and more generally speaking all assets that the Bank
may owe to such Client, shall be allocated to the constitution of
a first-ranking pledge, securing the payment of all obligations of
such Client to the Bank. The pledge shall be constituted in favor
of the Bank within the meaning of the Belgian Law of 15
December 2004 on Financial Collateral by their registration in
the account, and shall remain in effect until payment in full of all
sums, in principal, interests, charges and other accessories
payable to the Bank by the Client. The accounts in credit from
which the assets have been taken are therefore considered as
special accounts pledged in favor of the Bank, which accepts this
pledge. The Bank is entitled to take, if applicable for and on
behalf of the Client, all measures that it considers necessary or
desirable in order to make the pledge enforceable against third
parties, to inform the third parties of its existence or protect its
rights. The Client undertakes however to complete all the
necessary formalities so that the Bank can assert all its rights
resulting from this article.
29.2 Enforcement: Any non-compliance by the Client with one
of his/her payment obligations to the Bank constitutes a default
of execution, authorizing the Bank to take any of the following
measures, at the expense, risk and peril of the Client without the
Bank incurring any liability as a result. The Bank may proceed
with the liquidation, in whole or in part, of the Client's open
commitments and positions. In addition, the Bank may, without
formal notice and to the extent permitted by the law, keep the
assets pledged, realize them or appropriate them,
notwithstanding any insolvency or seizure procedure or any
other situation of judicial reorganization between creditors of
the Client or third parties constituting the pledge. The product of
settlement/realization shall be allocated to the payment of the
guaranteed debt, by charging it to interest, the charges and then
on the capital to the extent permitted by law. In the event of the
appropriation of assets by the Bank, the assets shall be
evaluated at the value at which they were booked into the
account (subject to conversion in the currency in which the
guaranteed debt is denominated, at the then applicable
exchange rate applied by the Bank) and the assets shall remain
with the Bank by way of payment and shall be applied to the
Bank's claim on interests and charges, and then on capital to the
extent permitted by the law. Any balance shall return to the
Client.
29.3 Use of Pledged Assets: The Client may use the pledged
assets (including with a view to a security for the benefit of a
third party) in the amount in excess of the amount of the Bank's
claim at any time. It shall be possible for the pledged assets to
be substituted by other assets equivalent to those originally
pledged, in accordance with the legal provisions applicable to
this faculty of substitution, by the simple registration on an
account of those other assets which shall follow the same regime
as the initially pledged assets, with no possibility of their being
considered as constituting a new security.

29.4 Assignment of Claims: Provided the legal provisions and
restrictions have been respected, the Client also assigns to the
Bank, by way of guarantee, all the claims that the Client has or
shall have on any Partner Bank. The Client undertakes to supply
the Bank, at its request, with all information and documents
relating to these assigned claims. He agrees that the Bank itself
shall obtain the information or documents that it wishes to
obtain from the holders of the assigned claims. If a Client fails to
honor or fulfill any of his/her obligations towards the Bank, the
Client authorizes and instructs the Bank, irrevocably until all
sums payable to the Bank have been paid to it in full, to collect
or receive, according to the methods laid down by the Bank, the
payment, proceeds or income from the claims mentioned above,
in the Client's name and on his/her behalf, if and to the extent at
which the Client has defaulted on payment, of any sum due to
the Bank.
30. SECURITY.
30.1 Warning: The Client is aware that the use of the
Transactional Site may generate specific risks associated in
particular with technical or transmission problems that may
occur when using a computer or internet or on the network of
the Bank, and which may prevent or suspend the use of service,
or that are associated with the abusive, fraudulent or
unauthorized use of the Identification Features, or with the
interception of data relating to the Client or his/her accounts, by
a third party through hacking, pirating, falsification or theft.
Although the Bank implements state-of-the-art technologies
(which may vary from time to time) in order to prevent such risks,
the Bank cannot and does not warrant that they will never
materialize.
30.2 Identification Features: The Client may only access the
Transactional Site (for the purpose of consulting the balance of
the Raisin Account or giving instructions to the Bank to be
executed on the Raisin Account) in compliance with the
procedures and security features requiring the proper use of the
Identification Features.
30.3 Client's Undertaking: The Client must fully and diligently
cooperate in preserving the security and confidentiality of the
Transactional Site. In particular, the Client warrant that the
Identification Features shall at all times remain strictly personal
to the Client and confidential, and that they shall not be given,
shared or communicated by the Client to or with any other
person (including any proxy holder, as the case may be, family
members, or friends). In general, the Client undertakes to
implement security measures which are adequate to safeguard
the personal and confidential nature of such Identification
Features, and to prevent any access to or illicit use of such
Features by any person other than the Client.
30.4 Required Precautions & Notices: The Client also agrees to
respect the following cautionary measures, as well as any other
reasonable measure Notified by the Bank from time to time in
order to guarantee the security and confidentiality of the
Transactional
Site:
(a) have all usual and recommended security features for his/her
computer or mobile device as firewall, spyware, antivirus, etc.;
(b) return to the Bank the equipment that may have been
provided by the Bank as part of the Identification Features when
such equipment is defective or unusable or as soon as a new
Identification Features are implemented by the Bank;
(c) if the Identification Features include codes that can be
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changed by the Client, change his/her codes as soon as they are
received (without using easy combinations such as birth date,
name of a loved one, etc.), memorize such confidential codes
and immediately destroy the documents through which the
codes
were
provided;
(d) never write such confidential codes in a form that is easily
recognizable, even in a coded form, in particular on or near the
computer through which the Transactional Site is generally
accessed;
(e) only use the codes and equipment provided by the Bank in a
safe place, away from the view of others and without getting
distracted;
and
(f) immediately disconnect from the Transactional Site when the
Client has finished using the Transactional Site.

negligence of its agents or sub-contractors, unless it has
committed a willful or gross negligence in the selection or
oversight of such agents and subcontractors, including Raisin.

30.5 Loss of Identification Features: The Client must
immediately inform the Bank of any fact that may result in a
fraudulent, abusive or unauthorized use of the Identification
Features or any concern regarding this matter. In particular, in
the event of loss or unauthorized use of any or all of the
Identification Features of the Client, the Client must Notify the
Bank accordingly and without delay, by contacting the help desk
(tel. number +49 30 770 191 295), which is open on every
banking day in Frankfurt (Germany) from 8:30am to 6:30pm. This
phone call must be confirmed on the same day by an email sent
to service@raisin.com. The Raisin Account and related Payment
Instruments shall be blocked and/or the Identification features
deactivated by the Bank no later than the calendar day following
the receipt of the Notification. If the Transactional Site provides
for that functionality, the loss, theft or abusive use of the
Identification Features must also be Notified to the Bank
immediately via the Transactional Site, by clicking on the tab
intended for this purpose. The Client must also Notify the Bank
immediately if his/her identity card is lost, stolen or fraudulently
used.

31.4 Force Majeure & Other Laws: The Bank may not be held
liable for any prejudice for the Client resulting directly or
indirectly from events of force majeure or measures taken by the
Belgian or foreign authorities. Without this being an exhaustive
list, the following events shall be considered to constitute an
event if force majeure, without the Bank having to prove their
unforeseeable nature, and even if they are not fully beyond the
Bank's control and/or if they do not make performance of the
contract by the Bank totally impossible: (i) fire, flood, power
shortage or similar events, (ii) strike action by its staff, (iii)
operations ordered by persons upon whom powers are
conferred in the event of war, disturbance, riot or occupation of
the territory by foreign or illegal forces, (v) errors, deficiencies or
interruptions in the activity of Belgian or foreign telephone or
internet services or of any other service provider in the field of
information within the meaning of the Belgian Code of Economic
Law, and (v) Belgian or foreign legal or regulatory restrictions
that prevent the return to the Bank of monies owed to the Bank
by the Partner Banks, or the Bank's correspondents or subdepositories, or by the Bank to its Clients. With regard in
particular to the Internet Site, Transactional Site, or any other of
the Bank's technical services, the Bank undertakes to implement
suitable means consistent with current technical standards and
practices in the financial sector to ensure an access to and the
proper functioning of the Internet Site, the Transactional Site,
and its other technical organization. If, despite these
precautions, certain technical problems arise, they shall also be
deemed to constitute an event of force majeure, unless the
Client demonstrates a willful or gross negligence of the Bank in
implementing these precautions. The Bank shall not be liable
either in relation to payment services, where the Bank or
another payment service provider is bound by other legal
obligations covered by national or Community legislation.

30.6 Suspension: The Bank reserves the right to block or
deactivate the Identification Features for objectively justified
reasons related to the security of these Features, the suspicion
of unauthorized or fraudulent use of these Features. The Bank
shall inform the Client of the blocking/deactivation of the
Features and of the reasons for such blocking/deactivation at the
latest immediately thereafter unless giving such Notification
would compromise objectively justified security reasons or is
prohibited by other relevant legislation. The Bank shall send new
Identification Features or unblock the blocked/deactivated
Features as soon as the reasons for blocking/deactivation no
longer exist.
30.7 Usage of Transactional Site: Any access to the Internet
Site or Transactional Site implies acceptance of the usage
conditions of the Internet Site, available at the address
www.raisin.com.
31. LIABILITY.
31.1 Obligations of Means: All the Bank's obligations are
means-based (i.e., obligations to use reasonable efforts to
perform the services) and not results-based.

31.3 Direct Damages: In all circumstances in which the Bank
may be held liable, the liability shall be restricted to direct
prejudice, i.e. prejudice that constitutes the necessary and
inevitable consequence of the Bank's fault, and shall not in any
circumstances give rise to compensation for indirect prejudice of
a financial, commercial or other nature, such as, in particular, an
increase in overheads, disruption of timetables, or loss of profits,
income, reputation, clientele or economic savings. The Bank
shall not be required to compensate any loss of a chance of
realizing a profit or avoiding a loss.

32. EVIDENCE.
32.1 Free Evidence: The Bank's books and documents shall be
deemed conclusive until proved otherwise. Notwithstanding
article 1341 of the Belgian Civil Code, regardless of the nature or
total value of the legal act to be proved, the Client and the Bank
agree that each of the parties may prove one or other of their
allegations by any legally admissible means in a commercial
matter, in particular by means of a copy or reproduction of an
original document. Unless the other party can prove otherwise,
the copy or reproduction of the document shall have the same
force of proof as the original.

31.2 Wilful or Gross Negligence: Without prejudice to the other
provisions of the General Conditions (e.g., sections 4.7, 8.3, 7.4,
or 37.2) or other limitations of liability that apply by operation of
32.2 Electronic Proof: Without limitation to the generality of the
law, the Bank shall only be liable for its wilfull negligence
foregoing, the content and date of (i) access to the Transactional
("dol/bedrog") or gross negligence ("faute lourde/ zware fout"). It
Site by the Client, (ii) Notifications (including Notification of
shall not be liable for any other type of negligence, or for the
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acceptance of certain documents or Notifications, by way of
clicking on icons labelled such as "I accept") or payment
instructions are recorded, and unalterably stored and traceable
on a durable electronic/digital medium under the control of the
Bank. Such records shall constitute conclusive evidence, in the
same way as an original signed document on a paper medium.
32.3 Electronic Signature: The present clause does not limit the
modalities of proof which result from the possibly applicable
rules on the electronic signature.
32.4 Telephone Conversations: Telephone calls between the
Bank (or its agents and sub-contractors acting on behalf of the
Bank) and the Client may be recorded by or on behalf of the Bank
for the purposes of proof, whether the call originates from the
Bank or the Client. Such recording shall have the same
evidentiary value as an original written document on a paper
medium signed by all parties, and may be produced in court in
the event of litigation. The recording shall be kept by the Bank
for the period needed to carry out ends that it is pursuing, except
in the case of a complaint from the Client. In this latter case, the
recording of conversations relating to facts connected to this
complaint shall be kept until this complaint is fully and
definitively resolved.
33. DECEASE.
33.1 Notification of Death: In the event of the death of a Client,
the Bank must be Notified of such fact immediately by his/her
heirs and/or successors, with regard to whom the Client's
obligations are indivisible. The Bank may Notify to the Client at
any time that the Client must report to the Bank the death of
his/her spouse (which, for the purpose of this clause shall also
mean any cohabitant of the Client who is, in accordance with
applicable laws, granted the same rights as a spouse). In such a
case, the Client shall have to report the death of his/her spouse.
33.2 Freezing of Raisin Account: As soon as the Bank is
informed about the death of a Client, it may freeze the Client's
Raisin Account and/or report the balance of the Raisin Account
to competent authorities, in Belgium or in the country of
residence of the Client, if the Bank reasonably believes that this
is required in order for the Bank to comply with tax or legal
obligations arising as a result of the death of the Client. Unless
the Client has adduced satisfactory evidence that this is either
not required or permitted as far as the Client is concerned, the
Bank may act upon the death of such Client as if Belgian civil and
tax laws of succession were applicable. The assets held by the
Bank in the name of the deceased shall be discharged in favor of
the heirs and/or successors who shall have adduced satisfactory
evidence of their title to, right on or interest in the Raisin Account
in accordance with applicable succession laws. The Bank may in
that regard require any documents that the Bank may deem
necessary or useful for the demonstration of such title, right or
interest. The Bank shall check these documents thoroughly but
shall not be liable in the examination of their authenticity,
validity, translation or interpretation, especially when
documents compiled in a foreign country are involved. To the
extent permitted or prescribed by law, the Bank may however,
despite and during a possible freezing period, upon request by
the heirs/successors of the Client, keep a certain amount
available for such heirs or successors.
33.3 Termination of Contract: The Bank may also, to the extent
permitted by applicable laws, terminate the contract and close

the Raisin Account of the deceased, forthwith upon the
Notification of the death, in which case, section 35 shall apply.
33.4 Disclosures: Nothing herein limits the right of the Bank
under section 34.3 to disclose any information on the Client and
the Raisin Account of the Client to whatever tax, administrative
or judicial authorities in any country, and to the persons in
charge of organizing the devolution of the estate of the
deceased, when the Bank is reasonably requested to make such
a disclosure.
34. PERSONAL DATA & PRIVACY.
34.1 Data Collected: Data of a personal nature relating to the
Client shall be recorded in one or more of the Bank's files in
accordance with applicable laws. The Bank shall act in respect of
that personal data as "Data Controller", within the meaning of
the applicable regulation on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data. The information
relating to the processing by the Bank of the personal data are
detailed in the Privacy Policy available on www.keytradebank.be
and on request from the Bank. The Privacy Policy informs the
Client how the Bank processes his personal data and the
purposes of the processing. The Privacy Policy also contains
information relating to the rights of the Client (right of access,
right of objection and correction, right to be forgotten and right
of data portability) and how to exercise them. This is without
prejudice of the right of the Bank to cause such data to be
processed in accordance with applicable laws, by third parties.
The Bank may also act as "Data Processor" (within the meaning
of the above mentioned directive) of certain personal data of the
Client and for which the "Data Controller" is Raisin.
34.2 Privacy policy: Without prejudice to the cases where the
Bank may disclose information relating to the Client pursuant to
its Privacy policy, the Bank has a duty of professional discretion
and does not communicate any information relating to its
Clients, the Operations performed by them, their assets, and the
products and revenues generated by them through the Raisin
Account to third parties except (i) at the request of the Client
concerned or with his/her authorization, (ii) if he/she is lawfully
obliged to do so, or (iii) if a legitimate interest motivates it.
35. TERM & TERMINATION.
35.1 Undetermined Period: The contract concluded between
the Client and the Bank in relation to the Raisin Account is made
for an undetermined period.
35.2a Termination Notice: Without prejudice to section 36.2,
the contract may be terminated by the Client, at no costs,
without justification, provided three Days' notice is given, in a
registered postal letter sent to the Registered Office of the Bank.
The contract may also be terminated by the Bank, at no costs
and without justification, provided two months' notice is Notified
to the Client. For the avoidance of doubt, such Notification may
be in the form of the copy of a letter sent as a PDF attachment
to an email to the Client.
35.2b Termination upon transfer to Raisin Bank: In case of
transfer of the Raisin Account to Raisin Bank in accordance with
section 1.5, the contract with the Bank shall be terminated as
provided for in such section.
35.3 Termination for Cause: By derogation to the above, the
contract may be terminated forthwith by the Bank, even without
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notice, in the cases where the General Conditions provide for
such a right or termination, and in particular, without limitation:
(a) if the Client has committed a material breach of the contract
subject to the General Conditions; “serious breach” is
understood in this context to mean, among other things, noncompliance with security procedures by the Client, failure to
fulfill an important obligation, any abusive use of the Bank's
services, a persistent default in responding to Notifications from
the Bank, a failure to provide promptly the updates, or additional
information and documents which the Client is required to
Notify pursuant to section Updates & Supplements;
(b) if the Bank's confidence in the Client is significantly damaged;
(c) if the Client ceases to be eligible for a Raisin Account, in
accordance with the conditions set out in section 4.1, e.g., the
Client ceases to be a resident of a country of the European
Economic Area or of Switzerland and/or the Client becomes a
U.S.
Person
or
a
U.S.
Green
Card
Holder;
(d) if the Client remains, for a period of five years, without any
Partner
Bank
Account;
(e) if the Client has closed the Reference Account indicated in the
Raisin Account Application without Notifying to the Bank a new
Reference
Account
acceptable
by
the
Bank;
(f)
in
accordance
with
section
36.2;
(g)
in
accordance
with
section
33.3;
and
(h) in the circumstances contemplated by section 4.7.
35.4 Payments in Progress: Termination of the contract
concluded on the basis of the present General Terms and
Conditions shall not prejudice payments or other operations in
progress, but no Client's instruction shall be executed by the
Bank if it is deemed received after the termination has become
effective.
35.5 Effect of Termination: Termination of the contract shall
imply the closing of the Raisin Account, and shall render all the
mutual debts between the parties payable immediately, i.e., the
credit balance of the Raisin Account is payable to the Client and
conversely if the Raisin Account shows, for any reason beyond
the control of the Bank, a debit balance. Notwithstanding any
other request of the Client, when the termination becomes
effective, the credit balance on the Raisin Account shall be paid
by the Bank on the Reference Account, and to the Reference
Account only, with no extra costs. If no Reference Account is then
available and/or the credit balance is returned to the Bank by the
bank holding the Reference Account, the credit balance shall, to
the largest extent permitted by law, be paid by the Bank to the
“Caisse
des
Dépôts
et
Consignations/Deposito-en
consignatiekas” (Deposit and Consignment Office) in Belgium.
The Bank shall also have the right (but no obligation) to request
the Client to Notify a new Reference Account for the purpose of
paying the credit balance.
35.6 Effect on Partner Bank Accounts: In the event that the
contract between the Bank and the Client is terminated by the
Client prior to the expiry of Partner Bank Accounts, the
termination only becomes effective when all deposits on Partner
Bank Accounts have been transferred back to the Client's Raisin
Account, which typically occurs at the regular expiry of the
Partner Bank Accounts. If the Client wants to accelerate the
termination of his/her Raisin Account so that the termination
becomes effective before the regular expiry of his/her Partner
Bank Accounts, the Client must arrange with the relevant Partner
Banks an early termination of his/her Partner Bank Accounts.
The Bank in no way warrants that such early termination shall be
allowed or that no cost shall be charged by the relevant Partner

Banks in relation to that early termination. Nothing herein limits
the right of the Bank to terminate the relationship with the Client
and to close the Raisin Account in accordance with the above
provisions, even before the regular expiry of the Partner Bank
Accounts of the Client.
36. AMENDMENT TO THE GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
36.1 Right of Amendment: The General Conditions may be
amended by the Bank at any time. The Client shall be advised
accordingly in a Notification from the Bank of any amendment
to the General Conditions, with a summary of the changes made
in the General Conditions. The amended General Conditions
shall be available to Clients on the Internet Site and at the Bank's
offices.
36.2 Entry into Force: Unless legal or statutory requirements
specify otherwise, the amended General Conditions shall enter
into force 2 months after the Notification or on any other
subsequent date indicated by the Bank. The Client who does not
Notify the Bank of his/her refusal of the modifications prior to
the entry into force of the amendments shall be deemed to have
accepted them. The Client who does not agree to the new
General Conditions before they enter into effect may terminate
his/her relationship with the Bank immediately and at no cost.
The Bank shall terminate its relationship with the Client who
expressed disagreement with the new General Conditions.
36.3 Effect of Amendment: Without prejudice to the foregoing,
it is expressly agreed that all operations carried out by the Client
after the entering into effect of the modifications shall be
governed by the new General Conditions, and that the Client
shall be incontestably deemed to have accepted them.
37. MISCELLANEOUS.
37.1 Bank's Status: The Bank is the Belgian branch of Arkéa
Direct Bank, credit institution under French law (Société
Anonyme à Directoire et Conseil de Surveillance) with registered
seat at Tour Ariane - 5, place de la Pyramide 92088, Paris, La
Défense, France, registered at the companies house register of
Nanterre under 384 288 890, is established at Boulevard du
Souverain 100, 1170 Brussels, and is registered as a legal entity
at the register of Brussels under VAT Number BE - 0879.257.191.
Arkea Direct Bank is recorded under no. 14518 on the list of
credit institutions approved by the ACPR. It is registered at the
Belgian financial supervision authorities (National Bank of
Belgium (“NBB”, www.nbb.be)) as a credit institution established
under the law of another Member State of the European
Economic Area with a branch registered in Belgium. The Bank
adhered to the Febelfin Code of Conduct, regarding its
relationship with its Clients. 37.2 Money Laundering: The Client
certifies that the monies (to be) paid and recorded to the credit
of the Raisin Account are or shall be the product of a legitimate
activity, and that the Raisin Account shall not be used for money
laundering purposes or to finance terrorism. The Bank shall not
accept any liability for the transmission of information of
whatever nature to the “cellule de traitement des informations
financières/cel voor de verwerking van de financiële inlichtingen”
(Belgian financial intelligence processing unit) or to any
equivalent authority in other countries, nor as regards the direct
or indirect consequences of the provision of such information,
for example following opposition to such an operation by the
persons mentioned above.
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37.3 Applicable Protection of Deposits: The Client may benefit
from deposit protection schemes. The applicable scheme shall
depend on where the funds of the Client are deposited. To the
extent and as long as they stand to the credit of the Raisin
Account opened with the Bank, which is the Belgian branch of a
French Bank, the French protection scheme shall be applicable.
Once the Client's funds are held in a Partner Bank Account, it is
the protection scheme applicable to the relevant Partner Bank
which shall be applicable. Neither the Bank nor any French
protection scheme will indemnify the Client for losses resulting
from the default of any Partner Bank. To the extent that the
Raisin Account is meant to operate essentially as a transit
account to/from Partner Bank Accounts, it is mainly the schemes
applicable to deposits made with Partner Banks that shall
protect the Client's funds. Clients are therefore invited to inquire
with Partner Banks directly about protection schemes that may
be applicable to deposits in Partner Bank Accounts.
37.4 French Protection of Raisin Deposits: The Clients benefit
from the French deposit guarantee scheme, Fonds de Garantie
des Dépôts et de Résolution, 65, rue de la Victoire, 75009 Paris,
France; tel. +33 1 58 18 38 08. The deposit guarantee scheme
guarantees the deposits on overnight deposits, saving accounts
and term deposits in an amount up to 100,000 EUR per client
and per bank. The financial compensation scheme guarantees
an amount up to 70,000 EUR per investor and per bank, under
the double condition that (i) the financial instruments became
unavailable and (ii) the financial instruments cannot be returned
or reimbursed by the bank. The Client can find out more by
reading http://www.garantiedesdepots.fr.
37.5 Complaints: Any complaint or comment of any nature
relating to the Raisin Account, technical problems with the
Internet Site or the Transactional Site (including access and
transmission problems), and the services of the Bank in relation
thereto (including any omission of the Bank to execute an
instruction of the Client or to send a Notification which was
however required) must, under penalty of loss of the Client's
right to protest, be Notified by the Client to the Bank, at the latest
within five Business Days of the day during which the Client
becomes aware or should have become aware of the problem
or is deemed to have become aware of it, or within any longer
period required by applicable laws. The Bank shall endeavor to
Notify reception of the complaint within 5 days. The Bank shall
examine the complaint and the relevant facts and shall endeavor
to provide a written reaction as soon as possible following the
reception of the complaint. The Client's complaint must be
precise and exhaustive. If no answer may be given within a short
period, for any reason whatsoever, the Bank shall endeavor to
inform the Client thereof and shall indicate the period in which
an answer may be expected and, as the case may be, what
additional information could be useful to the treatment of the
complaint. In the event that the complaint is not handled to the
Client's satisfaction, the Client may submit it to the Mediation
Service Banks Credit Investments (Rue Belliardstraat, 15- 17, Box
8,
1040
Brussels,
http://www.ombudsfin.be;
ombudsman@ombudsfin.be) in accordance with the conditions
for the admissibility of such a complaint. The complaint may be
submitted by registered letter, ordinary post, fax (fax: +32 3 545
77 79), electronic mail or via the online form available on
www.ombudsfin.be. If the complaint is admissible, the
abovementioned service issues a non-binding opinion. The
procedure occurs in writing only. The Bank may comply with the

opinion but is not required to do so. Detailed information on the
terms and conditions for such complaints is available from the
site http://www.ombudsfin.be. The Client may also complain
about the Payment Services provided by the Bank at the
«Direction Générale Inspection économique » within the SPF
Economie, Front Office - NG III, Boulevard du Roi Albert II 16,
3ème étage, 1000 Bruxelles », Tel : 32 (0)2 277 54 84, Fax : 32 (0)2
277 54 52, email: eco.inspec.fo@economie.fgov.be.
37.6 Intellectual Property: The software on which the functions
offered by the Bank (or Raisin) on the Internet Site or on the
Transactional Site any other of the Bank's services is based, as
well as the content of the Internet Site and the Transactional Site,
including brands and logos, are protected by intellectual
property rights. No software, equipment, text, information,
image or other work accessible or visible on the Internet Site or
Transactional Site may be copied, reproduced, used, distributed,
uploaded or downloaded, posted or transmitted in any form or
by any means, including but not necessarily limited to electronic
or mechanical means, photocopying or recording. The Client
may not duplicate the Bank's Internet Site or Transactional Site
or any other of its services, or their contents, on any other server
or medium without the prior express written consent of the
Bank.
37.7 Languages: These General Conditions, and the other
documents referred to herein as documents to be made
available to the Client (e.g., "Raisin Account Application", "Fee
Schedule", and "Interests"), and any other contractual or precontractual document relating to the Raisin Account are
available in English only. The Client may correspond with the
Bank, and conversely, in English only.
38. APPLICABLE LAW & JUDICIAL PROCEDINGS.
38.1 Applicable Law and Forum: The agreement between the
Bank and the Client relating to the Raisin Account (and any prior
communication and contact on the same latter) and subject to
the General Conditions shall be subject to Belgian law. In the
event of litigation, the courts of Brussels shall have exclusive
jurisdiction.
38.2 Service of Process and Election of Domicile: If the Client
does not have a residence in Belgium, and has not chosen
elected a domicile in Belgium (within the meaning of article 39 of
the Belgian Judicial Code) for the purposes of the agreement
with the Bank relating to the Raisin Account, the Client shall be
deemed incontestably to have elected domicile at the registered
office of the Bank. All judicial notifications including service of
process, writ of summons, etc. May therefore be delivered to or
served upon the Client at that address. The Bank shall Notify the
Client of receipt of such documents by registered letter with
acknowledgment of receipt. The registered letter shall be
deemed received by the Client upon presentation by the postal
services, whether or not the Client actually receives the letter or
acknowledges receipt of that letter on that date.
38.3 Limitation Period: Without prejudice to mandatory legal
provisions or contractual provisions providing for a shorter
period, and without limitation to the provisions hereof implying
a loss of the Client's right to complain as a result of the Client's
inaction, the Client's right to take legal proceedings against the
Bank shall expire at the end of a period of three years as from
the event giving rise to the proceedings.
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Keytrade Bank Fee Schedule for the Raisin Product
•

In general, all services provided on the Raisin platform by Raisin GmbH and Keytrade Bank are free of charge for the
customer

•

All services provided by partner banks are generally free of charge for the customer as well, unless described otherwise in
the fee schedules of the respective partner bank.

•

Our customer service is provided free of charge:

o

By email: free

o

By phone: the costs will be dependent on the customer’s telecommunications provider

o

By mail: the customer may incur postage costs

•

If you transfer money to the Raisin Transaction Account from a non-euro account you will need to be aware of currency
conversions as well as the costs incurred. However, Keytrade Bank will not make any currency conversions. The Raisin Transaction
Account only accepts and initiates transfers in EUR – free of charge.

•

Business days correspond to bank working days (Monday – Friday) in both Brussels, Belgium and Frankfurt a.M., Germany

Raisin Transaction Account
The following services are provided free of charge

•

Opening of the account (including identification procedure)

•

EUR transfers to and from the Raisin Transaction Account:

o

To/from the reference account

o

To/from accounts with Raisin partner banks

•

Ongoing account management

•

Blocking/unblocking of access to the Online Banking System

•

Change of customer data (e.g., name, address)

•

Change of account data (e.g., reference account)

•

Online balance confirmation at the end of the calendar year

•

PIN and mobile TAN for the Online Banking System

•

Notifications and download/upload of documents in the Online Banking System

•

Account closure

Additional services for which fees apply
While in general we try to offer our services free of charge in exceptional cases we reserve the right to charge a fee for the following
services.

•

Issuance of duplicates of account statements and documents upon request (if the bank has already fulfilled its information
obligations): 10.00 EUR per request

•

Sending documents and notifications by post upon request: 5.00 EUR per request

•

Balance confirmation (upon the customer’s request and if the bank has already fulfilled its information obligations): 10.00 EUR per
request

The fees will be deducted from the customer’s Raisin Transaction Account (in case of no balance on the transaction account we reserve
the right to not provide the above-mentioned services).
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE PROTECTION OF DEPOSITS
Protection for deposits made with
Fonds de Garantie des Dépôts et de Résolution (FGDR)

Arkéa Direct Bank is provided by:

€100,000 per depositor and per credit institution (1) The following business names
are part of your credit institution: Keytrade Bank and Fortuneo

Protection ceiling:

All your deposits recorded in your accounts opened with the same credit institution which fall
within the scope of the guarantee are added together to determine the amount eligible for the
guarantee; the amount of the compensation is capped at €100,000

If you have several accounts with the
same credit institution:

The ceiling of €100,000 applies to each depositor separately. The balance of the joint account is

If you have a joint account with one
or more other persons:

shared between its co-holders; each co-holder’s share is added to their own assets for the
calculation of the guarantee ceiling which applies to them (2)

Other particular circumstances

See note (2)

Compensation time-scale in the event of
bankruptcy
Seven working days (3)

of a credit institution:
Currency of the compensation:

Euros

Contact details:

65, rue de la Victoire, 75009 Paris
Tel.: +33 (0)1 58 18 38 08
E-mail: contact@garantiedesdepots.fr

More information:

Please go to the FGDR website: http://www.garantiedesdepots.fr/

Acknowledgement
depositor:

(1)

of

receipt

by

the

There is an acknowledgement of receipt of this form when the
Special Terms and Conditions of the account opening agreement are signed. There is no
acknowledgement of receipt with the annual issue of the form after conclusion of the contract
or the agreement.

General protection limitations. If a deposit is unavailable because a credit institution is unable to meet its financial obligations,
the depositors are indemnified by a deposit guarantee scheme. The compensation is capped at €100,000 per person and per
credit institution. This means that all creditor accounts with the same credit institution are added together in order to determine
the amount eligible for the guarantee (subject to the application of the legal or contractual provisions relating to the
compensation with its creditor accounts). The compensation ceiling is applied to this total. The deposits and the persons eligible
for this guarantee are mentioned in Article L. 312-4-1 of the Monetary and Financial Code (for more information, please go to the
Fonds de Garantie des Dépôts et de Résolution website).
For example, if a customer has an eligible savings account (excluding "livret A", sustainable development passbook and popular
savings passbook) with a balance of €90,000 and a current account with a balance of €20,000, the compensation will be capped
at €100,000. This method also applies when a credit institution operates under several commercial brands. Arkéa Direct Bank
operates under the following names: Fortuneo and Keytrade Bank. This means that all deposits for the same person accepted
under these brands are covered for a maximum compensation of €100,000.
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(2)

ain specific cases. Joint accounts are divided equally between the co-holders, unless there is a contractual stipulation providing
for another distribution basis. The share attributed to each person is added to their own accounts or deposits and this total
amount then benefits from the guarantee of up to €100,000. Accounts in which at least two persons have rights in their capacity
as co-owners, partners of a company, members of an association or any similar group that is not incorporated, are grouped
together and treated as having been established by a single depositor separate from the co-owners or partners. Accounts
belonging to an individual entrepreneur with limited liability (EIRL), opened for the purpose of allocating the assets and bank
deposits of their professional activities, are grouped together and treated as having been established by a single depositor
separate from the other accounts of that person. The amounts recorded on the "livrets A", the sustainable development
passbooks (LDD) and the popular savings passbooks (LEP) are guaranteed independently of the cumulative upper limit of
€100,000 applicable to the other accounts. This guarantee covers the amounts deposited in all of these passbooks for a single
holder as well as the interest on these amounts up to the limit of €100,000 (for more information please go to the Fonds de
Garantie des Dépôts et de Résolution website). For example, if a customer holds "livret A" and LDD passbook accounts with a
balance of €30,000 and a current account with a balance of €90,000, they will be covered for compensation of €30,000 for their
passbook accounts, on the one hand, and €90,000 for their current account on the other. Certain deposits of an exceptional
nature (for example: an amount obtained from a property transaction on a property belonging to the depositor; an amount
constituting reparation in capital for damages suffered by the depositor; an amount constituting the capital payment of a pension
benefit or an inheritance) benefit from an increase in the guarantee above €100,000, for a limited duration following their
encashment (for any clarification regarding this point, please go to the Fonds de Garantie des Dépôts et de Résolution website).

(3)

Compensation. The Fonds de Garantie des Dépôts et de Résolution makes the compensation available to depositors and
beneficiaries of the guarantee, for deposits covered by the guarantee, seven working days from the date on which the Autorité
de contrôle prudentiel et de résolution (French Prudential Supervisory Authority) becomes aware of the unavailability of deposits
in the participating institution pursuant to the first paragraph of Article L. 312-5 of the Monetary and Financial Code. This sevenday time-scale applies from 1 June 2016; prior to that date the time-scale was twenty working days. This time-scale relates to
compensation that does not require any particular treatment or any additional information necessary for determining the
amount eligible for compensation or identifying the depositor. If special treatment or additional information is required, the
payment of compensation will be made as soon as possible.
Provision is made at the discretion of the Fonds de Garantie des Dépôts et de Résolution: either by the sending of a cheque by
registered mail with acknowledgement of receipt; or by putting the necessary information online in a secure space, specifically
opened for this purpose by the Fonds and accessible from its official website (see below), to enable the beneficiary to confirm
the new bank account into which they would like the compensation to be paid by bank transfer.

(4)

Other important information. The general principle is that all customers, whether they are individuals or companies and whether
their accounts were opened on a personal or professional basis, are covered by the FGDR. The exceptions applicable to certain
deposits or certain products are indicated on the FGDR website. Your credit institution will inform you upon request whether its
products are guaranteed or not. If a deposit is guaranteed, the credit institution will also confirm this on the account statement
sent periodically and at least once annually.

The information contained in this document is provided to you pursuant to the provisions of Article 4 of the decree of 27 October 2015 in
relation to information for depositors on the guarantee for deposits.
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Terms and Conditions of

only disclose information concerning the customer if it
is legally required to do so or if the customer has
consented thereto or if the Bank is authorized to
disclose banking affairs.

Raisin Bank AG - General
2.

Any disclosure of details of banking affairs comprises
statements and comments of a general nature
concerning the economic status, the creditworthiness
and solvency of the customer; no information shall be
disclosed as to amounts of balances of accounts, of
savings deposits, of securities deposits or of other
assets entrusted to the Bank or as to amounts drawn
under a credit facility.

Basic
Rules
Governing
the
Relationship Between the Customer
and the Bank
§1 Scope of application and amendments of these
Business Conditions and the Special
Conditions for particular business relations
1.

3.

Amendments

4.

Any amendments of these Business Conditions and
the Special Conditions shall be offered to the customer
in text form no later than two months before their
proposed date of entry into force. If the customer has
agreed an electronic communication channel (e.g.
online banking) with the Bank within the framework of
the business relationship, the amendments may also
be offered through this channel. The customer is able
to approve or reject the amendments before their
proposed date of entry into force. The amendments
shall be deemed to have been approved by the
customer, unless the customer has indicated
disapproval before their proposed date of entry into
force. The Bank shall expressly draw the customer’s
attention to this consequent approval in its offer.
If the customer is offered amendments of conditions
governing payment services (e.g. conditions for
payment transfers), the customer may also terminate
the payment services framework contract free of
charge with immediate effect before the proposed date
of entry into force of the amendments. The Bank shall
expressly draw the customer’s attention to this right of
termination in its offer.
§2 Banking secrecy and disclosure of banking
affairs
1.

The Bank has the duty to maintain secrecy about any
customer-related facts and evaluations of which it may
have knowledge (banking secrecy). The Bank may

Recipients of disclosed banking affairs
The Bank shall disclose details of banking affairs only
to its own customers as well as to other credit
institutions for their own purposes or those of their
customers.

§3 Liability of the Bank; contributory negligence of
the customer
1.

Principles of liability
In performing its obligations, the Bank shall be liable for
any negligence on the part of its staff and of those
persons whom it may call in for the performance of its
obligations. If the Special Conditions for particular
business relations or other agreements contain
provisions inconsistent herewith, such provisions shall
prevail. In the event that the customer has contributed
to the occurrence of the loss by any own fault (e.g. by
violating the duties to cooperate as mentioned in No.
11 of these Business Conditions), the principles of
contributory negligence shall determine the extent to
which the Bank and the customer shall have to bear
the loss.

2.

Banking secrecy

Prerequisites for the disclosure of banking affairs
The Bank shall be entitled to disclose banking affairs
concerning legal entities and on businesspersons
registered in the Commercial Register, provided that
the inquiry relates to their business activities. The Bank
shall not, however, disclose any information if it has
received instructions to the contrary from the customer.
Details of banking affairs concerning other persons, in
particular private customers and associations, shall be
disclosed by the Bank only if such persons have
expressly agreed thereto, either generally or in an
individual case. Details of banking affairs shall be
disclosed only if the requesting party has substantiated
its justified interest in the information requested and
there is no reason to assume that the disclosure of
such information would be contrary to the customer’s
legitimate concerns.

Scope of application
The General Business Conditions govern the entire
business relationship between the customer and
Raisin Bank’s domestic offices (hereinafter referred to
as the “Bank”). In addition, particular business relations
(securities transactions, payment services and savings
accounts, for example) are governed by Special
Conditions, which contain deviations from, or
complements to, these General Business Conditions;
they are agreed with the customer when the account is
opened or an order is given. If the customer also
maintains business relations with foreign offices, the
Bank’s lien (No. 14 of these Business Conditions) also
secures the claims of such foreign offices.

2.

Disclosure of banking affairs

Orders passed on to third parties
If the contents of an order are such that the Bank
typically entrusts a third party with its further execution,
the Bank performs the order by passing it on to the third
party in its own name (order passed on to a third party).
This applies, for example, to obtaining information on
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banking affairs from other credit institutions or to the
custody and administration of securities in other
countries. In such cases, the liability of the Bank shall
be limited to the careful selection and instruction of the
third party.
3.

The agreement upon the place of jurisdiction shall also
apply to customers who conduct a comparable trade or
business abroad and to foreign institutions which are
comparable with domestic legal entities under public
law or a domestic separate fund under public law.

Disturbance of business
The Bank shall not be liable for any losses caused by
force majeure, riot, war or natural events or due to
other occurrences for which the Bank is not
responsible (e.g. strike, lock-out, traffic hold-ups,
administrative acts of domestic or foreign high
authorities).

Keeping of Accounts
§7 Periodic balance statements for current
accounts (running accounts)
1.

§4 Set-off limitations on the part of the customer

Unless otherwise agreed, the Bank shall issue a
periodic balance statement for a current account at the
end of each calendar quarter, thereby clearing the
claims accrued by both parties during this period
(including interest and charges imposed by the Bank).
The Bank may charge interest on the balance arising
therefrom in accordance with No. 12 of these Business
Conditions or any other agreements entered into with
the customer.

The customer may only set off claims against those of
the Bank if the customer’s claims are undisputed or
have been confirmed by a final court decision. This setoff limitation shall not apply to any claim for which
offsetting is invoked by the client that has its legal basis
in a loan or financial support pursuant to Sections 513
and 491 to 512 of the German Civil Code.
§5 Right of disposal upon the death of the
customer

2.

§8 Reverse entries and corrections entries made
by the Bank
1.

1.

Applicability of German law

Place of jurisdiction for domestic customers
If the customer is a businessperson and if the business
relation in dispute is attributable to the conducting of
such businessperson’s trade, the Bank may sue such
customer before the court having jurisdiction for the
bank office keeping the account or before any other
competent court; the same applies to legal entities
under public law and separate funds under public law.
The Bank itself may be sued by such customers only
before the court having jurisdiction for the bank office
keeping the account.

3.

Place of jurisdiction for foreign customers

Prior to issuing a periodic balance statement
Incorrect credit entries on current accounts (e.g. due to
a wrong account number) may be reversed by the Bank
through a debit entry prior to the issue of the next
periodic balance statement to the extent that the Bank
has a repayment claim against the customer (reverse
entry); in this case, the customer may not object to the
debit entry on the grounds that a disposal of an amount
equivalent to the credit entry has already been made.

German law shall apply to the business relationship
between the customer and the Bank.
2.

Time allowed for objections; approval by silence
Any objections a customer may have concerning the
incorrectness or incompleteness of a periodic balance
statement must be raised not later than six weeks after
its receipt; if the objections are made in text form, it is
sufficient to dispatch these within the period of six
weeks. Failure to make objections in due time shall be
considered as approval. When issuing the periodic
balance statement, the Bank shall expressly draw the
customer’s attention to this consequence. The
customer may demand a correction of the periodic
balance statement even after expiry of this period, but
must then prove that the account was either wrongly
debited or mistakenly not credited.

Upon the death of the customer, a person claiming to
be the legal successor of the customer must provide
proper evidence of his legitimation to the Bank. If an
official or certified copy of the testamentary disposition
(last will or contract of inheritance) together with the
relevant record of probate proceedings is presented
the Bank may consider any person designated therein
as heir or executor as the entitled person, allow this
person to dispose of any assets and, in particular,
make payment or delivery to this person, thereby
discharging its obligations. This shall not apply if the
Bank is aware that the person designated therein is not
entitled to dispose (e.g. following challenge or invalidity
of the will) or if this has not come to the knowledge of
the Bank due to its own negligence.
§6 Applicable law and place of jurisdiction for
customers who are businesspersons or publiclaw entities

Issue of periodic balance statements

2.

After issuing a periodic balance statement
If the Bank ascertains an incorrect credit entry after a
periodic balance statement has been issued and if the
Bank has a repayment claim against the customer, it
shall debit the account of the customer with the amount
of its claim (correction entry). If the customer objects to
the correction entry, the Bank shall re-credit the
account with the amount in dispute and assert its
repayment claim separately.
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3.

Notification to the customer; calculation of
interest

2.

The Bank shall immediately notify the customer of any
reverse entries and correction entries made. With
respect to the calculation of interest, the Bank shall
effect the entries retroactively as of the day on which
the incorrect entry was made.

If the Bank concludes a transaction with the customer
(e.g. a forward exchange transaction) under which it
owes the provision of an amount in a foreign currency,
it shall discharge its foreign currency obligation by
crediting the account of the customer in the respective
currency, unless otherwise agreed.
3.

§9 Collection orders
1.

Conditional credit entries effected upon
presentation of documents

Payment of direct debits and of cheques made out
by the customer
Direct debits and cheques shall be deemed to have
been paid, unless the debit entry is cancelled prior to
the end of the second bank working day1 – in case of
corporate SEPA direct debits prior to the end of the
third bank working day - after it was made. Cheques
payable in cash shall be deemed to have been paid
once their amount has been paid to the presenting
party. Cheques shall also be deemed to have been
paid as soon as the Bank dispatches an advice of
payment. Cheques presented through the clearing
office of the Bundesbank shall be deemed to have
been paid, unless they are returned by the time
stipulated by the Bundesbank.

4.

Duties of the Customer to Cooperate
§11 Duties of the customer to cooperate
1.

Notification of changes
A proper settlement of business requires that the
customer notifies the Bank without delay of any
changes in the customer’s name and address, as well
as the termination of, or amendment to, any powers of
representation towards the Bank conferred to any
person (in particular, a power of attorney). This
notification duty also exists where the powers of
representation are recorded in a public register (e.g.
the Commercial Register) and any termination thereof
or any amendments thereto are entered in that register.
Additional statutory notification requirements, resulting
from the German Money Laundering Act in particular,
may apply.

Execution of orders relating to foreign currency
accounts
Foreign currency accounts of the customer serve to
effect the cashless settlement of payments to and
disposals by the customer in foreign currency.
Disposals of credit balances on foreign currency
accounts (e.g. by means of payment transfers to the
debit of the foreign currency credit balance) are settled
through or by banks in the home country of the
currency, unless the Bank executes them entirely
within its own organisation.

Exchange rate
The exchange rate for foreign currency transactions
shall be determined on the basis of the List of Prices
and Services. Payment services shall be governed in
addition by the payment services framework contract.

§10 Foreign currency transactions and risks
inherent in foreign currency accounts
1.

Temporary limitation of performance by the Bank
The Bank’s duty to execute a disposal order to the debit
of a foreign currency credit balance (paragraph 1) or to
discharge a foreign currency obligation (paragraph 2)
shall be suspended to the extent that and for as long
as the Bank cannot or can only restrictedly dispose of
the currency in which the foreign currency credit
balance or the obligation is denominated, due to
political measures or events in the country of the
respective currency. To the extent that and for as long
as such measures or events persist, the Bank is not
obligated either to perform at some other place outside
the country of the respective currency, in some other
currency (including euros) or by providing cash.
However, the Bank’s duty to execute a disposal order
to the debit of a foreign currency credit balance shall
not be suspended if the Bank can execute it entirely
within its own organisation. The right of the customer
and of the Bank to set off mutual claims due in the
same currency against each other shall not be affected
by the above provisions.

If the Bank credits the countervalue of cheques and
direct debits prior to their payment, this is done on
condition of payment, even if these items are payable
at the Bank itself. If the customer surrenders other
items, instructing the Bank to collect an amount due
from a debtor (e.g. interest coupons), and if the Bank
effects a credit entry for such amount, this is done
under the reserve that the Bank shall obtain the
amount. This reserve shall also apply if the cheques,
direct debits and other items are payable at the Bank
itself. If cheques or direct debits are not paid or if the
Bank does not obtain the amount under the collection
order, the Bank shall cancel the conditional credit entry
regardless of whether or not a periodic balance
statement has been issued in the meantime.
2.

Credit entries for foreign currency transactions
with the Customer

2.

Clarity of orders
Orders must unequivocally show their contents. Orders
that are not worded clearly may lead to queries, which
may result in delays. In particular, when giving orders,
the customer must ensure that the information the
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customer provides, particularly the domestic account
number and bank code number or IBAN1 and BIC2 and
the currency, are complete and correct. Amendments,
confirmations or repetitions of orders must be
designated as such.

which are believed to be in the interests of the
customer and which can, in the given circumstances,
only be expected to be provided against remuneration,
shall be governed by the relevant statutory provisions.
2.

3.

Special reference to urgency in connection with
the execution of an order

The amoung of interest rates and consideration for
customary banking services that the Bank provides to
the customers who are not consumers are listed in the
“Price Display – Standard rates for private banking”
(Preisaushang) and, in addition, in the List of Prices
and Services (Preis- und Leistungsverzeichnis) to the
extent the Price Display and the List of Prices and
Services contain customary banking services for nonconsumers. If a customer who is not a consumer asks
for a banking service listed there and unless otherwise
agreed the prices listed in the Price Display and the List
of Prices and Services shall apply. The amount of
interest and charges other than for private banking
shall, in the absence of any other agreement or conflict
with statutory provisions, be determined by the Bank at
its reasonable discretion (Section 315 of the German
Civil Code).

If the customer feels that an order requires particularly
prompt execution, the customer shall notify the Bank of
this fact separately. For orders issued on a printed
form, this must be done separately from the form.
4.

Examination of, and objections to, notifications
received from the Bank
The customer must immediately examine account
statements, securities contract notes, statements of
securities holdings and earnings, other statements,
advices of execution of orders, as well as information
on expected payments and consignments (advices), as
to their correctness and completeness and
immediately raise any objections relating thereto.

5.

Notice to the Bank in case of non-receipt of
statements

3.

The customer must notify the Bank immediately if
periodic balance statements and statements of
securities holdings are not received. The duty to notify
the Bank also exists if other advices expected by the
customer are not received (e.g. securities contract
notes, account statements after execution of customer
orders or regarding payments expected by the
customer).

4.

1

Interest and charges for consumers

International Bank Account Number (Internationale Bankkontonummer)

Changes in interest rates; right of termination by
the customer in the event of an increase
In the case of variable interest rate loans, the interest
rate shall be adjusted in accordance with the terms of
the respective loan agreement. The Bank shall notify
the customer of any interest rate adjustments. If the
interest rate is increased, the customer may, unless
otherwise agreed, terminate the loan agreement
affected thereby with immediate effect within six weeks
from notification of the change. If the customer
terminates the loan agreement, any such increased
interest rate shall not be applied to the terminated loan
agreement. The Bank shall allow a reasonable period
of time for settlement.

§12 Interest, charges and expenses

Interest and charges for services customary in banking
that the Bank provides to the customers, including the
amount of payments exceeding the consideration for
the principal service, are set out in the “Price Display –
Standard rates for private banking” (Preisaushang)
and, in addition, in the List of Prices and Services
(Preis- und Leistungsverzeichnis). If a consumer
makes use of a principal service listed therein, and
unless otherwise agreed between the Bank and the
customer, the interest and charges stated in the then
valid Price Display or List of Prices and Services are
applicable. An agreement regarding a payment of the
customer in excess of the agreed consideration for the
principal service may only be concluded by express
consent even if it is documented in the “Price Display
– Standard rates for private banking” (Preisaushang)
or the List of Prices and Services (Preis- und
Leistungsverzeichnis). Unless otherwise agreed, the
charges for any services not stated therein which are
provided following the instructions of the customer or

Non-chargeable service
The Bank shall not charge for any service which it is
required to provide by law or pursuant to a contractual
accessory obligation or which it performs in its own
interest, unless such charge is legally permissible and
levied in accordance with the relevant statutory
provisions.

Cost of Bank Services

1.

Interest and charges for non-consumers

5.

Changes in charges for services typically used on
a permanent basis
Changes in charges for services which are typically
used by customers within the framework of the
business relationship on a permanent basis (e.g.
account/securities account management) shall be
offered to the customer in text form no later than two
months before their proposed date of entry into force.
If the customer has agreed an electronic
communication channel (e.g. online banking) with the
Bank within the framework of the business relationship,
the changes may also be offered through this channel.
The customer is able to approve or reject the
amendments before their proposed date of entry into
force. The changes shall be deemed to have been

2

Bank Identiﬁer Code (Bank-Identiﬁzierungs-Code)
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approved by the customer, unless the customer has
indicated disapproval before their proposed date of
entry into force. The Bank shall expressly draw the
customer’s attention to this consequent approval in its
offer. If the customer is offered changes, the customer
may also terminate the agreement affected by the
changes free of charge with immediate effect before
the proposed date of entry into force of the changes.
The Bank shall expressly draw the customer’s attention
to this right of termination in its offer. If the customer
terminates the agreement, the adjusted charge shall
not be applied to the terminated agreement.
The agreement set forth above shall only apply vis-avis consumers if the Banks wants to change the
consideration for principal services that the customer
typically makes use of on a permanent basis. Any
agreement regarding the change of consideration
exceeding the consideration for the principal service is
subject to an express agreement between the Bank
and the consumer.
6.

provided, however, that circumstances occur or
become known which justify a higher risk assessment
of the claims against the customer. This may, in
particular, be the case if
•
The economic status of the customer has
changed or threatens to change in a
negative manner or
•
The value of the existing security has
deteriorated or threatens to deteriorate.
The Bank has no right to demand security if it has been
expressly agreed that the customer either does not
have to provide any security or must only provide that
security which has been specified. For consumer loan
agreements, the Bank is entitled to demand that
security be provided or increased only to the extent that
such security is mentioned in the loan agreement.
When, however, the net loan amount exceeds 75,000
euros, the Bank may demand that security be provided
or increased even if a customer loan agreement or a
general consumer loan agreement within the meaning
of Section 491 (2) of the German Civil Code which is
concluded, in the former case, before 21 March 2016
and, in the latter case, from 21 March 2016 does not
contain any or any exhaustive indications as to
security.

Reimbursement of expenses
Any entitlement by the Bank to reimbursement of
expenses shall be governed by the appicable statutory
provisions.

7.

Special arrangements for consumer loan
agreements and payment services contracts
with consumers for payments

3.

The Bank shall allow a reasonable period of time
for providing or increasing security. If the Bank
intends to make use of its right of termination
without notice according to No. 19 (3) of these
Business Conditions should the customer fail to
comply with the obligation to provide or increase
security within such period, it shall draw the
customer’s attention to this consequence before
doing so.

The interest and costs (charges and out-of-pocket
expenses) for consumer loan agreements and
payment services contracts with consumers for
payments shall be determined by the relevant
contractual arrangements and Special Conditions as
well as the additional statutory provisions. Changes in
charges for payment services agreements (e.g. giro
contract) shall be determined by paragraph 5.

Security for the Bank’s Claims Against the
Customer

§ 14 Lien in favour of the Bank
1.

Right of the Bank to request security
The Bank may demand that the customer provide the
usual forms of security for any claims that may arise
from the banking relationship, even if such claims are
conditional (e.g. indemnity for amounts paid under a
guarantee issued on behalf of the customer). If the
customer has assumed a liability for another
customer’s obligations towards the Bank (e.g. as a
surety), the Bank is, however, not entitled to demand
that security be provided or increased for the debt
resulting from such liability incurred before the maturity
of the debt.

2.

2.

Secured claims
The lien serves to secure all existing, future and
contingent claims arising from the banking relationship
which the Bank with all its domestic and foreign offices
is entitled to against the customer. If the customer has
assumed liability for another customer’s obligations
towards the Bank (e.g. as a surety), the lien shall not
secure the debt resulting from the liability incurred
before the maturity of the debt.

Changes in the risk
If the Bank, upon the creation of claims against the
customer, has initially dispensed wholly or partly with
demanding that security be provided or increased, it
may nonetheless make such a demand at a later time,

Agreement on the lien
The customer and the Bank agree that the Bank
acquires a lien on the securities and chattels which,
within the scope of banking business, have come or
may come into the possession of a domestic office of
the Bank. The Bank also acquires a lien on any claims
which the customer has or may in future have against
the Bank arising from the banking relationship (e.g.
credit balances).

§13 Providing or increasing security
1.

Setting a period of time for providing or
increasing security

3.

Exemptions from the lien
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If funds or other assets come into the power of disposal
of the Bank under the reserve that they may only be
used for a specified purpose (e.g. deposit of cash for
payment of a bill of exchange), the Bank’s lien does not
extend to these assets. The same applies to shares
issued by the Bank itself (own shares) and to securities
which the Bank keeps in custody abroad for the
customer’s account. Moreover, the lien extends neither
to the profit-participation rights/profit-participation
certificates (Genußrechte/Genußscheine) issued by
the Bank itself nor to the Bank’s securitised and nonsecuritised subordinated liabilities.
4.

§16 Limitation of the claim to security and
obligation to release
1.

The Bank may demand that security be provided or
increased until the realisable value of all security
corresponds to the total amount of all claims arising
from the banking business relationship (cover limit).
2.

Interest and dividend coupons

§15 Security interests in the case of items for
collection and discounted bills of exchange
Transfer of ownership by way of security
The Bank acquires ownership by way of security of any
cheques and bills of exchange deposited for collection
at the time such items are deposited. The Bank
acquires absolute ownership of discounted bills of
exchange at the time of the purchase of such items; if
it re-debits discounted bills of exchange to the account,
it retains the ownership by way of security in such bills
of exchange.
2.

Special agreements
If assessment criteria for a specific security item other
than the realisable value or another cover limit or
another limit for the release of security have been
agreed, these other criteria or limits shall apply.

1.

2.

Credit entry for proceeds under turnover tax law
If the transaction of realisation is subject to turnover
tax, the Bank shall provide the customer with a credit
entry for the proceeds, such entry being deemed to
serve as invoice for the supply of the item given as
security and meeting the requirements of turnover tax
law (Umsatzsteuerrecht).

Secured claims of the Bank
The ownership transferred or assigned by way of
security serves to secure any claims which the Bank
may be entitled to against the customer arising from
the customer’s current account when items are
deposited for collection or arising as a consequence of
the re-debiting of unpaid items for collection or
discounted bills of exchange. Upon request of the
customer, the Bank retransfers to the customer the
ownership by way of security of such items and of the
claims that have passed to it if it does not, at the time
of such request, have any claims against the customer
that need to be secured or if it does not permit the
customer to dispose of the countervalue of such items
prior to their final payment.

Option of the Bank
If the Bank realises security, it may choose between
several security items. When realising security and
selecting the items to be realised, the Bank shall take
into account the legitimate concerns of the customer
and any third party who may have provided security for
the obligations of the customer.

Special-purpose items for collection
If items for collection are deposited with the Bank under
the reserve that their countervalue may only be used
for a specified purpose, the transfer or assignment of
ownership by way of security does ncreditot extend to
these items.

4.

3.

§17 Realisation of security

Assignment by way of security
The claims underlying the cheques and bills of
exchange shall pass to the Bank simultaneously with
the acquisition of ownership in the cheques and bills of
exchange; the claims also pass to the Bank if other
items are deposited for collection (e.g. direct debits,
documents of commercial trading).

3.

Release
If the realisable value of all security exceeds the cover
limit on a more than temporary basis, the Bank shall, at
the customer’s request, release security items as it
may choose in the amount exceeding the cover limit;
when selecting the security items to be released, the
Bank shall take into account the legitimate concerns of
the customer or of any third party having provided
security for the customer’s obligations. To this extent,
the Bank is also obliged to execute orders of the
customer relating to the items subject to the lien (e.g.
sale of securities, repayment of savings deposits).

If securities are subject to the Bank’s lien, the customer
is not entitled to demand the delivery of the interest and
dividend coupons pertaining to such securities.

1.

Cover limit

Termination
§18 Termination rights of the customer
1.

Right of termination at any time
Unless the Bank and the customer have agreed a term
or a diverging termination provision, the customer may
at any time, without notice, terminate the business
relationship as a whole or particular business relations
(e.g. a chequing agreement).
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2.

Termination for reasonable cause

of security occurs or threatens to occur,
jeopardizing the repayment of a loan or
the discharge of any other obligation
towards the Bank even if security
provided therefor is realised, or
•
if the customer fails to comply, within the
required period of time allowed by the
Bank, with the obligation to provide or
increase security according to No. 13 (2)
of these Business Conditions or to the
provisions of some other agreement.
If reasonable cause is given due to the breach of a
contractual obligation, termination shall only be
permitted after expiry, without result, of a reasonable
period of time fixed for corrective action by the
customer or after a warning to the customer has
proved unsuccessful, unless this proviso can be
dispensed with owing to the special features of a
particular case (Section 323 (2) and (3) of the
German Civil Code).

If the Bank and the customer have agreed a term or a
diverging termination provision for a particular
business relation, such relation may only be terminated
without notice if there is reasonable cause therefor
which makes it unacceptable to the customer to
continue it, also after giving consideration to the
legitimate concerns of the Bank.
3.

Statutory termination rights
Statutory termination rights shall not be affected.

§19 Termination rights of the Bank
1.

Termination upon notice
Upon observing a reasonable period of notice, the
Bank may at any time terminate the business
relationship as a whole or particular business relations
for which neither a term nor a diverging termination
provision has been agreed (e.g. the chequing
agreement authorizing the use of cheque forms). In
determining the period of notice, the Bank shall take
into account the legitimate concerns of the customer.
The minimum termination notice for a payment
services framework contract (e.g. current account or
card contract) and a securities account shall be two
months.

2.

Termination for reasonable cause without notice
Termination of the business relationship as a whole or
of particular business relations without notice is
permitted if there is reasonable cause which makes it
unacceptable to the Bank to continue the business
relations, also after having given consideration to the
legitimate concerns of the customer. Reasonable
cause is given in particular,
•
if the customer has made incorrect
statements as to the customer’s financial
status, provided such statements were of
significant importance for the Bank’s
decision concerning the granting of credit
or other operations involving risks for the
Bank (e.g. the delivery of a payment
card), for consumer loans, this shall only
apply if the customer has knowingly
withheld or falsified information of
relevane for assessing creditworthiness
and this has led to a faulty assessment
of creditworthiness, or
•
if a substantial deterioration in the
customer’s financial status or in the value

Termination of consumer loan agreements in the
event of default
Where the German Civil Code contains specific
provisions for the termination of a consumer loan
agreement subsequent to repayment default, the Bank
may only terminate the agreement as provided therein.

5.

Termination of loans with no fixed term
Loans and loan commitments for which neither a fixed
term nor a diverging termination provision has been
agreed may be terminated at any time by the Bank
without notice. When exercising this right of
termination, the Bank shall give due consideration to
the legitimate concerns of the customer.
Where the German Civil Code contains specific
provisions for the termination of a consumer loan
agreement, the Bank may only terminate the
agreement as provided therein.

3.

4.

Termination of a basic account agreement
The Bank may only terminate a basic account
agreement in accordance with the arrangements
concluded between the Bank and the customer on the
basis of the German Payment Accounts Act
(Zahlungskontengesetz) and with the provisions of the
German Payment Accounts Act.

6.

Settlement following termination
In the event of termination without notice, the Bank
shall allow the customer a reasonable period of time for
settlement (in particular for the repayment of a loan),
unless it is necessary to attend immediately thereto
(e.g. the return of cheque forms following termination
of a chequing agreement).

Protection of Deposits
§20 Deposit Protection Fund
1. Scope of protection
The Bank is a member of the statutory deposit
guarantee
scheme
and
is
part
of
the
Entschädigungseinrichtung deutscher Banken GmbH
(EdB), Burgstraße 28, 10178 Berlin. This means that
compensation claims under the German Deposit
Protection Act (EinSiG) are covered by EdB. Under the
EinSiG, deposits of up to EUR 100,000 are secured; in
certain cases governed by the EinSiG up to EUR
500,000. For joint accounts, the upper limit of EUR
100,000 applies to each depositor. In the absence of
special provisions, the deposit shall be allocated to the
account holders in equal shares. The compensation
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shall be paid in Euro. If a depositor's accounts are held
in a currency other than the euro, the exchange rate to
be used shall be the reference rate of the European
Central Bank on the day on which the claim for
compensation was established. In the absence of a
reference rate of the European Central Bank, the
conversion shall be based on the average rate of the
determinable buying and selling rates on the balance
sheet date.
2. Exceptions and Depositor Protection
Deposits from private customers and businesses are
generally covered by EdB. For exceptions and
limitations as well as the limitation of the compensation
claim, reference is made to the respectively valid
version of the EinSiG, which is made available on
request. In addition, reference is made for information
purposes
to
the
website
of
the
Entschädigungseinrichtungen
deutscher
Banken
GmbH (https://www.edb-banken.de/).

§ 21 Customer Complaints
For the settlement of disputes/complaints with the
Bank related to the legal norms for payment service
providers (Zahlungsdiensterecht) (§§ 675c – 676c of
the German Civil Code) the customer has the right to
appeal to the arbitration board of the Deutsche
Bundesbank. Further information can be retrieved at
www.bundesbank.de/schlichtungsstelle/schlichtungsst
elle.php.
The complaint should be directed at the arbitration
board of the German Bundesbank (Schlichtungsstelle
der Deutschen Bundesbank), Postfach 111232, 60047
Frankfurt am Main, http://www.bundesbank.de.
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Terms and Conditions for Payment Transfers
The execution of customers’ payment transfer orders shall be subject to the following terms and conditions:
1.

General

1.1. Main characteristics of a payment transfer, including a standing order
The customer may instruct the Bank to remit funds cashlessly in favour of a payee by payment transfer to the payee’s payment
service provider. The customer may also instruct the Bank to regularly remit a fixed sum of money to the same account of the
payee on a certain recurring date (standing order).
1.2. Unique identifier
When making payment transfers, the customer must use the following unique payee identifier:

Destination area

Currency

Germany
Cross-border within
the European
Economic Area2
Germany or within
the European
Economic Area

Euro
Euro

Outside the
European Economic
Area

Euro or other
currency

Currency
other than
Euro

Unique payee
identifier
IBAN
IBAN

- IBAN and BIC or
- account number
(Kontonummer and
BIC)
- IBAN and BIC or
- account number
(Kontonummer
and BIC)

The information required for execution of the payment transfer shall be determined by Sections 2.1 and 3.1.
1.3. Issuance of payment transfer orders and authorization
(1)

(2)

(3)

The customer shall issue a payment transfer order to the Bank, providing the information required under Sections 2.1 or
3.1.1 and 3.2.1, on a form approved by the Bank or in the manner otherwise agreed with the Bank (e.g. via online banking).
The customer must ensure the legibility, completeness and correctness of this information. Illegible, incomplete or incorrect
information may lead to delays or misrouting of payment transfers, possibly resulting in loss or damage for the customer.
Where illegible, incomplete or incorrect information is given, the Bank may refuse to execute the payment transfer (see
also Section 1.7). If the customer believes a payment transfer requires particularly prompt execution, the customer shall
notify the Bank thereof separately. Where payment transfer orders are issued on a form, this must be done separately from
the form if this purpose cannot be indicated on the form itself.
The customer shall authorise the payment transfer order by signing it or in the manner otherwise agreed with the Bank
(using an online banking PIN/TAN, for example). By giving such authorisation, the customer also expressly consents to the
Bank retrieving (from its database), processing, transmitting and storing their personal data required by to execute the
payment transfer.
Before executing an individual payment transfer order, the Bank shall indicate, at the customer’s request, the maximum
execution time and the charges payable by the payer and, where applicable, a breakdown of the amounts of any charges.

1.4. Receipt of payment transfer orders by the Bank
(1)

(2)

(3)

A payment transfer order shall become valid as soon as it is received by the Bank. The foregoing shall also apply if the
payment transfer order is issued via a payment initiation service provider. Receipt shall take place upon delivery of the
order into the Bank’s designated receiving facilities (e.g. when it is handed in at the Bank’s offices or entered into the Bank’s
online banking server).
If the point in time of receipt of a payment transfer order pursuant to Paragraph 1, Sentence 3 is not on a banking business
day as indicated in the “List of Prices and Services” (Preis- und Leistungsverzeichnis), the payment transfer order shall be
deemed to have been received on the following business day.
If a payment transfer order is received after the acceptance time indicated at the Bank’s receiving facility or in the “List of
Prices and Services”, it shall be deemed, for the purpose of determining when the execution period commences (see
Section 2.2.2), to have been received on the following business day.
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1.5. Revocation of payment transfer orders
(1)

(2)

(3)

Until a payment transfer order has been received by the Bank (see Section 1.4, Paragraphs 1 and 2), the customer may
revoke the payment transfer order by making a declaration to this effect to the Bank. Notwithstanding Paragraphs 2 and 3,
once a payment transfer order has been received, it may no longer be revoked. Contrary to Sentence 1, the customer will
not be able to revoke a payment transfer order if the customer uses a payment initiation service provider to issue the
payment transfer order and has already approved initiation of the payment transfer by that payment initiation service
provider.
If the Bank and the customer have agreed a certain date for the execution of a payment transfer (see Section 2.2.2,
Paragraph 2), the customer may revoke the payment transfer order or standing order (see Section 1.1) up to the end of the
banking business day before the agreed date. The banking business days shall be set out in the “List of Prices and
Services”. If the revocation of a standing order is received by the Bank in due time, no further payment transfers shall be
executed under this standing order.
A payment transfer order may only be revoked after the points in time referred to in Paragraphs 1 and 2 if the customer
and the Bank have agreed to this. This agreement shall become effective if the Bank manages to prevent execution or to
recover the amount of the payment transfer. If the customer uses a payment initiation service provider to issue the payment
transfer order, the consent of that payment initiation service provider and the payee shall be required. For handling such a
revocation by the customer, the Bank shall levy the charge set out in the “List of Prices and Services”.

1.6. Execution of payment transfer orders
(1)

(2)

(3)

The Bank shall execute a customer’s payment transfer order if the information required for execution (see Sections 2.1,
3.1.1 and 3.2.1) is provided in the required manner (see Section 1.3, Paragraph 1), the payment transfer order is authorised
by the customer (see Section 1.3, Paragraph 2) and a sufficient credit balance in the currency of the payment transfer order
is available or sufficient credit has been granted (conditions for execution).
The Bank and the other payment service providers involved in the execution of a payment transfer order shall be entitled
to execute the payment transfer solely on the basis of the unique payee identifier provided by the customer (see Section
1.2).
The Bank shall inform the customer at least once a month about the execution of payment transfers through the agreed
account information channel. Where customers are not consumers, the manner in which and frequency with which they
are informed may be agreed separately.

1.7. Refusal of execution
(1)

(2)

(3)

If the conditions for execution (see Section 1.6, Paragraph 1) are not fulfilled, the Bank may refuse to execute the payment
transfer order. The Bank shall inform the customer thereof without delay, but in any case within the period agreed under
Section 2.2.1 or Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2. It may also do so through the agreed account information channel. When doing
so, the Bank shall, if possible, state the reasons for the refusal and indicate ways in which errors that led to the refusal can
be rectified.
If the Bank is clearly unable to assign a unique identifier provided by the customer for any payee, account or payee’s
payment service provider, it shall inform the customer thereof without delay and, if necessary, return the amount of the
payment transfer.
For a legitimate refusal to execute an authorised payment transfer order, the Bank shall levy the charge set out in the “List
of Prices and Services”.

1.8. Transmission of payment transfer data
When executing a payment transfer, the Bank shall transmit the details contained in the payment transfer (payment transfer data)
to the payee’s payment service provider either directly or through intermediary institutions. The payee’s payment service provider
may make the payment transfer data, which shall also include the payer’s IBAN, available to the payee in full or in part. Where
cross-border payment transfers and domestic priority payment transfers are involved, the payment transfer data may also be
forwarded to the payee’s payment service provider via the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications
(SWIFT), based in Belgium. For system security reasons, SWIFT stores the payment transfer data temporarily at its operating
centres in the European Union, Switzerland and the United States.
1.9. Notification of unauthorized or incorrectly executed payment transfers
The customer shall inform the Bank without delay on finding that a payment transfer order was unauthorised or executed
incorrectly. The foregoing shall also apply in cases where a payment initiation service provider is involved..
1.10. Charges and changes thereto
1.10.1.

Charges for consumers as customers for payment transfers

The
charges
for
payment
transfers
shall
be
set
out
in
the
“List
of
Prices
and
Services”.
Any changes to the charges for payment transfers shall be offered to the customer in text form no later than two months before
their proposed date of entry into force. If the customer has agreed an electronic communication channel with the Bank within the
framework of the business relationship, the changes may also be offered through this channel. The customer may either approve
or indicate disapproval of the changes before their proposed date of entry into force. The changes shall be deemed to have been
approved by the customer, unless the customer has indicated disapproval before their proposed date of entry into force. The
Bank shall expressly draw the customer’s attention to this tacit approval in its offer. If the customer is offered changes to charges,
the customer may also terminate the business relationship free of charge with immediate effect before the proposed date of entry
into force of the changes. The Bank shall expressly draw the customer’s attention to this right of termination in its offer. Changes
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to charges for the Payment Services Contract (giro agreement) shall be governed by Section 12 Paragraph 5 of the banks’
General Business Conditions.
1.10.2.

Charges levied for customers who are not consumers

Charges and changes therein for
•
payment transfers made by customers who are not consumers shall continue to be governed by the provisions of
Section 12, Paragraphs 2-6 of the banks’ General Business Conditions.
1.11. Exchange rate
If the customer issues a payment transfer order in a currency other than the account currency, the account shall still be debited
in the account currency. The exchange rate for such payment transfers shall be determined on the basis of the conversion
arrangement set out in the “List of Prices and Services”. Any change in the reference exchange rate specified in the conversion
arrangement shall take immediate effect without prior notice to the customer. The reference exchange rate shall be made
accessible by the Bank or shall stem from a publicly accessible source.
1.12. Reporting requirements under German law on foreign trade and payments
The customer must comply with the reporting requirements under German law on foreign trade and payments.
2.

Payment transfers within Germany and to other European Economic Area (EEA) countries 2 in euros or in
other EEA currencies 4

2.1. Information required
The customer must provide the following information in a payment transfer order:
•
name of the payee
•
unique payee identifier (see Section 1.2); if the BIC is not known inpayment transfers denominated in EEA currencies
other than euro, the fullname and address of the payee’s payment service provider should beindicated instead
•
currency (if possible, in abbreviated form as detailed in Annex 1)
•
amount
•
name of the customer
•
customer’s IBAN
2.2. Maximum execution time
2.2.1.

Length of the execution time

The Bank shall be obliged to ensure that the amount of a payment transfer is received by the payee’s payment service provider
within the execution time indicated in the “List of Prices and Services” at the latest.
2.2.2.
(1)
(2)

(3)

Commencement of the execution time
The execution period shall commence as soon as a customer’s payment transfer order is received by the Bank (see Section
1.4).
If the Bank and the customer agree that the execution of a payment transfer is to commence on a certain date or at the
end of a certain period or on the date on which the customer has provided the Bank with the funds in the currency of the
order required for execution, the date indicated in the order or otherwise agreed shall determine when the execution period
commences. If the agreed date is not a banking business day, the execution period shall commence on the following
banking business day. The banking business days shall be set out in the “List of Prices and Services”.
The execution time for payment transfer orders in a currency other than the currency of the customer’s account shall not
commence until the date on which the amount of the payment transfer is available in the currency of the order.

2.3. Customer’s entitlement to a refund, correction and compensationn
2.3.1.

Refund for unauthorized payment transfers

If a payment transfer is unauthorised (see Section 1.3, Paragraph 2), the Bank shall have no claim against the customer for
reimbursement of its expenses. It shall be obliged to refund the amount of the payment transfer to the customer and, if the amount
has been debited to an account held by the customer, to restore the balance of this account to what it would have been without
debiting for the unauthorised payment transfer. This obligation must be satisfied in accordance with the “List of Prices and
Services” by no later than the end of the business day following the day on which the Bank was notified or otherwise learned that
the payment transfer was unauthorised. If the Bank has notified any competent authority in writing that it has legitimate grounds
to suspect fraudulent conduct on the part of the customer, the Bank shall review and perform its obligation under Sentence 2
without delay if the suspected fraud is not confirmed. If the payment transfer was initiated by a payment initiation service provider,
the Bank shall be subject to the obligations under Sentences 2 to 4.
2.3.2.
(1)

Claims for non-execution, incorrect or late execution of authorized payment transfers
If an authorised payment transfer is not executed or not executed correctly, the customer may request the Bank to refund
the full amount of the payment transfer without delay insofar as the payment was not made or not made correctly. If the
amount has been debited to the customer’s account, the Bank shall restore the balance of this account to what it would
have been without debiting for the non-executed or incorrectly executed payment transaction. If a customer’s payment
transfer was initiated by a payment initiation service provider, the Bank shall be subject to the obligations under Sentences
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(2)

(3)

(4)
2.3.3.
(1)

(2)

2.3.4.

1 and 2. If the Bank or any intermediary institutions have deducted charges from the amount of the payment transfer, the
Bank shall remit the amount deducted in favour of the payee without delay.
Over and above Paragraph 1, the customer may ask the Bank to refund any charges and interest insofar as these were
levied on the customer or debited to the customer’s account in connection with the nonexecution or incorrect execution of
the payment transfer.
If an authorised payment transfer is executed late, the customer may demand that the Bank ask the payee’s payment
service provider to credit the payment amount to the payee’s payment account as if the payment transfer had been properly
executed. The obligation under Sentence 1 shall also apply if the customer’s payment transfer is initiated via a payment
initiation service provider. If the Bank is able to show that the payment amount was remitted to the payee’s payment service
provider in due time, the aforementioned obligation shall lapse. The obligation shall not apply if the customer is not a
consumer.
If a payment transfer was not executed or not executed correctly, the Bank shall, at the customer’s request, reconstruct the
processing of the payment and inform the customer of the result.
Compensation for breach of duty
If an authorised payment transfer is not executed, not executed correctly or executed late, or if a payment transfer is
unauthorised, the customer may ask the Bank to provide compensation for any loss or damage not already covered by
Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. This shall not apply if the Bank is not responsible for the neglect of duty. The Bank shall be liable,
in this regard for any fault on the part of an intermediary institution to the same extent as for any fault on its own part, unless
the main cause of the loss or damage lies with an intermediary institution specified by the customer. If the customer has
contributed to the occurrence of any loss or damage through culpable conduct, the principles of contributory negligence
shall determine the extent to which the Bank and the customer must bear the loss or damage.
Liability under paragraph 1 shall be limited to EUR 12,500. This limitation on liability shall not apply to
•
unauthorized
•
cases of deliberate intent or gross negligence by the Bank,
•
risks which the Bank has assumed on an exceptional basis and,
•
if the customer is a consumer, loss of interest.
Claims by customers who are not consumers

By way of derogation from the claim to a refund under Section 2.3.2 and under Section 2.3.3, customers who are not consumers
shall only have a claim for compensation – besides any claims for restitution under Sections 667 and 812 ff. of the German Civil
Code – for a non-executed or incorrectly executed authorised payment transfer, and an authorised payment transfer that was
executed late or an unauthorised payment transfer in accordance with the following rules:
•
The Bank shall be liable for any fault on its own part. If the customer has contributed to the occurrence of any loss or
damage through culpable conduct, the principles of contributory negligence shall determine the extent to which the
Bank and the customer must bear the loss or damage.
•
The Bank shall not be liable for any fault on the part of intermediary institutions chosen by it. In such cases, the
Bank’s liability shall be limited to the careful selection and instruction of the first intermediary institution (order passed
on to a third party).
•
The amount of the customer’s claim for compensation shall be limited to the amount of the payment transfer, plus
the charges and interest levied by the Bank. Where claims for consequential loss or damage are asserted, such
claims shall be limited to a maximum of EUR 12,500 per payment transfer. These limitations on liability shall not
apply to deliberate intent or gross negligence by the Bank or to risks which the Bank has assumed on an exceptional
basis or in the case of unauthorised payment transfers .
2.3.5.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Preclusion of liability and objection
Any liability by the Bank under Sections 2.3.2-2.3.4 shall be precluded:
•
if the Bank proves to the customer that the full amount of the payment transfer was received by the payee’s payment
service provider in due time; or
•
if the payment transfer was executed in conformity with the incorrect unique payee identifier provided by the customer
(see Section 1.2). In this case, the customer may, however, ask the Bank to make reasonable efforts to recover the
amount of the payment transfer. If the payment transfer amount cannot be recovered, the Bank shall upon written
request provide the customer with all available information so that the customer can assert a claim for a refund of the
payment transfer amount against the actual recipient of the payment transfer. For the Bank’s services under
Sentences 2 and 3 of this sub-section, the Bank shall levy the charge set out in the “List of Prices and Services”.
Any claims by the customer under Sections 2.3.1-2.3.4 and any objections by the customer against the Bank as a result of
non-execution or incorrect execution of payment transfers , or as a result of unauthorised payment transfers , shall be
precluded if the customer fails to inform the Bank within a period of 13 months at the latest after being debited for an
unauthorised or incorrectly executed payment transfer. This period shall start to run only once the Bank has informed the
customer about the debit entry for the payment transfer through the agreed account information channel no later than one
month after the debit entry was made; otherwise, the date on which the customer is informed shall determine when the
period commences. Customers may also assert compensation claims under Section 2.3.3 after expiry of the period referred
to in Sentence 1 if they were prevented, through no fault of their own, from adhering to this period. Sentences 1 to 3 shall
apply even if the customer initiates the payment transfer via a payment initiation service provider.
Any claims by the customer shall be precluded if the circumstances substantiating a claim:
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•
•
3.

are based upon an exceptional and unforeseeable event on which the Bank has no influence and whose
consequences could not have been avoided even by exercising due diligence; or
were brought about by the Bank as a result of a statutory obligation.

Payment transfers within Germany and to other European Economic Area (EEA) countries2 in the
currency of a non-EEA country (thirdcountry currency5) and payment transfers to non-EEA countries
(third countries) 6

3.1. Payment transfers within Germany and to other European Economic Area (EEA) countries in the currency
of a non-EEA country (thirdcountry currency)
3.1.1.

Information required

The customer must provide the following information for the execution of a payment transfer order:
•
name of the payee
•
unique payee identifier (see Section 1.2); if the BIC is not known in cross-border payment transfers , the full name
and address of the payee’s payment service provider should be indicated instead
•
country of destination (if possible, in abbreviated form as detailed in Annex 1)
•
currency (if possible, in abbreviated form as detailed in Annex 1)
•
amount
•
name of the customer
•
customer’s account number (Kontonummer) and bank code (Bankleitzahl) or IBAN
3.1.2.

Execution time

Payment transfers shall be executed as soon as possible.
3.1.3.

Customer’s claims to a refund, correction and compensation
3.1.3.1. Refund for unauthorised payment transfers ansfers
If a payment transfer is unauthorised (see Section 1.3, Paragraph 2), the Bank shall have no claim against the customer
for reimbursement of its expenses. It shall be obliged to refund the amount of the payment transfer to the customer
and, if the amount has been debited to an account held by the customer, to restore the balance of this account to what
it would have been without debiting for the unauthorised payment transfer. This obligation must be satisfied in
accordance with the “List of Prices and Services” by no later than the end of the business day following the day on
which the Bank was notified or otherwise learned that the payment transfer was unauthorised. If the Bank has notified
any competent authority in writing that it has legitimate grounds to suspect fraudulent conduct on the part of the
customer, the Bank shall review and perform its obligation under Sentence 2 without delay if the suspected fraud is not
confirmed. If the payment transfer was initiated by a payment initiation service provider, the Bank shall be subject to
the obligations under Sentences 2 to 4.
3.1.3.2. Claims for non-execution, incorrect or late execution of authorised payment transfers
(1)

If an authorised payment transfer is not executed or not executed correctly, the customer may ask the Bank to
refund the full amount of the payment transfer without delay insofar as the payment was not made or not made
correctly. If the amount has been debited to the customer’s account, the Bank shall restore the balance of this
account to what it would have been 000 20576 11 DBDE 1060 IFC I 171128 Deutsche Bank without debiting
for the non-executed or incorrectly executed payment transaction. If a customer’s payment transfer was initiated
by a payment initiation service provider, the Bank shall be subject to the obligations under Sentences 1 and 2.
If the Bank or any intermediary institutions have deducted charges from the amount of the payment transfer,
the Bank shall remit the amount deducted in favour of the payee without delay.

(2)

Over and above Paragraph 1, the customer may ask the Bank to refund any charges and interest insofar as
these were levied on the customer or debited to the customer’s account in connection with the nonexecution or
incorrect execution of the payment transfer.
If an authorised payment transfer is executed late, the customer may demand that the Bank ask the payee’s
payment service provider to credit the payment amount to the payee’s payment account as if the payment
transfer had been properly executed. The obligation under Sentence 1 shall also apply if the customer’s payment
transfer is initiated via a payment initiation service provider. If the Bank is able to show that the payment amount
was remitted to the payee’s payment service provider in due time, the aforementioned obligation shall lapse.
The obligation shall not apply if the customer is not a consumer.
If a payment transfer was not executed or not executed correctly, the Bank shall, at the customer’s request,
reconstruct the processing of the payment and inform the customer of the result.

(3)

(4)

3.1.3.3. Compensation for breach of duty
(1)

If an authorised payment transfer is not executed, not executed correctly or executed late, or if a payment
transfer is unauthorised, the customer may ask the Bank to provide compensation for any loss or damage not
already covered by Sections 3.1.3.1 and 3.1.3.2. This shall not apply if the Bank is not responsible for the
neglect of duty. The Bank shall be liable, in this regard, for on the part of an intermediary institution to the same
extent as for any fault on its own part, unless the main cause of the loss or damage lies with an intermediary
institution specified by the customer. If the customer has contributed to the occurrence of any loss or damage
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(2)

through culpable conduct, the principles of contributory negligence shall determine the extent to which the Bank
and the customer must bear the loss or damage..
Liability under Paragraph 1 shall be limited to EUR 12,500. This limitation on liability shall not apply to:
•
unauthorised payment transfers ,
•
cases of deliberate intent or gross negligence by the Bank,
•
risks which the Bank has assumed on an exceptional basis and,
•
if the customer is a consumer, loss of interest.

3.1.3.4. Special rule for elements of payment transfers executed outside the EEA
In derogation of the claims set out in Sections 3.1.3.2 and 3.1.3.3, with respect to elements of payment transfers
executed outside the EEA, customers shall only have a claim for compensation – besides any claims for
restitutionunder Sections 667 and 812 ff. of the German Civil Code – for an authorised payment transfer that is not
executed, not executed correctly or executed late in accordance with the following rules:
•
The Bank shall be liable for any fault on its own part. If the customer has contributed to the occurrence
of any loss or damage through culpable conduct, the principles of contributory negligence shall
determine the extent to which the Bank and the customer must bear the loss or damage.
•
The Bank shall not be liable for any fault on the part of intermediary institutions. In such cases, the
Bank’s liability shall be limited to the careful selection and instruction of the first intermediary institution
(order passed on to a third party).
•
The Bank’s liability shall be limited to a maximum of EUR 12,500 per payment transfer. This limitation
on liability shall not apply to deliberate intent or gross negligence by the Bank or to risks which the
Bank has assumed on an exceptional basis.
3.1.3.5. Claims by customers who are not consumers
By way of derogation from the claim to a refund under Sections 3.1.3.2 and 3.1.3.3, customers who are not consumers
shall only have a claim for compensation – besides any claims for restitution under Sections 667 and 812 ff. of the
German Civil Code – for an authorised payment transfer that is not executed, not executed correctly or executed late
or for an unauthorised payment transfer in accordance with the following rules:
•
The Bank shall be liable for any fault on its own part. If the customer has contributed to the occurrence
of any loss or damage through culpable conduct, the principles of contributory negligence shall
determine the extent to which the Bank and the customer must bear the loss or damage.
•
The Bank shall not be liable for any fault on the part of intermediary institutions chosen by it. In such
cases, the Bank’s liability shall be limited to the careful selection and instruction of the first intermediary
institution (order passed on to a third party).
•
The amount of the customer’s claim for compensation shall be limited to the amount of the payment
transfer, plus the charges and interest levied by the Bank. Where claims for consequential loss or
damage are asserted, such claims shall be limited to a maximum of EUR 12,500 per payment transfer.
These limitations on liability shall not apply to deliberate intent or gross negligence by the Bank or to
risks which the Bank has assumed on an exceptional basis or in the case of unauthorised payment
transfers .

3.1.3.6. Preclusion of liability and objection
(1)

Any liability by the Bank under Sections 3.1.3.2-3.1.3.5 shall be precluded:
•
if the Bank proves to the customer that the full amount of the payment transfer was received by the
payee’s payment service provider in due time; or
•
if the payment transfer was executed in conformity with the incorrect unique payee identifier provided
by the customer (see Section 1.2). In this case, the customer may, however, ask the Bank to make
reasonable efforts to recover the amount of the payment transfer. If the payment transfer amount under
Sentence 2 cannot be recovered, the Bank shall upon written request provide the customer with all
available information so that the customer can assert a claim for a refund of the payment transfer
amount against the actual recipient of the payment transfer. For the Bank’s services under Sentences
2 and 3 of this sub-section, the Bank shall levy the charge set out in the “List of Prices and Services”.

(2)

Any claims by the customer under Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 and any objections by the customer against the
Bank as a result of non-execution or incorrect execution of payment transfers , or as a result of unauthorised
payment transfers , shall be precluded if the customer fails to duly inform the Bank within a period of 13 months
at the latest after being debited for an unauthorised or incorrectly executed payment transfer. This period shall
start to run only once the Bank has informed the customer about the debit entry for the payment transfer through
the agreed account information channel no later than one month after the debit entry was made; otherwise the
date on which the customer is informed shall determine when the period commences. Customers may assert
claims for compensation also after expiry of the period referred to in Sentence 1 if they were prevented, through
no fault of their own, from adhering to this period. Sentences 1 to 3 shall apply even if the customer initiates the
payment transfer via a payment initiation service provider.
Any claims by the customer shall be precluded if the circumstances substantiating a claim:

(3)
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•
•

are based upon an exceptional and unforeseeable event on which the Bank has no influence and
whose consequences could not have been avoided even by exercising due diligence; or
were brought about by the Bank as a result of a statutory obligation.

3.2. Payment transfers in countries outside the EEA (third countries) 6
3.2.1.

Information required

The customer must provide the following information for the execution of a payment transfer order:
•
name of the payee
•
unique payee identifier (see Section 1.2; if the BIC is not known in cross-border payment transfers , the full name
and address of the payee’s payment service provider should be indicated instead)
•
country of destination (if possible, in abbreviated form as detailed in Annex 1)
•
currency (if possible, in abbreviated form as detailed in Annex 1)
•
amount
•
name of the customer
•
customer’s account number (Kontonummer) or IBAN
3.2.2.

Execution time

Payment transfers shall be executed as soon as possible.
3.2.3.

Customer’s claims to a refund and compensation
3.2.3.1. Refund for unauthorised payment transfers
(1)

(2)

If a payment transfer is unauthorised (see Section 1.3, Paragraph 2 above), the Bank shall have no claim against
the customer for reimbursement of its expenses. It shall be obliged to refund the amount of the payment transfer
to the customer and, if the amount has been debited to an account held by the customer, to restore the balance
of this account to what it would have been without debiting for the unauthorised payment transfer. This obligation
must be satisfied in accordance with the “List of Prices and Services” by no later than the end of the business
day following the day on which the Bank was notified or otherwise learned that the payment transfer was
unauthorised. If the Bank has notified any competent authority in writing that it has legitimate grounds to suspect
fraudulent conduct on the part of the customer, the Bank shall review and perform its obligation under Sentence
2 without delay if the suspected fraud is not confirmed. If the payment transfer was initiated by a payment
initiation service provider, the Bank shall be subject to the obligations under Sentences 2 to 4.
In the event of any other loss or damage resulting from an unauthorised payment transfer, the Bank shall be
liable for any fault on its own part. If the customer has contributed to the occurrence of any loss or damage
through culpable conduct, the principles of contributory negligence shall determine the extent to which the Bank
and the customer must bear the loss or damage.

3.2.3.2. Liability for non-execution, incorrect or late execution of authorised payment transfers
In the event of non-execution, incorrect or late execution of authorised payment transfers , customers shall have a
claim for compensation – besides any claims for restitution under Sections 667 and 812 ff. of the German Civil Code
– in accordance with the following rules:
•
The Bank shall be liable for any fault on its own part. If the customer has contributed to the occurrence
of any loss or damage through culpable conduct, the principles of contributory negligence shall
determine the extent to which the Bank and the customer must bear the loss or damage.
•
The Bank shall not be liable for any fault on the part of intermediary institutions chosen by it. In such
cases, the Bank’s liability shall be limited to the careful selection and instruction of the first intermediary
institution (order passed on to a third party).
•
The Bank’s liability shall be limited to a maximum of EUR 12,500 per payment transfer. This limitation
on liability shall not apply to deliberate intent or gross negligence by the Bank or to risks which the
Bank has assumed on an exceptional basis.
3.2.3.3. Preclusion of liability and objection
(1)
•
•

(2)

Any liability by the Bank under Section 3.2.3.2 shall be precluded:
if the Bank proves to the customer that the full amount of the payment transfer was received by the payee’s
payment service provider in due time; or
if the payment transfer was executed in conformity with the incorrect unique payee identifier provided by the
customer (see Section 1.2). In this case, the customer may, however, request the Bank to make
reasonableefforts to recover the amount of the payment transfer. For the Bank’s services under Sentences 2 of
this sub-section, the Bank shall levy the charge set out in the “List of Prices and Services”.
Any claims by the customer under Sections 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.3.2, and any objections by the customer against the
Bank as a result of non-execution or incorrect execution of payment transfers , or as a result of unauthorised
payment transfers , shall be precluded if the customer fails to inform the Bank thereof within a period of 13
months at the latest after being debited for an unauthorised or incorrectly executed payment transfer. This period
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(3)
•

shall start to run only once the Bank has informed the customer about the debit entry for the payment transfer
through the agreed account information channel no later than one month after the debit entry was made;
otherwise, the date on which the customer is informed shall determine when the period commences. Customers
may also assert compensation claims after expiry of the period referred to in Sentence 1 if they were prevented,
through no fault of their own, from adhering to this period. Sentences 1 to 3 shall apply even if the customer
initiates the payment transfer via a payment initiation service provider.
Any claims by the customer shall be precluded if the circumstances substantiating a claim:
are based upon an exceptional and unforeseeable event on which the Bank has no influence and whose
consequences could not have been avoided even by exercising due diligence; or were brought about by the
Bank as a result of a statutory obligation

1

International Bank Account Number

5

e.g. US dollar

2

The European Economic Area (EEA) currently comprises Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France (including French Guiana, Guadeloupe,
Martinique, Mayotte, Réunion), Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden as well as
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

6

Third countries are all states outside the European Economic Area
(EEA) (currently: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France (including
French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Mayotte, Réunion),
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia,
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland)

3

Bank Identifier Code

4

EEA currencies at present: Bulgarian lev, Croatian kuna, Czech
koruna, Danish krone, Estonian kroon, euro, Hungarian forint,
Icelandic krona, Norwegian krone, Polish zloty, pound sterling,
Romanian leu, Swedish krona and Swiss franc.

Annex 1: List of destination countries and currency abbreviations
Destination country

Abbreviation

Currency

Abbreviation

Austria

AT

euro

EUR

Belgium

BE

euro

EUR

Bulgaria

BG

Bulgarian lev

BGN

Canada

CA

Canadian dollar

CAD

Croatia

HR

Croatian kuna

HRK

Cyprus

CY

euro

EUR

Czech Republic

CZ

Czech koruna

CZK

Denmark

DK

Danish krone

DKK

Estonia

EE

euro

EUR

Finland

FI

euro

EUR

France

FR

euro

EUR

Greece

GR

euro

EUR

Hungary

HU

Hungarian forint

HUF

Iceland

IS

Icelandic króna

ISK

Ireland

IE

euro

EUR

Italy

IT

euro

EUR

Japan

JP

Japanese yen

JPY

Latvia

LV

euro

EUR

Liechtenstein

LI

Swiss franc*

CHF

Lithuania

LT

euro

EUR
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Luxembourg

LU

euro

EUR

Malta

MT

euro

EUR

Netherlands

NL

euro

EUR

Norway

NO

Norwegian krone

NOK

Poland

PL

Polish zloty

PLN

Portugal

PT

euro

EUR

Romania

RO

Romanian leu

RON

Russian Federation

RU

Russian rouble

RUB

Slovak Republic

SK

euro

EUR

Slovenia

SI

euro

EUR

Spain

ES

euro

EUR

Sweden

SE

Swedish krona

SEK

Switzerland

CH

Swiss franc

CHF

Turkey

TR

Turkish lira

TRY

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland

GB

pound sterling

GBP

United States

US

US dollar

USD

*The Swiss franc is the legal tender in Liechtenstein.
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Terms and Conditions for Online Banking
1.

Services on offer
(1)

(2)

(3)
2.

The (securities) account holder and his /her authorised representatives can use online banking to execute banking
transactions to the extent offered by the Bank. They can also access information provided by the Bank via online
banking. The holder of a transaction account and his /her authorised representatives are also authorised to use a
payment initiation service to initiate a payment order in accordance with section 1 (33) of the German Payment Services
Supervision Act (Zahlungsdiensteaufsichtsgesetz) and to use an account information service pursuant to section 1 (34)
of the German Payment Services Supervision Act for the provision of information regarding a payment account
provided that the account qualifies as a payment account.
The (securities) account holder and his/her authorised representatives shall hereinafter be referred to using the uniform
term “Participant”. The account and the securities deposit account shall hereinafter be referred to using the uniform
term “Account” in the absence of any explicit provisions to the contrary below.
The transaction limits agreed separately with the Bank apply to the use of online banking. The Participant can reach
a separate agreement with his/her Bank on changing these limits.
Conditions for the use of the online banking

In order to use the online banking system, the Participant requires the personalised security features and authentication
instruments agreed with the Bank so that he /she can provide the Bank with proof of his /her identity as an authorised Participant
(see section 3) and authorise orders (see section 4). In place of a personalised security feature, a biometric feature of the
Participant can also be used for the purposes of authentication/authorisation.
2.1 Personalised security features
Personalised security features are personalised features that the Bank makes available to the Participant for the purposes
of authentication/authorisation. Personalized security features that can also be alphanumeric are for example:
the personal identification number (PIN)
transaction numbers for one-off use (TAN)
the user code for the electronic signature
2.2 Authentication instruments
Authentication instruments are personalised instruments or pro - cedures, the use of which has been agreed between the
Bank and the Account Holder and which are used by the Partici - pant to issue an online banking order. In particular, by
means of the following authentication instruments the personalized security feature (e.g. TAN) can be made available to the
participant:
PIN-letter
List of transaction numbers for one-off use (TAN)
TAN generator, which is the component of a chip card or another electronic device to generate TANs
online banking app on a mobile end device (e. g. mobile tele- phone) to receive or generate TANs,
mobile end device (e. g. mobile telephone) for receiving TANs by SMS (mobileTAN),
chip card with a signature function or
other authentication instrument including signature keys.

3.

Access to online banking

The Participant shall receive access to online banking, if
•
the Participant transmits his /her account number or individ- ual participant ID and his /her PIN or electronic signature, or
uses his /her biometric feature,
•
verification of this data at the Bank has resulted in access authorisation for the Participant and
•
the access has not been blocked (see section 8.1 and 9).
After access has been granted to online banking, the Participant can retrieve information or issue orders. Sentence 1 and 2 shall
apply even if payment orders are initiated via a payment initiation service and transaction account information is requested via
an account information service (see section 1 (1) sentence 3).

4.

Online banking orders
4.1 Placement of orders and authorization
In order to ensure that they are effective, the Participant must authorise online banking orders (e. g. payment transfers )
using the personalised security feature provided by the Bank (e. g. TAN) or using the agreed biometric security feature
and transmit them to the Bank using online banking. Bank shall confirm receipt of the order via online banking. Sentences
1 and 2 apply even if the holder of a payment account and his /her representatives initiate and transmit payment orders via
a payment initiation service (see section 1 (1) sentence 3).
4.2 Revocation of orders
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The extent to which an online banking order can be revoked depends on the special conditions that apply to the relevant
type of order (e. g. terms and conditions for payment transfers ). orders may only be revoked outside of the online banking
system, unless Bank expressly provides for the option of revocation in online banking.

5.

Processing of online banking orders by the Bank
(1)

Online banking orders shall be processed on the business days specified for the processing of the type of in- struction
in question (e. g. payment transfer) on the Bank’s online banking page or in the “List of Fees and Services” as part of
normal daily business operations. If the order is received after the point in time specified on the Bank’s online banking
page or in the “List of Fees and Services” (acceptance deadline) or if it is received at a time that is not a business day
pursuant o the Bank’s “List of Fees and Services”, then the order shall be deemed to have been received on the
following busi- ness day. Processing will not start before this day.
(2) The Bank shall execute the orders if the following conditions for execution are met:
•
The Participant has authorised the order.
•
The Participant is eligible to issue the relevant type of order (e.g. securities order).
•
The online banking data format has been observed
•
The separately agreed online banking transaction limit has not been exceeded.
•
The other execution conditions in accordance with the special conditions that apply to the relevant type of order
(e. g. sufficient funds in the account as per the terms and conditions for transfers) are satisfied.
If the execution conditions in accordance with sentence 1 are met, Bank shall execute the online banking orders in
accordance with the provisions of the special conditions that apply to the relevant type of transaction (e. g. terms and
con- ditions for transfers, terms and conditions for the securities business).
(3) If the execution conditions in accordance with subsection 2 sentence 1 are not met, then the Bank shall not execute
the online banking order and shall provide the Participant with information via online banking regarding the nonexecution and – as far as this is possible – on the reasons for this and the options for correcting the errors that led to
the rejection.

6.

Account holder notification of online banking transactions

The Bank shall inform the Account Holder of the transac- tions executed using online banking at least once a month, using the
means agreed for account information.

7.

Participant’s duties of care

7.1 Technical connection to the online banking
The Participant is obliged to establish the technical connec- tion to online banking via the online banking access channels
(e. g. Internet address) notified by Bank separately. The holder of an account – provided that the account qualifies as a
payment account – and his/her representatives can establish the technical connection to online banking in order to initiate
payment orders and to request payment account information via a payment initiation service or account informa- tion service
selected by them as well (see section 1 (1) sentence 3).
7.2 Confidentiality of the personalised security features and safekeeping of the authentication instruments
(1)

The customer shall:
- keep his/her personalised security features (see section 2.1) secret and
- prevent access to his/her authentication instrument (see section 2.2) by others.
After all, any other person who is in possession of the authentication instrument can misuse the online banking
procedure together with his/her knowledge of the corresponding personalised security feature. The confidentiality
obligation regarding the personalised security feature pursuant to sentence 1 shall not apply to the holder of a
transaction account and his/her representatives vis- à-vis payment initiation services and account information services
(see section 1 (1) sentence 3) if they initiate payment orders via a payment initiation service or request transaction
account information via an account information service provided that the account qualifies as a payment account.
(2) The following should be noted, in particular, to protect the personalised security feature, as well as the authentication
instrument:
•
The personalised security feature must not be saved electronically without being secured.
•
When entering the personalised security feature, it is import- ant to ensure that other people cannot spy on it.
•
The personalised security feature must not be passed on by email.
•
The personalised security feature (e. g. PIN) must not be stored together with the authentication instrument.
•
The Participant may not use more than one TAN to authorise an order, for example, or to remove a block
•
In the mobileTAN procedure, the device used to receive the TAN (e. g. mobile phone) must not be used for
online banking.
7.3 Security information provided by the Bank
The Participant must observe the security orders issued by the Bank on its website for online banking, in particular the
recom- mended measures to protect the hardware and software used (customer system).
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7.4 Checking the order data against the data shown by the Bank
If the Bank shows the Participant data from the latter’s online banking order (e. g. an amount, account number of the
beneficiary, security identification number) in the customer system or via another device of the Participant (e. g. mobile
phone, chip card reader with display) asking for the Participant to confirm it, then the Participant is obliged to check the
data he / she intends to use for the transaction against the data shown by the Bank be- fore confirming it.

8

Obligation to notify and provide information

8.1

Blocking notification
(1)

If the Participant realises that
–
the authentication instrument has been lost or stolen, or that the his / her authentication instrument or
personalised security feature has been misused
–
or used in another unauthorised manner,
he / she must inform the Bank immediately (blocking notification). The Participant can also send a blocking notification to
the Bank at any time using the separately provided contact details.
(2) The Participant must notify the police of any theft or misuse immediately.
(3) If the Participant suspects that another person
–
has unauthorised possession of his / her authentication instrument or knowledge of his / her personalised
security feature or
–
is using the authentication instrument or the personalised security feature without authorisation to do so,
then he/she must also make a blocking notification.
8.2

Information on unauthorised or incorrectly executed orders
The account /securities account holder must notify Bank immediately if he / she discovers that an unauthorised in - struction
has been executed or an order has been executed incorrectly.

9

Block on use

9.1 Block at the request of the Participant
-

At the instigation of the Participant, in particular in the event that a blocking notification is made pursuant to section
8.1, the Bank shall block the online banking access for the Participant or all Participants or
his / her authentication instrument.

9.2 Block at the instigation of the Bank
(1)

(2)

The Bank is entitled to block a Participant’s online bank- ing access if
•
it is authorised to terminate the online banking agreement for cause,
•
objective grounds in connection with the security of the authentication instrument or the personalised security
feature jus - tify this, or
•
there is a suspicion of unauthorised or fraudulent use of the authentication instrument.
The Bank shall inform the account / securities account holder, indicating the reasons for the block, if possible before
– or at least no later than immediately after the block has been imposed.

9.3 Removal of the block
The Bank shall remove a block or replace the personalised security feature / the authentication instrument if the reasons
for the block cease to exist. It shall inform the account / securities account holder of this without delay.
9.4 Automatic block on a chip-based authentication instrument
(1) The chip card with signature function shall be blocked automatically if the user code for the electronic signature is
entered incorrectly three times in a row.
(2) A TAN generator, as a component of a chip card that requires the entry of the Participant’s own user code, shall be
blocked automatically if the user code is entered incorrectly three times in a row.
(3) The authentication instruments specified in subsections 1 and 2 can then no longer be used for online banking. The
Partici- pant can contact the Bank in order to restore his / her online banking account.

10 Liability
10.1 Liability of the Bank in the event of an unauthorised online banking transaction or an online banking
trans- action that was not executed, was executed incorrectly or was executed late
The liability of the Bank for an unauthorised online banking transaction or an online banking transaction that was not
executed, was executed incorrectly or was executed late shall be based on the special conditions that apply to the relevant
type of order (e. g. terms and conditions for payment transfers , terms and conditions for the securities business).
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10.2 Liability of the (securities) account holder if a person - alised security feature or a authentication
instrument is misused
10.2.1
(1)

(2)

Liability of the account holder for unauthorised payment transactions prior to the blocking
notification
If unauthorised payment transactions executed before the blocking notification are attributable to the use of a lost or
stolen authentication instrument, or a authentication instrument that disappeared in another way, or to the other misuse
of a authentication instrument, then the Account Holder shall be liable for the damage incurred by the Bank as a result
up to an amount of EUR 50, irrespective of whether the Participant is at fault or not.
The Account Holder is not obliged to provide compensa- tion for the damage pursuant to subsection 1 if
–
he / she was unable to notice the loss, theft, disappearance or other misuse of the authentication instrument
before the unauthor - ised payment transaction was made, or
–
the loss of the authentication instrument was caused by a salaried employee, an agent, a branch office of a
payment service provider or another authority to which activities of the payment service provider have been
outsourced.

(3)

If unauthorised payment transactions are executed prior to the blocking notification and if the Participant acted with
intent to defraud or breached his/her notification obliga- tions and duties of care under these terms and conditions by
wilful intent or gross negligence, then the Account Holder shall bear the resulting damage in full. by way of derogation
from subsections 1 and 2. The term “gross negligence”, on the part of the Participant, can refer, in particular to a
scenario in which he /she
–
does not notify the Bank of the loss or theft of the authentication instrument or the misuse of the
authentication instrument or the personalised security feature immediately after having become aware of
this (see section 8.1 (1)),
–
saved the personalised security feature electronically without it being secured (see section 7.2 (2), 1st
indent),
–
did not keep the personalised security feature secret, and this is what caused the misuse (see section 7.2
(1)),
–
noted the personalised security feature on the authentication instrument or kept it together with the
authentication instrument (see section 7.2 (2),
–
used more than one TAN to authorise an order (see section 7.2 (2), 5th indent).
–
in the mobileTAN procedure, used the device used to receive the TAN (e. g. mobile phone) for online banking
as well (see section 7.2 (2), 6th indent).

(4)

By way of derogation from subsections 1 and 3, the Account Holder is not obliged to pay compensation if the Bank
failed to request strong customer authentication pursuant to section 1 (24) of the German Payment Services
Supervision Act (Zahlungsdiensteaufsichtsgesetz) from the Participant although the Bank is subject to a statutory obligation regarding strong customer authentication pursuant to section 68 (4) of the German Payment Services
Supervision Act. Strong customer authentication requires, in particular, the use of two independent elements from the
following categories: knowledge (something that the Participant knows, e. g. PIN), possession (something in the
Participant’s possession, e. g. TAN generator) or inherence (something that the Participant is, e. g. fingerprint).
Liability for damage incurred within the period to which the transaction limit applies is limited to the trans - action limit
communicated in each case.
The Account Holder is not obliged to reimburse the damage under subsections 1 and 3 if the Participant was unable
to issue the blocking notification pursuant to sec- tion 8.1 because the Bank did not ensure that there was someone
available to record the notification to block the account.
Subsections 2 and 4 to 6 shall not apply if the Participant acted with intent to defraud.
If the Account Holder is not a consumer, then the following shall apply in addition:
–
the Account Holder is liable for damage incurred on the basis of unauthorised payment transactions beyond
the li- ability limit of EUR 50 in accordance with subsection 1 and 3 if the Participant breached his/her
notification obligations and duties of care under these terms and conditions by wilful intent or gross
negligence.
–
The limitation of liability in subsection 2 first indent shall not apply.

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

10.2.2

Liability of the securities account holder for unauthorised securities transactions prior to the
blocking notification

If unauthorised securities transactions executed before the blocking notice are based on the use of a lost or stolen
authentication instrument or on any other form of misuse of the personalised security feature or the authentication instrument
and if Bank incurred a loss as a result, the securities account hold- er and Bank shall be liable in accordance with the
statutory principles of contributory negligence
10.2.3

Liability of the Bank as of the blocking notice

As soon as Bank has received a blocking notice from the Participant, it shall assume any damage arising thereafter due to
unauthorised online banking transactions. This shall not apply if the Participant acted with intent to defraud.
10.2.4

Exclusion of liability
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Liability claims are excluded f the circumstances on which a claim is based are themselves based on an unusual
and unforeseeable event over which the Party that is invoking this event has no influence and the consequences
of which could not have been avoided by that Party despite due diligence.

11

Electronic postbox

11.1 Means of communication
In connection with the business relationship between Bank and customer the electronic postbox (hereinafter “Postbox”)
serves as electronic means of communication for all customers who have agreed to the Terms and Conditions for Online
Banking. Information for which the Bank has a legal obligation to provide to the customer (hereinafter “Documents”, for
example account statements or account settlements) and messages related to the regular course of business (hereinafter
“Messages”) shall be provided to the customer exclusively in electronic form on the encrypted pages of the Postbox – unless
there is a legal obligation to provide such Documents and messages in written form.
11.2 Provision of documents
The customer explicitly waives the provision of Documents and messages by the Bank as physical documents. Upon
request by the customer physical delivery of Documents or Messages may be arranged by the Bank according to
fees described in the List of Prices and Services. The Bank withholds the right to deliver individual Documents and
Messages (in case of technical problems all Documents and Messages) by physical mail or any other means to the
customer, if the Bank deems it appropriate taking into account customer interest.
11.3 Access
Documents and Messages which were transmitted to the Postbox of the customer will be deemed received at the moment
of transmission and the possibility of accessing by the customer. If the transmission is executed after 6 pm or on a Sunday
or public holiday, the Documents and Messages will be deemed received on the subsequent working day. The customer is
obliged to access regularly Documents in his/her Postbox and check its content. Any inconsistencies must be communicated
to the Bank without delay, at the latest within 6 weeks after the Documents were received.
11.4 Inalterability
The Bank guarantees the inalterability of all data in the Postbox. This guarantee does not apply insofar as data is stored
outside of the Postbox. It should be noted that due to individual hard or software settings a printout may not always
correspond the display on the screen. Insofar as Documents or Messages are changed or circulated in changed form, the
Bank can not be held liable. The Bank cannot guarantee the compliance of Documents or Messages for matters of tax
approval.
11.5 Storage
The Bank stores Documents which are submitted to the Postbox for at least 24 months. The Bank stores Messages in the
Postbox for at least 6 months. After expiration of these deadlines the Bank can remove Documents or Messages from the
Postbox without prior notice.
11.6 Termination
The obligation of the Bank to provide Documents and Messages in the Postbox is terminated when the agreement for the
use of online banking services is terminated, at the latest however when the underlying business relationship is terminated.
For Documents or Messages which are not yet stored in the Postbox at the moment when the termination comes into effect,
the Bank is not obliged to provide those to the customer by physical mail subsequent to the termination. Upon request of
the customer the Bank will in such circumstances arrange physical delivery of Documents and Messages remaining in
his/her Postbox according to the fees described in the List of Prices and Services.
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List of Prices and Services regarding the Product Raisin
1.

General Information and Services
-

2.

Services of the customer’s partner banks regarding the Product Raisin are in principal free of charge, as long as the
respective partner bank does not state otherwise in its respective list of prices and services.
Customer service: via email free of charge; via telephone costs depending on the respective telecommunication
provider; via letter: postal charges.
Business days correspond to banking working days (Monday to Friday) in Frankfurt/Main, Germany.
For other services provided by Raisin Bank its general schedule of prices and services can be requested.
Raisin Bank AG’s Raisin Account

The following services are free of charge:
Account opening (incl. identification)
Ongoing account management
Account closure
Change of customer data (e.g. name)
Online list of balance at the end of each calendar year
Messages and document up-/download for the Raisin Account to/from the electronic postbox in the online banking area
PIN and transaction password for online banking incl. two requests for new PIN
Messages and document up-/download for the Raisin-Account to/from the electronic postbox in the online banking
area
Transactions from the Raisin-Account to a reference account
Transactions form the Raisin-Account to a deposit account at a partner bank
3.

Additional Services

In individual cases, for additional services that are particularly complex, costs can incur as shown in the following table:
-

PIN request free of charge, however, starting with the third PIN letter: 10.00 EUR per request
Locking/Unlocking online-banking access free of charge; however starting with the third locking/unlocking request:
10.00 EUR per request
Change of the reference account free of charge; however starting with the third change: 10.00 EUR per request
Duplicates of account statements or receipts on request (insofar as the bank has already fulfilled its information
requirements): 10.00 EUR per request
Postal dispatch of documents and messages (on request): 5.00 EUR per request
Investigations (for circumstances attributable to the customer): 15.00 EUR per request
Determination of a new customer address: 15.00 EUR per request
Simple list of balance (on request and insofar as the bank has already fulfilled its information requirements): 10.00 EUR
per request
Processing of other orders (on request): resource-related
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Raisin Bank customer information relating to data
protection
1. Data protection declarations
of consent
For Raisin Bank to be able to provide services to the
customer it is necessary that certain personal data are

3.

aforementioned

shared between Raisin Bank, the distribution partner (if
applicable), the custodian bank (if applicable) and the
Partner Bank with which the customer wishes to
conclude a contract or has concluded a contract. These
personal data are, among other things, salutation, title,

The customer expressly agrees with the
processing

of

the

aforementioned personal data.
4.

The customer also agrees that personal data
(master data, account data) will be transmitted
to him via (unencrypted) e-mail among other
channels.

first name(s), surname, street / number, postal code /
city, e-mail address, mobile phone number, deviating
shipping address, nationality, date of birth, birthplace,
country of birth, marital status, occupation, professional
industry (if applicable), tax identification number and tax
residency, IBAN and BIC of the reference account,
documents provided by the customer, as well as
information on the status and amount of the deposits or
investments of the customer.

The customer can revoke the consent in whole or in
part and without giving reasons at any time for the
future without any form requirements. Moreover,
Raisin Bank is obligated to secrecy about this data
and may transfer it on only with the consent of the
customer or if there is a legal obligation. The request
for revocation or other data protection concerns
must be addressed to: Raisin Bank AG, c/o Raisin
GmbH, postbox 130151, 13601 Berlin; E-mail address:
privacy@raisin.com.
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2. Customer Information about data processing in accordance with the EU
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

The protection of personal data is important to Raisin
Bank. Therefore, Raisin Bank aims to comply with the
data protection regulations in order to achieve sufficient
protection and security of the customer data. With this
document we wish to inform you about the processing
of your personal data by Raisin Bank and the rights
regarding data protection, to which you are entitled.
1. Who is responsible for data processing and who
can you contact?
Responsible for the data processing is:
Raisin Bank AG
Niedenau 61-63
60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Our corporate data protection officer can be reached
at:
Raisin Bank AG
Data protection officer
Niedenau 61-63
60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Email address: privacy@raisin.com
2.Which data is processed by us and what are the
sources for this data?
We process personal data that we receive from you in
the context of the customer relationship. The customer
relationship begins with the initiation of a contract and
includes the completion of the contract. We also process
data that we obtained permissibly from publicly
available sources (e.g. commercial register).
Personal data from you that we process includes for
example:
first and last name, address, date and place of birth,
nationality,

occupational

information,

phone

numbers, email address, bank account information,
information on personal income, information on
personal wealth, marital status, tax number, data from
identification

documents,

login

data,

customer

number, etc.
3. For what purposes and on what legal basis do we
process the data?
(a) To fulfil contractual obligations (Art. 6 (1) lit b)
GDPR):
We process personal data (Art 4 No. 2 GDPR) in
order to provide our services under the deposit
contract and other relevant required activities.
Precontractual information that you provide as part
of the registration process is also included.

(b) To meet legal obligations (Art. 6 (1) lit c) GDPR):
We may process personal data for the purpose of
fulfilling various legal obligations, e.g. due to
taxation law etc.
(c)

Within the framework of your consent (Art. 6
(1) lit a) GDPR):

In case you give us consent for the processing of
your personal data for specific purposes, we
process data in accordance with the purposes and
to the extent defined in the declaration of consent.
You have the right to revoke your consent at any
time with effect for the future.
(d) To protect legitimate interests (Art. 6 (1) lit f)
GDPR):
It is possible as result of a balancing of interests that
in favor of Raisin Bank or third parties, Raisin Bank
or a third-party process data beyond the actual
fulfilment of the contract to protect legitimate
interests of Raisin Bank or third parties. Such
processing is:
• Testing and optimization of requirements
analysis and direct customer approach;
• Measures to manage the business, to
improve services and to recover
customers;
• Advertising or market and opinion
research, unless you have not objected to
this kind of usage of your personal data
according to Art. 21 GDPR.
4. Who receives my personal data?(a) Within Raisin Bank those departments and
employees process your personal data, which need
the data to fulfill the contractual obligations, legal
obligations or legitimate interests.
(b) In addition, data processors (e.g. external IT service
providers) and distribution partners contracted by
us process your personal data if they need the data
to perform their respective services. All data
processors and distribution partners have a
contractual obligation to treat your data as
confidential and to process the data only within the
framework of the provision of their services to us.
(c) Based on the fulfillment of legal obligations [name
of the bank] may be obliged under certain
circumstances to forward data to public bodies and
institutions.
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(d) Other persons may receive your data if you have
given your consent for the transmission of data to
such persons.
5. Does Raisin Bank transmit my data to a third
country or an international organization?
In principle, your personal data will not be transmitted
to a third country or international organization. In any
case such transmission only occurs as part of a data
processing agreement, an express consent by you or
based on a legal obligation and taking into account legal
restrictions.
6. How long will my data be stored?
(a) Raisin Bank stores your personal data no longer
than absolutely necessary. In order to fulfil the
contract, we store the data for the duration of the
entire customer relationship.
(b)
Based on legal retention and documentation
requirements Raisin Bank can store data beyond
the customer relationship. This can derive for
example from the German Commercial Code
(Handelsgesetzbuch, HGB) and the German Tax
Code (Abgabenordnung, AO). We take in to
account the statutes of limitation regarding
storage. The Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch,
BGB) provides for a general limitation period of 3
years and in certain cases even 30 years.
7. Which privacy rights do I have?
(a) Right of information (Art. 15 GDPR):
Your right of information includes that you can
request from Raisin Bank a confirmation whether
we process personal data of you. Is this the case,
you have the right to get information about this
data and further information about how we
process the data.
(b)
Right to rectification (Art. 16 GDPR):
If your information is not correct (anymore), you have
the right to claim for rectification of incorrect personal
data by us
(c) Right to erasure (Art. 17 GDPR):
You have the right to call for an immediate erasure of
your data by us if any of the following applies:
• The keeping of the personal data is no longer
necessary for the purposes for which it was
collected or otherwise processed.
• You have revoked your consent and there is no
other legal basis for processing.
• Your personal data has been processed
without good reason.
• Your personal data must be deleted to meet
legal requirements.
(d) Right to restrict processing (Art. 18 GDPR):
The right to restrict processing includes that you can
require limited data processing if any of the following
applies:

•

•

•

•

The accuracy of the personal data is contested
by you, for a period enabling us to verify the
accuracy of the personal data.
The processing is unlawful, and you oppose
the erasure of the personal data and request
the restriction of their use instead.
Raisin Bank no longer needs the personal data
for the purposes of the processing, but they
are required by you for the establishment,
exercise or defense of legal claims;
You have objected to the processing and the
verification whether the legitimate grounds of
Raisin Bank override those of the data subject
is still pending.

(e) Right to object (Art. 21 GDPR):
If data processing takes place on the basis of a legitimate
interest or of the public interest, you have the right to
object to this data processing. Detailed information on
your right of objection can be found at the end of this
section.
(f)
Right to data portability (Art. 20 GDPR):
You have the right to receive your personal data
provided to us in a portable format and ask us to
transmit such data to another controller without
hindrance from Raisin.
(g) Right to complain:
In case you believe that we process your data against
national or European data protection law, we kindly ask
you to contact us, to find a solution together. In addition,
you have the right to object at the respective data
protection supervisory authority.
(h) Revocation of consent for data processing:
A consent to the processing of personal data can be
revoked at any time without any form requirements.
This also applies with regard to the withdrawal of
declarations of consent issued to us prior to the
application of the GDRP, i.e. before 25 May 2018. We
would like to point out that any revocation only applies
for any future engagements.
8. Am I required to provide personal data?
(a)
In the context of the customer relationship, you
must provide the personal data necessary for the
initiation and fulfilment of the costumer
relationship. Also, you must provide us with
personal data necessary for the fulfillment of legal
obligations.
(b) Should you disagree with the provision of these
required personal data, we are not in a position to
conclude or execute a contract with you.
9. Does Raisin Bank use automated decision making
(including profiling)?
Raisin Bank does not use automated decision making in
the sense of Art. 22 GDPR as part of the business
relationship. Raisin Bank processes your data partially
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automated to evaluate certain personal aspects
(profiling) and to be able to provide the best possible
service to you. In order to inform you about products in
a targeted manner, we use evaluation tools that enable
us to communicate and advertise on demand.
10. How can we change this customer information
on data protection?
If necessary, we can adjust this data protection
information. You can find the latest version of this
information at any time on our Internet Platform
www.raisin.com/privacy-policy.

Information of your right to object pursuant to
Art. 21 of the EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)

1. Individual case-related right of objection
You have the right, for reasons arising out of your
particular situation, to object at any time against
the processing of your personal data, which is
based on the Art. 6 (1) lit e) GDPR (data processing
in the public interest) and Art. 6 (1) lit f) GDPR (data
processing on the basis of a balance of interests);
this also applies to proﬁling within the meaning of
Art. 4 (4) GDPR.
In case you object, we will no longer process your
personal data unless we can prove compelling
reasons for the processing that outweigh your
interests, rights and freedoms, or the processing is
for the assertion, exercise or defence of legal
claims.
2. Right of objection against processing of data
for direct advertising
In individual cases we process your personal data
in order to operate direct advertising. You have the
right at any time to object to the processing of
personal data relating to you for the purpose of
such advertising; this also applies to proﬁling, as
far as it is related to such direct advertising. If you
object to the processing for direct marketing
purposes, we will no longer process your personal
data for these purposes.
3. Your objection can be communicated
informally.
We politely request you to direct this via phone or
email to our customer service:
Phone: +49 30 770 191 295
Email address: service@raisin.com
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Raisin Bank Depositor Information Sheet
Dear customer,
With the following "Depositor Information Sheet" we wish to inform you – pursuant to Section 23a (1) sentence
3 of the German Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz [KWG]) – about the statutory Deposit Guarantee Scheme.
Deposits at Raisin Bank AG are protected
by:

Entschädigungseinrichtung deutscher Banken GmbH1

Limit of protection:

EUR 100,000 EUR per depositor, per credit institution 2

If you have multiple deposits at the same
credit institution:

All your deposits at the same credit institution are “aggregated” and
the total is subject to the limit of EUR 100,000 2

If you have a joint account with other
person(s):

The limit of EUR 100,000 applies to each depositor separately3

Reimbursement period in case of credit
institution’s failure:

20 working days until 31 May 2016 or 7 working days from 01 June
20164

Currency of reimbursement:

Euro (EUR)

Contact details:

Burgstraße 28, 10178 Berlin, Germany
+49 30 59 00 11 960
info@edb-banken.de

More information:

http://www.edb-banken.de/

Acknowledgement
depositor

of

receipt

by

the

(to be explained electronically)

Additional information:
(1)

Your deposit is covered by a statutory Deposit Guarantee Scheme. If insolvency of your credit institution should
occur, your deposits would in any case be repaid up to EUR 100,000

(2)

If a deposit is unavailable because a credit institution is unable to meet its financial obligations, depositors are
repaid by a Deposit Guarantee Scheme. This repayment covers at maximum EUR 100,000 per credit institution.
This means that all deposits at the same credit institution are added up in order to determine the coverage level.
If, for instance, a depositor holds a savings account with EUR 90,000 and a current account with EUR 20,000,
he or she will only be repaid EUR 100,000.

(3)

In case of joint accounts, the limit of EUR 100,000 applies to each depositor.

(4)

Reimbursement
The responsible Deposit Guarantee Scheme is: Entschädigungseinrichtung deutscher Banken GmbH,
Burgstraße 28, 10178 Berlin, Germany, +49 30 59 00 11 960, email: info@edb-banken.de, webseite:
http://www.edb-banken.de.
It will repay your deposits (up to EUR 100,000) within 20 working days until 31 May 2016 or 7 working days from
01 June 2016. If you have not been repaid within this deadline, you should contact the Deposit Guarantee Scheme
since the time to claim reimbursement may be barred after a certain time limit. More information can be obtained
from the website of Entschädigungseinrichtung deutscher Banken GmbH at www.edb-banken.de.

Other important information:
In general, all retail depositors and businesses are covered by Deposit Guarantee Schemes. Exceptions for certain
deposits are stated on the website of the responsible Deposit Guarantee Scheme. Your credit institution will also
inform you on request whether certain products are covered or not. If deposits are covered, the credit institution
shall also confirm this on the statement of account.
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